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Abstract 

In 2017 the University Interscholastic League mandated a regulation change that all 

Texas high school football coaches required certification through Atavus Tackling Training. The 

mandate represented a significant modification to the way tackling is taught, aimed at addressing 

risk of concussion and serious trauma. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to explore how 

coaches’ respond to mandated regulation change.  

This qualitative study utilized an individual level of analysis contributing to academic 

works concerning the understanding of organizational change, including the use of Bridges’ 

(1991) Transition Model within a sporting context, and the call for agent focused perspective 

work in neo-institutional theory. Through an abductive analysis blend consisting of inductive 

coding, and deductive a priori concept of the Bridges Transition Model, this study aimed to 

discern the role transition played in actualizing institutional change by addressing the research 

questions: 

RQ1: How do coaches respond when faced with mandated regulation change? 

RQ2: How does their response reflect transition?   

To account for the complex nature of the 15 interviewed head football coaches’ responses, the 

qualitative methodology of this study utilized various triangulation methods such as data, 

analysis, and theory triangulation, to capture rigor and trustworthiness. 

Rich findings were mined from the data including 15 propositional statements that 

represented the a priori model and 10 inductive themes that contributed to defining the identity 

of a coach, and the sport. The overlap between inductive and deductive findings explored factors 

earmarking why coaches progress or regress through transition. This study found a relationship 

between responses and the Bridges Transition Model phases (addressing RQ2), in addition to 
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multiple transition cycles, and triggers for movement through the phases based on coaches' 

individual needs. This research not only provided examples of what those responses were 

(addressing RQ1), but also discussed why coaches responded in various ways.  

Discussion included use of organizational change literature, Bridges’ (1991) Transition Model, 

and institutional theory, accounting for what coaches experienced and the beliefs and values 

impacting their decisions and thus, responses to mandated regulation change.1  

  

 
1 Key Words: Transition, Mandated Change, Coach, Football 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Football: An Introduction  

Football, a word that can take on various meanings and forms depending on where you 

are and who you ask. In the North American context, it primarily represents a sport that uses a 

prolate spheroid ball, originating from a pig's bladder (St. John & Ramirez, 2013). The shape 

provides those who play with unique pass, catch, kick and bounce characteristics which 

contribute to the unpredictability and excitement of the game.  

While its beginnings were humble, the sport has risen to near divinity status and currently 

the National Football League (NFL) reigns as the most valuable professional sports league in the 

world (Badenhausen, 2019). Despite all of the history and economic successes the sport and 

game have experienced over the past two centuries, the sustainability of the sport’s future is in 

question due to increased awareness of participation health risks. This threat encompasses 

dwindling participation numbers, and severe health risk factors concerning concussions and 

upper body trauma linked to participation. In an industry worth billions, there is an invested 

interest by a nation in football’s survival from not only a monetary but cultural standpoint, and 

this requires a call to action to address the sustainability threats.  

1.2 Purpose and Research Questions 

In order to address the future sustainability concerns of football, tactical changes to the 

way the game is played need to occur. This includes how tackling occurs to reduce head and 

neck injuries. The nuances of a current change are discussed throughout this introduction, 

however, the actualization of such a change will ultimately come down to how coaches respond. 
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This response is an individualized process, with the potential to affect the larger communal 

understanding of the sport. For example, if a collection of high-profile coaches implement 

foreign strategies and have success, there is a likelihood other observing coaches will adopt 

similar strategies. This is common practice in football, for instance in 2008 an NFL team 

introduced the wildcat offensive play, this impacted both offensive and defensive play calling 

throughout the NFL for the next decade (Clark, 2018).   

Changes to the crux of the defensive game that involve tackling, may threaten to alter 

coaches' understanding of the game and impact their secure relationship with the sport. 

Exploring how individuals interact with change can help to enlighten and inform practices 

aiming at implementing change policies. Understanding the behavioural responses and its 

relationship to organizational change is one way to provide insight on how that change is 

internalized or processed, if at all. If the future of football requires an evolution to the game, 

understanding why coaches respond a certain way to a particular regulated change could play a 

vital role in helping to successfully build and plan effective strategies. 

Given these considerations, this study examines mandated regulation change concerning 

Texas high school football coaches' new certification requirements aimed at addressing and 

reducing concussion and upper body trauma. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to explore a 

coach’s response to mandated regulation change. The following sections present arguments 

concerning what mandated regulation change football coaches are experiencing, what 

necessitated the change, and how a coach’s response can be better understood. Through analysis 

of a coach’s response, this study aims to discern the role that transition plays in actualizing 

institutional change by addressing the following research questions: (RQ 1) How do coaches 

respond when faced with mandated regulation change? And (RQ2) how does their response 
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reflect transition? This research utilized an individual level of analysis within a sport context, to 

contribute to academic works concerning the understanding of organizational change. The 

rationale for utilizing a coach or individual internalization perspective as the basis for this study 

was derived from the consideration that the coach enacting mandated change was the most 

applicable unit of measure to address the research questions.  

1.3 Terminology Section 

For the purposes of this study the following terminology was used concerning the definition as 

stated below.  

Change agent: Refers to the individual coach, for the specifics of this study coaches have 

actively participated in the Texas High School football system.  

Transition: Refers to the psychological process that a person goes through to come to terms 

with change. It involves three phases according to Bridges’ (1991) Transition Model. Hereafter 

will be referred to as the Bridges Transition Model, which includes: Endings Phase, Neutral 

Zone Phase, and Beginnings Phase. 

Mandated Regulation Change: Refers to an official requirement of the rules that govern a 

system implementing an action to be performed differently, typically after a set period of time. 

This study specifically refers to the University Interscholastic League (the governing body for 

high school sport competition in the state of Texas) legislation mandating a regulation change 

that all Texas high school football coaches take the Atavus Tackling Training course and become 

certified before 2019 in order to be eligible to coach after that date. Prior to this time Texas high 

school football coaches did not require any tackling certification for eligibility to access 

competition, other than to be an active teacher at their institution (League, n.d.; TASB, 2020).  
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Football: North American Tackle Football is a game that uses a prolate spheroid ball, with 11 - 

12 players (depending on region), on each side of the field of play in offensive, defensive and 

special team strategies donning protective equipment. Points are scored with one team advancing 

the ball into the opponent’s end zone or through the upright goal posts, via carrying or aerial 

means.   

Sport of Football: Includes both nuances of play (the game) and spectacle aspects (business 

side) including, fans, merchandise, broadcasting rights, stadiums. 

Game of Football: Includes only those essential aspects required to participate in play. These 

include, players, field, equipment, coaches.   

Tackling: Means or method of halting an opponent's forward progress and bringing them to the 

ground, which will cause a stoppage in play.  

1.4 Context of Texas High School Football 

 The University Interscholastic League (UIL) was created in 1910 by the University of 

Texas to provide leadership and guidance to public school debate and athletics. The UIL has 

grown into the largest inter-school organizations of its kind in the world (League, n.d.). It is 

responsible for the governance and organizational structure of its member institutions, which are 

the publicly run elementary and high schools, controlling participation in at least 13 regulated 

sport competitions. (League, n.d.). These competitions include regular season and state 

championships for all sports including football. Another organization that assists high school 

coaches with access to resources, such as coach education courses, additional insurance, 

legislation advocacy and networking opportunities is the Texas High School Coaches 

Association (THSCA). The UIL provides governance and structure to high school competitive 
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sports and requires participants to become members in order to access resources. However, the 

THSCA does not require coaches as members in order to participate but rather exists as a 

voluntary value add membership option. One service the THSCA offers is access to coaching 

resources, including coach education and certification options.  

In 2017 the University Interscholastic League (UIL), as the governing body for all sport 

and club programing in elementary and high school, in partnership with the Texas High School 

Coaches Association (THSCA) issued a legislation stating that all football coaches now require 

certification prior to the 2019 season (see Appendix A) (University Interscholastic League, 

2018). The certification process mandated coaches take the Atavus Tackling Training course and 

pass an exam following the course, in order to achieve certification. This mandated regulation 

change requiring coaches to take a course and become certified, prior to 2019 making them 

eligible to coach after this date is the focus of this study. The Atavus course provided coaches 

with information, tips and drills for instructing the shoulder-led tackling technique, it can also be 

referred to as the rugby-style of tackling (see Appendix B) (THSCA, n.d.; Coaching 

Requirements, n.d.). The current traditional practice of tackling taught by coaches is called form-

tackling, “is one of the three tackles taught within the Shoulder Tackling System and the only one 

that targets the upper body as the strike point. The form-tackle is characterized by the dip and 

rise, striking up and through” (Form Tackle, n.d.). The intention of the change is a lower point of 

contact form of tackling meant to discourage or eliminate head shots or targeting. 

1.4.1 The Impetus Behind Mandated Change 

In North America, the financial rewards for participation in football, specifically at the 

player and coach level, have never been higher. In addition, the equipment to participate has 
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never been so technologically advanced and safety tested. Given these factors and incentives, 

one might falsely assume participation is steadily on the rise. However, registration and 

participation numbers are actually on the decline all over the United States. According to the 

USA Outdoor Foundation 2019 Outdoor Participation Report, there has been a steady decline in 

football participation from 2015 where 8.4 million youth participated compared to 2018 with 

only 5.16 million participants in all states. (see Appendix D) (Outdoor Participation Report, 

2019). There has also been a decline in high school football participation over the past few years. 

Between 2002 and 2019 the state with the most football registrations has been Texas who boasts 

between 168,680 to 157,777 with the next highest state of California peaking at 108,762 in the 

2007/2008 season (NFSHSA, n.d.) (see Appendix C).  

There are many reasons why sport participation may decrease or cease, including social, 

socio-economic and health factors. According to Wall et al. (2011), maintaining youth sport 

participation is of vital importance given the notable dropout rates between 9 - 17 years of age, 

with the steepest decline as youth enter adolescence. Those who do maintain participation during 

these times are more likely to do so later on in life. Part of the reason why participation numbers 

declined over the years was availability of opportunities and access to leagues as players’ age. 

According to the NCAA, there is an average of 7.1% chance of converting a high school football 

career into playing NCAA College football, given there are approximately 1,036,842 high school 

football players to 73,557 NCAA football players (NCAA Research, n.d). 

 Another issue affecting participation trends for football is the culture of overconformity. 

Coakley (2017) addresses that within the culture of high-performance sport exists a pressure to 

adhere to sacrifice, dedication and the elevation of the sport over personal safety for the sake of 

the sport and the ‘team’. Those who do not abide by the unwritten laws are shunned for 
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underconformity to sport ethic, while those who exhibit these qualities on the extreme levels are 

praised and rewarded (Coakley, 2017). Coakley (2017) also defines sport and those participating 

at a competitive level as existing in a, “culture of risk in which they (athlete) accept the 

uncertainty, danger, and consequences of their actions” (p. 96). This normalizes injuries as part 

of the equations and playing through pain as a necessity.  

Sport is a viable business, one that requires viewership as part of the spectacle. This 

reinforces the overconformity to prioritize big plays and/or dangerous hits to elevate a players’ 

brand or team’s excitement value for consumers. Coakley (2017) states that participation into-

sport can result from children wanting to emulate what they see. Given the biggest stage and 

consumer praise response to big hits, youth are socialized into this reality of the sport. In addition 

to overconformity, participation can also play into the culture of risk by requiring athletes to play 

through injuries or return before they are fully healthy. These are all potential causes for an early 

transition out of football, or they can be systematically contributing factors to another looming 

issue, Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy or CTE.   

Concussion and CTE in Football. To say the publicized discovery of Chronic 

Traumatic Encephalopathy or (CTE) has the power to impact sport participation trends may be 

an understatement. One can suffer from concussions, repetitive upper body trauma, CTE through 

trauma incidents outside of sports or in any type of physical activity, however, the risk is not 

created equal in all sports. On October 8th 2013, Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) network, a 

public broadcasting station in the United States, broadcasted a two-hour special report through 

their investigative journalism outlet Frontline, the episode was called: League of Denial: The 

NFL’s Concussion Crisis and included substantial reporting by ESPN journalists (Mihoces, 
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2013). The documentary brought attention to this issue using mainstream media and infiltrating 

public consumers.  

Two years later, the blockbuster film starring Will Smith portraying Dr. Bennet Omalu 

(based on a true story), Concussion, hit movie theaters worldwide. Frontline published a timeline 

of events concerning CTE and the NFL on their website the same day the Frontline program was 

aired. According to this timeline, in 1994 the NFL created the Mild Traumatic Brain Injury 

committee (MTBI), where concussions were acknowledged as existing but in the same concern 

as knee injuries and PED (Ezell, 2013). In 1999, former player Mike Webster claimed his brain 

injuries sustained from years of play in the NFL caused him to have dementia (Ezell, 2013). The 

NFL board registered him as permanently disabled and the MTBI issued a statement about 

serious brain injuries, saying they are a rarity in the NFL (Ezell, 2013). In 2002 Dr. Omalu 

posted findings of CTE on the brain of Mike Webster and from 2003-2004 the MTBI started 

publishing articles diminishing head trauma: “The committee also notes that although brain 

disease from head hits is seen in other athletes, such as boxers, there’s no sign of such disease in 

pro football players'' and even published findings that NFL players are less susceptible to head 

trauma (Ezell, 2013).  

It was not until December 2009 that the NFL commissioner at the time, Roger Goodell, 

brought in new committee members to the MTBI and officially recognized that concussions have 

long term effects. Between 2009 and 2013, CTE was found in both high school athletes and 

NCAA players, and the NFL finally acknowledged the problem, donated $30 million to 

concussion research, funded youth concussion awareness initiatives, and implemented on-field 

rule changes and return to play guidelines (Ezell, 2013).  
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Alosco et al. (2017) published a study linking playing football before the age of 12 years 

and long-term clinical dysfunctions due to brain development timelines: “RHI exposure during 

peak neurodevelopment may disrupt normal brain maturation to increase vulnerability to long-

term clinical impairments, especially in the context of continued football participation” (p. 1). 

This study was cited in many popular news sources, such as the Boston Globe on September 17, 

2017, allowing an academic source to be made accessible for the general public awareness 

through a comprehensible lens and medium.  

 What this crisis brought to light was the need for an evolution of a game that placed 

business before welfare. Although participation rates are experiencing a decline, the 

consumerism of the spectacle side of football is experiencing a divergent reality with continued 

business success. Therefore, sustainability and relevance of the sport as a spectacle needs the 

game to evolve in an effort to protect its interests; this is done by securing player’s safety.  

1.4.2 Implication of Mandated Change in Texas High School Football 

Whenever institutions are in a position to implement a mandate for change it signifies a 

problem in the system (Baum, 2005). In this case, the change was mandated to address the health 

risk of participation, however it was furthered by the recognition of decreased athlete 

participation. Even with all the physical risks made public over the past decade, in the USA there 

are still millions of participants annually playing at various levels, and even more consuming the 

game (Outdoor Participation Report, 2019).  

In order to understand the mandated change dynamic, one must first understand the 

cultural meaning football plays in the context of where it lives. To understand this at the grandest 

scale through the markers of success, such as the apex in business, participation, and 
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socialization factors, this Mecca would be the state of Texas. The mandated change occurring in 

this prominent location also added to the significance of the regulation, making it a unique and 

quintessential epicenter to study the role individual transition plays in mandated change. When it 

comes to the most valuable franchises at the professional and intercollegiate level, Texas stands 

atop them all with the Dallas Cowboys in the NFL, and the University of Texas and Texas A&M 

University. An analysis of participation statistics for high school football over 17 consecutive 

years demonstrates Texas has the most participation by state, with almost a third more than the 

next leading state on average (see Appendix C) (NFSHSA, n.d.). Texas high school state 

champion winners even get the benefit of a new stadium in excess of $60 million to replace 

7,000 seat capacity with 18,000 in 2012. This would include a 38-foot-wide high-definition 

video screen, an upper deck and facade area with other amenities mimicking that of a college 

size arena (Solomon, 2014).  

Everything is bigger in Texas, but what does the sport mean to Texans? Levy (2015) 

states that no one does high school football like Texas,  

“I came because here, high schools are still the seat of community pride, while 

schools elsewhere have become faceless testing factories offering mediocre 

extracurricular activities as an afterthought. I came to see how the sport I love 

looks when it’s given all it needs to thrive” (p. 9).  

Football provides the communities in Texas with an escape from the mundane world. Where a 

sense of community and collective pride can be shared and values, beliefs or goals are all on the 

same field. Levy (2015) goes as far to compare football to the sacred, “Texas football has been 

compared to a religion, but it’s much more than that. Texas may be the most religious state in the 

Union, but like most everything here, its religion is diverse. Football overcomes cultural 
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differences and binds Texans together” (p. 9). Football in Texas is seen as sacred, through the 

traditions, customs, beliefs and rites of passage associated with the sport. For a state highly 

invested in high school football programs, more than money, more than religion, there is an even 

greater need to embrace necessitated change to prevent dropping participation rates in Texas. 

 To address this threat, the UIL and THSCA mandated that coaches take the Atavus 

Tackling Training course and pass an exam as a prerequisite to coach the 2019 high school 

football season. Texas was the first state to issue a statewide mandate on tackling certification 

with Atavus, “the UIL Legislative council thinks that making this an optional certification would 

not convey how strong we feel about taking necessary steps to protect the game of football and 

make it safer” (Atavus, n.d.). The intent was to ensure all Texas high school football coaches are 

equally exposed to the information and techniques of the shoulder-led style of tackling.  

The changes imposed in the mandate address the major concerns and risks that threaten 

participation pertaining to quality-of-life fears when a player transitions out of sport. It may seem 

like a potential salvation fix for player safety concerns, given the new mandate addresses a lower 

point of contact. This keeps the head at a safer angle, and mandates fewer tackle repetitions to 

the ground in practice. However, if changes are made to the tackling process, a fundamental crux 

of the game, it changes how coaches work with offensive players and special team strategies. It 

also challenges expertise, comfort, mastery, and may even impact the coaches’ internalized 

connection to the game.   

In addition, changing core fundamentals to the game can impact the way it is viewed or 

experienced. Although the Texas high school football system has mandated the need for change, 

and provided the tools to do so, the effective change agent lies in the coaches to enact and 

provide those tools to each player. The UIL and THSCA as system entities have created a policy 
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to ensure the game evolves into a sustainable form, through the mandate and as a governing 

structure regulating participation requirements. Although they have provided the coaches with 

the tools to conform to the new tackling style, the system has minimal control on a coach’s 

internal processing timeline of the change. Further, the system cannot control what actually 

transpires on the field in regards to mandating the tackling change, given the live-action nature of 

the sport.  

1.5 Transition of a Coach 

The future success of football is reliant on decisions that are currently being enacted 

regarding concussion protocol and how tackling techniques are coached. Over conformity to big 

hits and existing football culture, paired with upper body trauma that can occur as a result of 

techniques emphasized in current form tackling methods continue to put athletes at risk of severe 

injury. Thus far, this chapter addressed how the sport’s survival requires sustainability, which 

causes the game to evolve and necessitate change in the way the game is played. The power to 

enact the required changes relies intrinsically on how football coaches teach new techniques and 

strategies to their players. This concept of transition in relation to individual processes and 

theoretical assumptions associated with change will now be addressed. 

Change and transition are not exclusively the same. Bridges (1991) implies there is a 

salient difference between the two, and it is common to hear transition and change used 

interchangeably. However, change and transition have different potentials and applicable 

meanings. Bridges and Mitchell (2000) state, “transition is the state that change puts people into. 

The change is external... while transition is internal. A psychological reorientation that people 

have to go through before the change can work” (p. 31). If transition is perceived as a concept 
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which is separate, but also interconnected to change, it can be purposefully utilized. Through 

system regulators such as coaches, have a guiding model for their experiences as they co-

navigate the change process. In the case of this study, Texas football coaches are simultaneously 

experiencing transition from the participants' perspective, and the delivery agents’ perspective, 

providing a new process for their athlete. However, before a coach can act as the change agent 

role, they must first experience the process of change as a participant.  

Understanding transition can be a critical step in producing new and impactful insight in 

how coaches might come to terms with mandated regulation changes, especially in an area where 

a change can impact beliefs and tradition. An institutional level of analysis has limits when 

trying to understand individual transition. In this study, mandated change is examined within the 

context of the specific coach training workshop implemented by UIL and through the lens of 

Bridge’s Transition model that captures the experiences of coaches. However, it is important to 

recognize there are many instances where mandated change occurs in sport, including safe sport 

policy implications or work on creating diversity, equity, and inclusion practices (Legg & 

Karner, 2021; Spaaij et al., 2018). The transferability of the Texas context example of mandated 

change is operationalized by the UIL, but experienced by the coach. Therefore, this study looks 

to understand the broader context of mandated change, not just within the Atavus Tackling 

Training course.  

Bridges’ (1991) Transition Model can be used to address assumptions implying change as 

an action simply occurs or doesn’t, based on exploring how coaches respond. This will be done 

through the application of the Bridges Transition Model to address the research questions: How 

do coaches respond when faced with mandated regulation change? And how does their response 

reflect transition? In chapter two, the Literature Review illustrates how transition, institutional, 
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and neo-institutional theories are utilized in academic sport research, including the theoretical 

application of Bridges’ (1991) Transition Model.   
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Chapter 2 Review of Literature 

The purpose of this study is to explore a coach’s response to mandated regulation change. 

This study’s strength and relevance comes from its ability to further knowledge in sport 

management academia concerning a participant perspective of organizational change. Although 

the focus of this research is on the individual coach’s journey, social constructivism states data 

do not exist separate from culture and context. Miles and Huberman (1994) explain, “the 

influence of a local context are not stripped away, but taken into account. The possibility for 

understanding latent, underlying or non-obvious issues is strong” (p. 10). Since it was this 

context and culture which necessitated and impacted change, this too must be explored in 

tandem, in an effort to understand deterministic pressures that may impact the coach’s transition 

through the regulated change. The first section addresses how mandated regulation change was 

explored through application of the Bridges Transition Model, which is the a priori model used 

in this study. The next section addresses the deterministic versus voluntaristic continuum 

theoretical perspectives of structure-agency and institutional change theories. Here, concepts 

such as legitimacy and values are explored in relation to neo-institutional theoretical literature 

within a sporting environment.   

2.1 Bridges Transition Model  

Extensive database and literature searches were unable to find published article examples 

of Bridges’ (1991) Transition Model used to explain change theory, in the sport management 

academic context. Although under-utilized, the Bridges Transition Model provides a foundation 

for exploring coach transition. How individuals respond to the mandated regulation change 

requirements is a personal and diverse process based on multiple factors. In order to capture the 
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essence of a coach’s response to the mandated regulation change, this study utilizes the Bridges 

Transition Model. This model helps to pinpoint if coaches have psychologically come to terms 

with the mandated change, what phase of that process they currently reside, and how transition 

factors contribute to behavioural responses. The next section discusses other psychological 

transition theorists, the significance of the Bridges Transition Model, and its application to this 

study. 

2.1.1 Transition  

Bridges (1991) explores the concept of transition as a psychological process, which is 

involved in change, but differs from it. There is an attempt to define transition as the authors 

state that, “transition is the state that change puts people into. The change is external... while 

transition is internal a psychological reorientation that people have to go through before the 

change can work” (Bridges & Mitchell, 2000, p. 31). Transition as a concept which is separate, 

but also interconnected to the change that leaders and employees experience as they co-navigate 

the change process. The Bridges Transition Model is a three-phase psychological process 

including the Ending Phase, Neutral Zone Phase, and Beginnings Phase (see Appendix E). Each 

of these phases are explained in the following sub-section. 

 The first phase of the Bridges Transition model is the Ending Phase where individuals 

must experience a letting go of their past reality, this is inclusive of actions and identity (Bridges, 

1991; Bridges & Mitchell 2000). A contributing factor to aborting successful change in this 

phase is linked to resistance, “you are asking them to let go of the way of engaging or 

accomplishing tasks that made them successful in the past. You are asking them to let go of what 

feels to them like their whole world of experience, their sense of identity” (Bridges & Mitchell, 
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2000, p. 31). In this phase the individual is forced to acknowledge change and accept the concept 

of it before they are able to proceed to the next phase in the model. Those who are stuck in 

transition at the Endings Phase, according to Bridges (1991), exhibit negative emotions and 

responses that vary from sadness, denial, fear, resentment, betrayal, anxiety or anger. The 

problematic side of the Endings Phase comes from uncertainty and disruption of routine which 

earmarks a time of uncomfortable organizational confusion. Those who derive success from 

routine may exhibit resistance for fear of relearning, and opportunity cost associated with the 

change. A person’s capacity and or willingness to unlearn and relearn could inhibit movement 

through the Endings Phase, causing them to be stuck in the transition process. Bridges (1991) 

furthers the importance transition plays in relation to successful implementation of 

organizational change, acknowledging a significant reason for failure was the inability to 

anticipate the impact of endings on people.  

 The second phase that individuals enter once they have accepted the Endings Phase is the 

Neutral Zone Phase. This is the in-between state of the equilibrium status, where new norms 

have not been created yet, and feelings of being lost or disorientation were common (Bridges, 

1991). The Neutral Zone is uncomfortable, which is a major contributing factor to failures 

associated with rushing through or abandoning this phase, “successful transition, however, 

requires that an organization and its people spend some time in the Neutral Zone. This time in 

the Neutral Zone is not wasted, for this phase is where the creativity and energy of transition are 

found and the real transformation takes place” (Bridges & Mitchell, 2000, p. 32). The Neutral 

Zone is the hardest to classify and can often feel like the coach may be caught between two 

worlds or two uncertain constants. Those located in the Neutral Zone Phase, according to 

Bridges (1991), will often present with confusion, loss, disconnection, impatient apathy due to 
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uncertainty of what the next phase of stability will look like. Due to instability preceding a 

structured certainty, this phase provided the greatest potential for understanding and reorientation 

of personal growth. Because fit and routine no longer apply in the same way, this allows an 

individual to reimagine and reinvent themselves to their new potential reality.   

The third and final phase in this model is the Beginnings Phase, where the crux requires 

individuals to essentially embrace new ideas, “start behaving in a new way… Establishing a new 

beginning requires a much more logical approach with an appeal to the follower's understanding” 

(Bridges & Mitchell, 2000, p. 33). The Beginnings Phase is usually the easiest to navigate 

through because resistance often plagued earlier phases due to uncertainty and perceptions 

associated with change. Upon entering the Beginning Phase acceptance and readiness typically 

take over. According to Bridges (1991), the Beginnings Phase requires participants to develop a 

sense of comfort with their created identities and confidence with current reality in establishing a 

new routine. This phase is typically marked with a reflection period on their transition journey 

that was more positive or accepting of a new reality. The model was designed to provide a 

comprehensive understanding of how transition may be successfully navigated through to 

complement enacted current organizational change.  

Bridges and Mitchell (2000) imply that the use of experts in transition management may 

be a beneficial resource for leaders to utilize during the transition process. Leaders themselves 

might be too close to the changes occurring to properly concoct a strategic plan addressing the 

necessary and personal nuances. Bridges and Mitchell (2000) state that “the best leadership 

development programs implicitly address the challenge of understanding change... but most 

could be strengthened by explicit attention to transition management” (p. 36). As part of these 
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suggestions, there was an implication and a pseudo call to action for reforms in models of 

leadership, learning, and organizational development to include more education on transition.  

Bridges (1991) claims that, “Beginnings involve new understandings, new values, new 

attitudes and most of all new identities” (p. 50). Exploring how transition involves or reflects 

successful change practices, can provide meaning to participants' experiences. Thus, seeking to 

understand how Texas high school football coaches came to terms with regulation change can 

provide meaning to their responses. This study also comes at a very sensitive, albeit important, 

time in the history of football. With the prioritization of athlete welfare as a primary concern and 

business stakes being at an all-time high. Therein lies a potential to produce knowledge that 

could assist the sport transition process into the newly evolved version of the game.  

2.2 Institutional Theory and the Texas High School Football Context  

The Bridges Transition Model allows for an individual's perspective to be seen and 

understood with regards to a change process. However, there are many influential factors to 

account for why perspectives and responses vary between individuals. In order to understand the 

significance behind these pressures and influences, use of traditional methods of studying 

organizational change are helpful. With regards to academic change literature there is a plethora 

of focuses and theoretical perspectives. In this section, an overview of the institutional 

theoretical perspective concerning traditional and neo-institutional views including roles of 

structure and agent in enacting organizational change is presented. Hence, this section introduces 

the concept and definition of structure and pressures that contribute to understanding 

organizational change from an institutional theory lens. The contextual environment of high 

school football in Texas, which coaches (as the agent) operate within, and how this environment 
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influences coaches’ responses are also explored.  The next section addresses neo-institutional 

perspectives contributing to the role agency plays within the voluntaristic vs deterministic 

continuum, including how values and beliefs impact the decision-making process, and calls for 

future research within an academic sporting context.  

2.2.1 Institutional Theory: Structure and Pressure 

According to institutional theory, structure depicts an encompassing entity or 

environment which controls and determines standards, direction and change (Elsbach, 2005). 

According to Elsbach (2005) institutions govern legitimacy through control over processes, 

structure, and determining values which routinize behaviours across member organizations. 

Further, Elsbach (2005) defines institutions as, “conventional, standardized patterns of behavior 

or states of being in and across organizations” (p. 58). Institutions can be understood through a 

‘top down’ or deterministic approach to understanding change, limiting the voice and power of 

the agent in the process. Structure in this sense currently exists in Texas high school football 

through governing organizations: the UIL, district school boards, school administrators and 

finally the coaching staff.  

According to DiMaggio and Powell (1983) a driving force for organizational change is 

the need for homogeneity in structure, culture and output, rather than just the salience of 

increased efficiency. The rationale for this process sets the benchmark for legitimacy to be 

obtained. DiMaggio and Powell (1983) explain institutional changes may not benefit all agents 

however, the likelihood of adoption is due to the fact that it is normatively sanctioned.  

DiMaggio and Powell (1983) postulate that homogeneity is best explained by 

isomorphism, which occurs through one of three mechanisms, coercive isomorphism (political 
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influence and legitimacy), mimetic isomorphism (uncertainty), and normative isomorphism 

(professionalization). Through the categorization of influence, we are able to understand the 

methods and driving forces by which isomorphic change occurs, “the concept of institutional 

isomorphism is a useful tool for understanding the politics and ceremony that pervade much 

modern organizational life” (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983, p. 150).  The environment in which 

Texas high school football coaches operate, there are many political factors at play including 

access to competition structures and resources which predicates the need for legitimacy within 

the existing system. Thus, coercive isomorphic pressures can be found in the legislation of 

mandatory coach certification requirements, by the University Interscholastic League (UIL), 

prior to participation in the Texas high school football competition system. 

  In order for coaches to access the system which makes their high school football 

program legitimate they must participate in the mandatory sanction requirements. This can be 

seen as an attempt to drive homogeneity in the output of coaching decisions, in order to affect 

and lessen the risk of upper body trauma. The UIL can be seen as a structure, given their 

governance power over legislation and regulation control of high school football. However, they 

are not the only structure laying influence of pressure which a coach may abide by. The second 

form of structure is the historic culture, context and the perceived meaning of football in Texas 

regulating coaching practices. In the case where culture does not align with the new mandated 

policy, this conflicting messaging could pose varying effects on the coaches’ responses.  

2.2.2 Deterministic vs Voluntaristic Continuum and Institutional Work   

Oliver (1991) acknowledges a limitation of institutional theory was the lack of agency 

voice and recognition of organizational interest and preservation in response to institutional 
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determinism. This study responds to Oliver’s (1991) critique and subsequent neo-

institutionalization perspectives, which recognizes the role of voluntaristic or agent, as well as 

deterministic structure in constructing and actualizing organizational change (Elsbach, 2005; 

Fiol, 2005). From a meta-analysis perspective on institutional theory, Elsbach (2005) touches on 

the institutional deterministic relation with the conceptual notion of values, “neo-institutional 

theorists have attempted to distinguish institutions from more effective concepts like values by 

claiming that former is purely cognitive while the latter involve an emotional component” (p. 

71). By identifying values as an emotional component humanizes structure, and its ability is 

affected by an agent's organized response. Kikulis et al. (1992) state, 

“values shape the choices of human agents and consequently, the manner in 

which they respond to pressures for change. In addition, a growing body of 

literature suggests that various structural forms are qualitatively different. That is, 

particular structural designs are supported by the values of organizational 

members. The relationship between structural designs and members’ values has 

been identified as the basis for understanding these qualitative differences” (p. 

344).  

The concept of values is fundamental to this study as it contributes in the decision-making 

process underpinning a coach’s strive for legitimacy. Values and beliefs guide the decision-

making process which have a direct effect on the coaches’ actions in relation to the structure they 

exist in. Fiol (2005) acknowledges, “Until very recently, emotion has been conspicuous in its 

absence in organizational research. If we accept the proposition that affect may be inseparable 

from cognition in many decision contexts, we can no longer afford to ignore it” (p. 151). 
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Therefore, by recognizing the dualism of cognitive and emotional responses in the decision 

making process of a unit of analysis, this study furthers this call to attention.  

Based upon their research on the Canadian national sport organization sector, Kikulis et 

al. (1992) provided additional relevance in recognizing the role values play in understanding the 

dynamics of strategic change between institution and organization, “the idea that structures are 

underpinned by values moves us beyond static classifications of organizational design and 

introduces the dynamics of strategic change” (p. 364). Kikulis et al. (1992) identified sport 

organizational archetype design in an effort to understand more precisely what kind of changes 

occur within varying organizational needs. My study in a broader institutional theoretical 

perspective, parallels the concept of understanding a strategic change response, within the 

academic sporting environment, albeit on a more micro level of analysis. 

Exploring institutional change literature within sport management, Stevens and Slack 

(1998) also address how to examine voluntaristic and deterministic levels of change, through the 

analysis of an integration between a Canadian west coast women’s ice hockey association and 

male dominated Provincial Sporting Organizations (PSO). Through the use of a voluntaristic 

notion of strategic choice theory, Stevens and Slack (1998) were able to provide further insight 

on how both influential roles of structure and agent can have a reciprocal exchange potential in 

bringing about organizational change. The integration in this case altered the Women’s hockey 

association into a formal and standardized bureaucratic structure. This affected the role of 

strategic choice and access to resources, which led to enacting changes that influenced the 

growth of structure. The impact of this study highlights the role of agent to affect structural 

change, which allows a theoretical perspective to legitimize the role of agent in contributing to 

the organizational change continuum.  
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Both Kikulis et al. (1992) and Stevens and Slack’s (1998) sport orientated studies not 

only furthered knowledge on change theory concepts such as values and legitimacy but also 

established an academic body of literature examining varying institutional levels of change 

theory analysis including, macro-institution to organizational level and organizational to agent 

level. This study pushes the level of analysis one step further into the micro-voluntaristic level, 

capturing an individual agent centric perspective.    

According to Nilsson (2019), one area of recent growth in neo-institutional change 

literature is social innovation and institutional work, which accounts for inclusive positions in 

change research, including the role of agent and structure. This is furthered in a sport 

management context by Nite and Edwards (2021) explaining institutional work allows 

institutional scholars to focus on agent interests. Nite and Edwards (2021) provide an overview 

of institutional work literature including institutional creation work, institutional maintenance 

work, and institutional disruption work and suggested further sport management research areas 

that are lacking in the field. Nite and Edwards (2021) address the strength of institutional work in 

sport management literature is that it allows for exploration of both institution and agency with 

reciprocating needs and values, “outlining how people’s actions and institutions simultaneously 

shape and are shaped by each other” (p. 2). This perspective allows for findings that take into 

account multiple influences, while suspending traditional role assumptions.  

 In this chapter, a summary of relevant literature and theoretical concepts were discussed. 

The concept and definition of transition was introduced through Bridges’ (1991) Transition 

Model, including its three phases. The Bridges Transition Model is utilized in this study a priori 

to explore how Texas high school football coaches respond to mandated regulation changes from 

their governing structure, the UIL. Coaches exhibit a variation of responses to the same mandate, 
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and understanding organizational change literature can help to contextualize the significance of 

certain responses. Thus, utilizing an institutional lens in this study accounts for the role of agents 

in organizational change, and the role values play in impacting the decision-making process. 

This research not only adds to Bridges’ (1991) Transition Model in a sporting context, but to the 

neo-institutional theoretical calls for the role agents play in organizational change (Elsbach, 

2005; Fiol, 2005; Oliver, 1991). Chapter three discusses the methodology used to conduct this 

study.  
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Chapter 3 Research Methodology  

The purpose of this study is to explore a coach’s response to mandated regulation change. 

Moisander and Valtonen (2006) allude to the power of interpretivism holding keys to the 

liberation of imaginative powers allowing an everyday construct to be seen in new ways. The 

proper alignment from paradigm to research questions and methods is paramount for fluidity and 

validity. Therefore, the constructivist paradigm provided the most flexibility in understanding 

cultural and contextual significance while preserving the influential voice of the data and 

researcher’s interpretations. A strength of this study is the attention to detail found in exploring 

personal experiences of Texas high school football coaches experiencing regulated change. Due 

to the contextual and cultural significance, an extra layer of consideration in terms of preserving 

the knowledge illuminated from participants' perspective and the researcher’s interpretation was 

required. Chapter three includes an analysis of the pre-understanding, paradigm, design, sample, 

data analysis, trustworthiness and ethical considerations.    

3.1 Pre-understand (Positionality) 

Creswell and Poth (2018) suggest that depending on the paradigm and research question, a goal 

of research is to rely on the participants’ views of the situation as much as possible. The 

constructivist paradigm implies that there is an intrinsic relationship between the data provided 

by participants and the researcher’s interpretation of the data collected. Moisander and Valtonen 

(2006) explain, “the task of the interpreter is not to strive to free him- or herself of the tradition, 

but rather to examine the historically inherited and unreflectively held pre-understandings that 

shape his or her efforts to understand” (p. 11). To preserve the integrity of this study, it is 
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important to provide the researcher’s pre-understanding of the context, culture and significance 

of the research question.  

Culturally, I, the researcher, do not have any experience or understanding of what it is 

like to grow up in the state of Texas or even in the USA. I was born and raised in Canada, 

growing up as a white middle-class female, I had lots of opportunity to play a variety of sports 

and was encouraged to do so by a family who prioritized sport participation and professional 

sport consumption as part of their socialization. I was a casual consumer of a few pro-sports, but 

had a critical instance when I was twelve. This instance involved the professional football 

franchise the New England Patriots and my grade seven classmates; it prioritized fandom and 

interest in the sport of football. I never played tackle football, and only experienced a short 

career in high school flag football participation. Sport was a passion, and it became my post-

secondary academic field of study, as well as my employment to this day.  My first full time job 

was with an organization called the Coaches Association of Ontario (CAO). This organization is 

a government-sponsored delivery agent in the province of Ontario for the National Coaching 

Certification Program (NCCP), multi-sport coach education courses and is a supporter of 

Provincial Sport Organizations (PSO) and National Sport Organizations (NSO). In addition to 

my Coach Education Coordinator role, I am trained to deliver NCCP courses as a Learning 

Facilitator and have achieved Level Two Certified Status as a football coach in Canada.  

 An encouraged facet of employment with the CAO, and coincidently its motto, was 

“coaches helping coaches,” (Home, n.d.). We were encouraged to be active coaches, which I was 

for eight years as a high school and community football coach. During this time, I held various 

positions including Positional (linebacker), Defensive Coordinator (where we won the Toronto 

District School Board high school city championship) and Community Head Coach. The closest 
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I have ever come to the context of coaching football in the USA was through my first attempt at 

a Master’s degree. In 2007, I was accepted to West Virginia University into their Master’s of 

Coaching degree program. Although I did not secure a spot working with the University 

Mountaineer’s football team. I did secure a coaching position with University high school in 

Morgantown WV, where I assisted with spring training for a few weeks.   

 Moisander and Valtonen (2006) describe the power of knowledge and interpretation as 

involving, “interpretation is shaped by the interpreter's particular temporally, socially and 

culturally conditioned knowledge of the subject matter, and by the disciplinary academic 

knowledge that she or he has” (p. 12). Therefore, the above description was an effort to produce 

a transparent representation of my attachments to sport, culture, coach education and football, 

much must be accounted for. Although my experience with football from a coaching perspective 

in the United States is limited, I do have some experience. I am also adamantly aware that the 

way a coach in West Virginia experiences high school football can be vastly different from that 

of Texas. The same is true for coaches in the same state but with different budgets, divisions or 

access to resources.  

In order for the social constructivist paradigm to be accurately applied, it will be 

imperative that I suspend my understanding of football systems to let the voice of the coach 

guide my inductive analysis. However, I bear in mind that I do know what it is like to be a coach 

on the field helping athletes play the game. I am also personally aware of what it is like to take 

coaching certification courses that are mandated by a governing body. In addition to this 

experience, I know what it is like to teach the coaching certification course and to be on-staff of 

the mandating body who provides access to the courses required for other coaches to become 

certified.  
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3.2 Paradigm  

A paradigm can be viewed as "a lens through which we see the world, has the power to 

shape, define, and dominate academic discourse through its deeply rooted assumptions and 

values" (Costa, 2005, p. 119). For this research, the paradigm most fitting is constructivist, as 

according to Creswell and Poth (2018), “individuals seek to understand the world in which they 

live” (p. 24). The social constructivist paradigm helps to explore and understand the meaning 

each coach provides with regards to their journey through navigating radical mandated change.  

There could be a plethora of reasons or emotions that contributed to the rationale of an 

individual’s journey through the mandated change process. How each individual comes to terms, 

if at all, with the situation will be from the meaning made based on their own reality.  It is 

impossible for one to remove the experiences and reactions outside of the unique context and 

setting, as their responses are guided by their beliefs and history. This is furthered by Denzin and 

Lincoln (2008) who state, “the meaning -making activities themselves are of central interest to 

social constructionists/constructivists, simply because it is the meaning-making/ sense-making/ 

attributional activities that shape action or inaction” (p. 264). A strength of the social 

constructivist paradigm is the ontological and epistemological assumptions. These state that 

knowledge and beliefs are subjective to the meaning makers’ experiences and are reflected in 

their sense of what is real. Reality is what has been socially constructed through the individual’s 

experience, qualitative research has the ability to reflect this need and be many things including 

multi-paradigmatic in focus. As it combines the naturalistic perspective and interpretive 

understanding of a human experience (Denzin & Lincoln, 2008; Nelson et al., 1992).  

Understanding this concept as part of the social constructivist paradigm is a crucial facet, 

and Miles and Huberman (1994) furthers, “interpretivists of all types also insist that researchers 
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are no more “detached” from their objects of study than are their informants” (Miles & 

Huberman, 1994, p. 8). How one interprets the data is guided by their own histories, beliefs and 

assumptions. My own understanding of reality was constructed through socialization, actions, 

beliefs and ideals. This notion accounts for why two people could go through similar situations 

and have completely divergent responses. The nature of my research question, although 

meaningful and tied to a significant cultural event, remains focused at the individual level. 

Therefore, the interpretive framework aligned social constructivism with the research question, it 

was imperative that the next phase of research design also aligned with the method.  

3.3 Design 

Denzin and Lincoln (2008) explain a research design as describing,  

“a flexible set of guidelines that connects theoretical paradigms first to strategies 

of inquiry and second to methods for collecting empirical materials. A research 

design situates the researcher in the empirical world and connects him or her to 

specific sites, persons, groups, institutions, and bodies of relevant interpretive 

material including documents and archives” (p. 33). 

Qualitative method was the research design utilized for this study because it supports the social 

constructivism interpretive framework. Additionally, allowing the voice of the participants to 

provide the leading direction of knowledge creation. This notion was furthered by LeCompete et 

al. (1993) who imply that strong research design involves a focus on the research question, 

purpose of the study that also addresses, “what information most appropriately will answer 

specific research questions, and which strategies are most effective for obtaining it” (p. 30). 

Patton (2015) highlights that the social constructivist perspective affects qualitative inquiry 
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because it seeks to capture the informant's definition and experiences of a given situation that can 

encompass varying understanding and multiple realities.  

Interviews allow for rich exploration of the participants’ lived experience, and one that 

encapsulates what the context of the sport means to them. This allows coaches to provide as 

much description behind their answers as they were willing to disclose. The analysis consists of 

descriptive iterative and comparative interpretations of the informants’ responses to imposed 

regulation change. The questions posed in the interview guide (see Appendix F) allowed coaches 

to express a broad array of responses, individual opinions, and values regarding the mandated 

change.  

3.4 Sampling 

To produce knowledge that fulfils requirements of this study, the qualitative research 

method utilized purposeful sampling. According to Patton (2015), “the logic and power of 

qualitative purposeful sampling derives from the emphasis on in-depth understanding of specific 

cases. Information rich cases are those from which we can learn a great deal about issues of 

central importance to the purpose of research” (p. 53). To effectively answer the research 

questions data was obtained directly from coaches who met specified criteria, including 

completing requirements to meet the UIL mandate. In this case, purposeful sampling dictated 

that current coaches in the Texas high school football system were targeted. Emmel (2013) also 

addresses the concept and power of purposeful sampling over other theoretical sampling methods 

stating, “there is a very practical side to qualitative enquiry, in which researchers seek to solve 

real-world problems. Practical considerations win out over theoretical ones in considering the 

strategies of purposeful sampling” (p. 3).  
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This study utilized a purposeful sampling strategy, inclusive of the snowball method. 

Patton (2015) suggests the snowball approach is useful for locating information-rich key 

informants, recommendations or suggested informants were useful in obtaining enough 

interviews to achieve saturation. Guest et al. (2006) found that after 12 interviews with 

homogeneous samples they typically reach saturation and further proposed that according to their 

research, six interviews were sufficient to develop meaningful themes and useful interpretations. 

Addressing breadth versus depth, Patton (2015) suggests there is no specific rule of thumb to 

delineate a set number of interviews per given paradigm, and that choice and evaluation depends 

on many factors including time, interest of those involved and resources available. Exceeding the 

recommended minimum level of participants, as described above, a final total of 15 coaches 

were interviewed for this study.  

3.4.1 Participant Recruitment Strategy  

 

According to the THSCA website all football coaches who are participating in the 2019 

football season must be certified prior to August 1, 2019 (THSCA, n.d.). The Texas Association 

of School Boards represents 1025 different public-school districts which oversee 3,240 different 

high schools in the state (TASB, 2020; THS, 2018). Not all of these schools had football 

programs, however, based on registration numbers, there are over 157,000 students who 

participate in Texas high school football programs annually and according to Lee (2019) there 

are 36,000 football coaches working in public high and elementary schools.  

To achieve a level of consistency, the target sample consisted of six specific criteria 

conditions. In preparation of this study seven criteria were initially considered, if participant 

search results yielded insufficient access to head coaches, defensive coordinator positions at the 
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same institution were considered. Participants were 1) head football coaches in the Texas high 

school district. The rationale for this was they all possessed similar job responsibilities, including 

head leadership role for their team, and traditionally have been involved with the sport for a long 

time. 2) Coaches were current and actively coaching football in a Texas high school. The 

coaches took 3) the Atavus Tackling Training course and 4) passed the Atavus Tackling Training 

course exam giving them certified status. Finally, all head coaches held their title for a 5) 

minimum of one year prior to taking the coach certification and 6) coached at least one full 

season after becoming certified.  

3.4.2 Procedure 

Participant recruitment procedures began once the researcher had successfully defended 

the proposal to their committee members and received approval of Brock University Research 

Ethics Board proposal application. Accessibility to coaches in Texas was conducted online 

through interviews as approved by Brock Research Ethics Board.    

The researcher had two minor connections to Texas high schools through personal and 

work contacts. One contact led to a formalized public process with a particular school board 

which required an internal Ethics Board application process. However, due to review time 

requirements, this method yielded no interview results as saturation was achieved before a 

decision was granted by an internal board that represented seven eligible schools. Those schools 

in question were not contacted to participate.  

The other personal connection would forward a copy of the Brock REB approved 

recruitment email to a high school head coach, as they were a local middle school coaching 

contact. The current high school coach was new to the institution, so there was no prior contact 
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between coaches or established relationships between those individuals. Once the email was 

forwarded to the head high school coach, all additional communications were conducted directly 

between the researcher and head football coach, as per approved Brock REB method. 

 Outside of this one interaction, all coaches who participated in this study were contacted 

by email or telephone utilizing Brock REB approved scripts or emailed letters of invitation. 

Coaches were contacted based on their publicly accessible contact information from school 

websites, as approved by REB. The UIL published division lists and playoff brackets for all 

participating high school football programs between 1A and 6A divisions I and II. This was the 

starting point for compiling the contact list that included school and coaching information. Based 

on the UIL documents, a list of 75 schools were compiled as a starting point and emails were 

sent to 66 coaches on that list over a period of three weeks. Emails were staggered to allow for 

response time and to not over-exceed sample size, should there have been a high success rate of 

return for participation.   

If both email and phone contact information was publicly accessible, some coaches 

received a follow-up voicemail message or phone call utilizing telephone script in addition to the 

sent email. Originally this was not done to any particular targeted candidate and more as a follow 

up to junk mail precautions during the early sampling time frame. As more interviews were 

conducted, specific high schools were targeted based on their classification, division, location or 

playoff standing to help balance sample size with accurate representation for diversity of the 

Texas high school football landscape.  

In the case when a coach responded to the email invitation with interest and willingness 

to participate within the first 48 hours of receipt a follow up email or phone call to the coach 

yielded an interview date and time that was either conducted on the secure online platform Cisco 
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Webex or via telephone. All coaches were emailed a copy of the informed consent form with 

instructions to review it prior to the interview. Confirmation of the interview date and time with 

the secure password-protected link to participate on Cisco Webex platform, or confirming their 

phone number with telephone interview preference were also included. During the interview 

process coaches were reminded about the interview being recorded, their rights were reviewed as 

well as an overview of informed consent form and acknowledgement of consent to participate 

was given verbally by the coach prior to proceeding. The interview utilized a semi-structured 

interview guide to discuss the participant’s role both currently and historically as it pertains to 

transition and application of new mandate regulations (see Appendix F). There were four specific 

instances where the initial contact with a head coach led to immediate availability to participate. 

In this case, the coaches were emailed a copy of the informed consent form, in addition to the 

researcher reading it to the coach in its entirety and granting the coach’s verbal consent that 

would be recorded along with the subsequent interview.   

Upon completion of the interview, coaches were thanked as well as sent a thank-you 

email outlining next steps of receiving a copy of their verbatim interview transcript within 10 

business days of their interview. Once the interview was transcribed verbatim by myself, it was 

sent to the coach for member checking of the data within the timeframe promised in the thank-

you email. In the transcript email a timeline condition was placed that if no information or 

direction was received by the coach within fourteen business days the researcher will assume the 

transcript to be accurate as is. This obligation and timeframe were stated in the informed consent 

form, and discussed with coaches prior to the interview and agreed to as part of the participation 

in the study.    

 The online interviews were recorded via Cisco Webex platform, and coaches were given 
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the option to mute their camera prior to recording to reduce identifiable factors; few chose to do 

this. The interviewer disclosed security measures that were taken to ensure appropriate level 

security to protect identity. These included the Webex account being password protected, 

recordings were encrypted both at file level and logical volume level (Cisco, 2020).  For those 

coaches who had interviews conducted over the telephone, voice recordings were saved using an 

external iPhone. All copies of recorded interviews and written transcribed interviews were 

transferred to a removable storage drive and kept in a secured locked cupboard. A master list was 

created that contains the only name identifier to the participant-assigned pseudonym; this 

document was stored on a password protected USB drive located in a separate locked cabinet 

from recordings and transcribed interviews.  

3.4.3 Sample 

 The sample for this study consisted of 15 head football coaches from high schools across 

the state of Texas (see Appendix G). The locations were a balanced representation of the 

geographic vastness, including both city and rural towns, with Central, North, South, East and 

West accounted for. In an effort to cover the scope of competitive representation, seven of the 

twelve different football Divisions were included, with eight coaches representing 2A DI, 3A 

DII, and seven coaches from 4A DII, 5A DI & DII, 6A DI & DII. The 15 interviewed coaches 

covered a variety of positional backgrounds in offensive, defensive and special teams experience, 

prior to becoming a head coach. Coaching experience ranged from over ten years to over forty 

years, all coaches were male, and included three coaches who identified with visible minorities. 

There were at least 15 state championship titles achieved by the coaches throughout their careers, 
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not all of which would have been achieved with their current position as head coach or at their 

current school.  

3.5 Data Analysis 

Interviews were transcribed verbatim to ensure quality and trustworthiness of the data.  

Given the nature of the subject matter, this research took an abductive analysis approach. Patton 

(2015) describes abductive as a blend of inductive and deductive reasoning with logical 

underpinnings, “it can be defined as working from consequence back to cause or antecedent. The 

observer records the occurrence of a particular event, then works back in time in an effort to 

reconstruct the events (causes) that produced the event (consequences) in question” (p. 561). In 

this case, coaches exhibit behavioral responses to a mandated regulation change. An inductive 

coding and clustering strategy was used to notice salience and develop themes via data analysis 

processes. Inductive analysis accounted for the voice of the participant as this type of analysis 

provided sensitizing concepts that aligned with the constructivist paradigm. 

This study also employed deductive analysis through the application of the Bridges 

Transition Model to explore coaches’ responses as they pertained to addressing the research 

questions. This model provided three phases to help capture and explain various emotions and 

action responses that were internalized by coaches. The deductive analysis process included 

tagging language cues associated with the Bridges Transition Model phases. Through the use of 

inductively derived themes, in combination with deductive a priori concepts based upon the 

Bridges Transition Model, this research explored relationships which influenced variation in 

coaches’ responses.  

 The analysis process for this study included separating transcripts into three groups 
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allowing for various triangulation methods to support confirmability. Once all transcripts were 

ready to be coded, the first step consisted of a first full read through of the entire transcript 

without pausing to code; this was done on all 15 transcripts. After a full read-through had taken 

place, the transcripts were then ranked according to their relevance and strength of connection to 

both research questions. The transcripts were then assigned to one of the three groups based upon 

the research’s plausible interpretations of the transcript relevance and volume of data provided 

by the interview, and perceived initial salience to answer RQ1 and RQ2 (Patton, 2015). To create 

balance in the analytic process based on the grouping strategy, half the transcripts were to be 

analyzed using the abductive blend strategy that included both inductive and deductive analysis 

methods. The remaining transcripts were then divided into two equal groups of four transcripts, 

each to be analyzed using either only inductive or only deductive methods.  

The manual coding software Quirkos was chosen to help manage the inductive and 

deductive coding structure on all transcripts because it was accessible and cost appropriate. 

Transcripts were uploaded to the password-protected software and manual codes were created 

representing various coding methods to keep everything accessible and visually organized. The 

abductive group was analyzed first using an inductive analysis coding and clustering strategy 

based on the work of Miles et al. (2020) who proposed different types of codes. This study 

implemented inductive analysis that consisted of multiple coding types that tagged 

corresponding data in multiple read throughs of each transcript for verbatim, emotional, value, 

descriptive, process, and concept codes (see Appendix H). Miles et al. (2020) state that first 

cycle codes are assigned to help detect patterns. The first cycle coding procedure consisted of 

assigning the appropriate coding type to salient information that each coach provided, it was also 

of the utmost importance for the coding method to capture coaches’ personal explicit meanings. 
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Although most codes were tagged and assigned the verbatim word or phrase used by a coach, the 

most salient or distinct statements were captured as a whole in a verbatim coding category. These 

full statements were treated as their own individual coding method and captured as prioritized 

content under verbatim codes.  

In reading each transcript for the whole, it became apparent the data set was laden with 

rich emotion and values descriptors, which is why those codes were tagged next after verbatim 

codes. If a coach spoke about an emotional response such as being happy or experiencing anger, 

the information was categorized as an emotional code and assigned the same wording as used by 

the coach. Similarly, value codes were tagged to reflect the participant’s values.  Miles et al. 

(2020) describes this method as reflecting on the beliefs and or attributes which can provide a 

foundation for socially constructed realities.  

The next coding strategy tagged descriptive codes which was the most utilized coding 

method because it often summarized what coaches were explaining and presented typically as a 

noun.  Miles et al. (2020) suggest descriptive codes are very helpful in creating an inventory of 

topics for categorization. Process coding was assigned to capture information shared by the 

coaches that would be considered processes and/or that used primarily verb-based expressions 

stated by the coach.  Miles et al. (2020) proposed that this coding method “implies actions 

intertwined with the dynamics of time, such as things that emerge, change, occur in particular 

sequences, or become strategically implemented” (p. 66). Examples of statements made by 

coaches that fit under process coding included learning and teaching. The second most used 

coding method was concept coding. According to Miles et al. (2020) concept coding “suggests 

an idea rather than an object or observable behaviour” and will often conceptualize a broader 
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meaning than a singular description (p.66). Thus, concept coding was utilized to render the 

broader meanings from the individual coach’s responses.  

After application of first cycle coding was completed on the abductive blend group, the 

codes were clustered into second cycle groups as part of the coding and cluster strategy. Upon 

review of coding information, it became clear that some value codes encapsulated the meaning 

and purpose of other coding methods, especially descriptive and process codes. Because 

descriptive and process tags could be lined up under certain value tags, they were then promoted 

to second cycle code cluster headings. The context and content for every code plotted was then 

reviewed and placed under the appropriate second cycle code heading. What remained were a 

scattering of codes that did not fit appropriately under any existing nine second level value code 

headings. Through an examination of the remaining codes, it was determined that they reflected 

a coach’s response to something, be it health, the sport, perception relating to values or technical 

tackling jargon. Therefore, the final second level code was assigned the name coach's response 

and included sub-headings to break down the specific types of appropriate responses. Once this 

process was completed and second level codes were fully reviewed based on the meaning they 

represented, it was determined they each represented an essential theme contributing in 

combination with one another to answer both RQ1 and RQ2. Thematic summaries were created 

to describe what each theme encapsulated as a way to represent the compilation of first level 

codes (see Appendix I).  

Once inductive analysis coding was completed on the abductive group, the next step was 

to complete the deductive coding. This was done in a similar manner using Quirkos to capture 

and sort examples of the Bridges Transition Model and relevant corresponding qualitative data 

expressed by coaches as responses to the interview questions. Deductive coding for the Bridges 
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Transition Model was captured with explicit language and emotion expressed by the coach about 

their responses to the mandate, the required coaching course to fulfill mandate requirements, and 

the subsequent seasons they experience as head coach with their respective teams. Upon 

reviewing the coded data common language and contextual significance provided the foundation 

of patterns that were refined into propositional statements based on the model. Applying the 

explicit language with theory described in the Bridges Transition model, a plot diagram was 

created to track individual coaches’ progression through the model (see Appendix J). This visual 

captured some unique data findings, however, the coaches’ progressions were based on 

interpretations of the data available, therefore it may not delineate the exact journey a coach fully 

experienced. This visual was able to capture the application of mined themes based on the data 

response in relation to one another assisting with the answering of RQ1 and RQ2.  

Following the completion of both inductive and deductive analysis methods on the 

abductive group, the same strategies were then applied respectively to the inductive only and 

deductive only groups. Although codes were not explicitly named the same for both inductive 

only and abductive analysis groups, the majority of the code names were the same and all ten 

second level coding themes were seen as being applicable to the two groups of four (inductive 

only and deductive only) (see Appendix K). As an example, one coach in the inductive only 

group provided a striking statement used to describe the value of the sport as “transcends a 

game”. The salience of this quotation encompassed the essence of the second level value code, 

“lessons football teaches,” and thus was used to represent that heading in the inductive only 

group (see Appendix L). The analysis triangulation produced similar findings across all three 

analysis groups utilizing the abductive, inductive, and deductive analysis methods. The next 

section will provide more background on trustworthiness. 
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3.6 Trustworthiness  

This study took many steps to establish trustworthiness through rigorous processes. 

According to Patton (2015) the use of multiple methods including data, analysis, and theoretical 

triangulation were utilized to establish credibility through rigor, and confirmability of the 

findings. Confirmability of findings was conducted through like-analysis groups utilizing 

analysis triangulation. The abductive analysis group findings supported both inductive and 

deductive analysis group findings with overlapping relationships and connecting themes. Data 

triangulation was used on the abductive blend group to explore the overlap of themes found in 

inductive summaries and deductive propositional statements to answer RQ1 and RQ2. According 

to Patton (2015) systematic triangulation methods including data and analyst triangulation 

increases a study’s credibility through the reduction of opportunity for bias, and skewed findings.  

Abductive methods within the analysis process helped to align methodology within the 

constructivist paradigm. Transferability methods were taken into account with the data collection 

process, including use of an interview guide to provide for the opportunity of transferable themes 

to occur. Given the individualistic nature of transition, and the process unique to the individual 

histories, this was combined with open conversation methods to also allow for the presence of 

situational attributes. The findings allow for transferability and confirmability outside of the 

scope of sport research as coaches represented an agent experiencing structural regulated change. 

This can be applied contextually to various forms of institutional research regarding change 

theory. Theory triangulation was also used to account for abductive methods contributing to rigor 

of credibility. The salience of this study accounted for the role that multiple forms of structure, 

such as cultural context also played with regards to the findings based on their influences on the 

coaches’ responses. 
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3.7 Ethical Considerations 

This research was granted both proposal approval by my committee members, and Brock 

University REB clearance status as precursors to ethical data collection practices which adhered 

to all procedures outlined in the Brock REB application. For confidentiality, all copies of data 

recordings and any written drafts were kept on a removable storage drive under the use of 

encrypted drive measures. The identities of all participants have been kept confidential and the 

use of generic numeral pseudonyms such as, “Participant 1” were used in place of their personal 

information as approved by Brock REB.  

During the interview process, some coaches acknowledged a liability on their part in 

complying with the mandate requirements. All coaches did explicitly state their compliance as 

part of responses to semi-structured interview guide questions. From an ethical consideration 

standpoint, this research focused on understanding how an individual relates to change rather 

than the results of their behavioural actions employing said change. Whether coaches employed 

the training tactics or did not was not the focus of the study and was not dwelled upon in 

questioning, or treated differently in the analysis process. Therefore, whether coaches did or did 

not employ mandated strategies does not have a positive or negative focus in this research.  

 In addition to this process as an ethical consideration to suspend or limit potential for 

research bias, other precautionary measures were employed. The researcher’s deep-rooted 

connection to the industry has afforded me insight into various procedures and requirements 

from multiple positions concerning coaching and the coach education/certification process. 

Although the NCCP (the national standard system for Canada) is not what is employed as the 

Texas standard, my conceptual and empathetic understanding of their current situation was 

recognizable. Additionally, the researcher was familiar with the content of the course having 
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taken and become certified level 1 in Atavus Tackling Training course, which was also made 

aware to participants during the interview process. As a measure to increase transparency 

throughout this research process, a reflexivity journal was kept to monitor those perceptive 

moments of influence.  

Chapter three provided descriptions as to the methodology behind this study’s rigorous 

design and execution aligning with answering the research questions. Due to the personalized 

nature of capturing how individual coaches respond to mandated change, data and analysis 

triangulation methods were used. These methods include using a priori deductive analysis with 

the Bridges Transition Model. Additionally, inductive analysis methods captured the voice of the 

participant, while an abductive analysis blend captured overlapping relationships between both 

deductive and inductive methods. Chapter four provides an in-depth account of the findings that 

utilized the above methods to explain the relationships and significance of coaches’ experiences 

with the mandated change.  
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Chapter 4 Findings 

The organization of chapter four consists of three sections: deductive findings, inductive 

findings, and abductive consolidation. The deductive findings section addresses 15 propositional 

statements created from the data that are based on Bridges’ (1991) Transition Model with 

supporting examples. The inductive findings section introduces ten themes developed through 

the analysis process without the use of a priori concepts. The abductive consolidation section 

includes those inductive themes that support propositional statements from the deductive 

analysis, and how the overlap findings address RQ1 & RQ2.  

As stated in Chapter Three, the analysis strategy of qualitative interview data consisted of 

15 transcripts broken down into three groups. Seven interviews received an abductive blend 

analysis, with the remaining eight interviews broken down into two groups of four. The first 

group of four received inductive analysis coding only, and the second group of four was 

analyzed using deductive analysis coding only. Ten themes were common across both abductive 

analysis and inductive analysis. Similar relationships were found with deductive and abductive 

analysis groups. Minor duplicated verbatim data were removed to make quotations more reader 

friendly, however, nothing impacting tone, significance, or theme was removed. There are two 

distinct research questions, however, the interconnected relationships between the research 

questions became more obvious as the analysis process unfolded. Thus RQ1 & RQ2 are 

addressed in tandem throughout all three sections.  

4.1 Deductive Analysis  

Using deductive analysis, fifteen propositional statement findings were created from 

applying the Bridges Transition Model to the data. Coaches' responses to the mandate and 
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subsequent experiences with their football programs were analyzed by plotting descriptive 

language drawn from the data against the three-stage model. Propositional statements were 

created to serve as observable commonalities or relationships, derived from applying the 

Transition Model to coaches' responses, presented in a concise format. The intent was to make 

the relationships clear and accessible to the reader in showcasing how transition reflects various 

coaching responses.  

4.1.1 Bridges Endings Phase 

The Bridges Transition Model starts with the Endings Phase, and those who reside in this 

phase typically exert negative emotions such as fear, anger, or anxiety due to the loss of 

familiarity, especially with routine.  

Propositional Statement One - Fear. Coaches identify feelings of fear associated with 

the mandate requiring changes to the way tackling is taught. This fear is due to the perception 

that the new style is vastly different from the way coaches were trained and have subsequently 

coached the technique. These negative feelings are furthered by additional perceptive pressures 

such as game film, exclusivity, or the method being ineffective. “Yeah, you know 'cause any 

time anything’s new, you know you're a little bit hesitant to um, to embrace it” (Participant 5, 

2021).  

“The changes. Might be um, drastic. I guess. Before we came familiar with it... It 

may actually change the style of play of football, I guess is the way to say it. Play 

the game because you know there's the streak inside that is violent, you know 

even got that split personality... Where you're a good citizen, but you know you're 

violent on the field, so that was a little concerning for me. I didn't want to become 

flag football…. you wanna coach violent collisions so. I guess, yeah, I guess you 

could call it a concern at the time” (Participant 3, 2021).  
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“If I work for Atavus, and I'm going to implement this, and I expect this across 

the nation. So, to speak, if people have adopted this. And I also want to make sure 

that my program at Atavus is doing what it can to go and reach out to the coaches 

say, ‘hey, coach, you know, we saw some stuff on film and we have some 

coaches. We're not trying to babysit you. We're not trying to investigate this stuff, 

but hey, if you want. You know, we can come out and give some demonstrations 

to some of your coaches or whatever the case is.’ And I think it could get to that 

in the future if we go to live streaming all of our games” (Participant 6, 2021). 

 

“And, you know, I watch those videos and it kind of goes against everything I 

ever taught on how to tackle. But it is the law. And, you know, there's a liability if 

I say, I'm not going to do this and teach it my old way and the kid gets hurt. Well, 

then I'm liable... The worst feeling to me. And in coaching when one of your kids 

get hurt, whether it's your fault or somebody else's. I don't like it, so I'm gonna 

coach it the way they tell us to and I'm going to do the training and... When we're 

out in practice, I have to make myself coach it the correct way. Um, just so just 

because I don't want to create head injuries and, you know. Or anything else so 

I'm going to do it the right way... I think, honestly, it really doesn't come into play 

that much. I think kids are going to tackle the way kids are going to tackle. But 

I'm going to teach it that way” (Participant 8, 2021).  

 

Almost every coach acknowledges the change to be looming or uncomfortable. This feeling is 

coupled with the perception that it would alter the way the game is played and aspects of the 

sport’s identity, such as physicality. A summary of propositional statements one through five 

including which of the coaches’ responses contributed to each statement can be found in Table 1.  
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Table 1 

Propositional Statement Summary Endings Phase 

 Number Propositional Statements 1 - 5 Endings Phase 

 

 

Bridges' 

Phase 

Participant: 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 

6, 7, 8, 10, 

12, 14 

1 

Fear. Coaches identify feelings of fear associated with 

the mandate requiring changes to the way tackling is 

taught. 

Endings 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 

8, 12, 

2 

Shallow Purpose. Some coaches feel the mandate and 

training course was created as “token” or “pro forma” 

responses to protect football’s image. 

Endings 4 & 8 

 

3 

Defensive Pride. Coaches who identify with defensive 

positional skills as a source of pride and identity, 

present as the most challenging cases to exit the 

Endings Phase. 

Endings 
1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 

8, 10 

4 

Multiple Ending Phase Cycles. Coaches experience the 

Endings Phase during one or more events/cycles of 

transition, including initial feelings of the mandate and 

again during the training course. 

Endings 
1, 4, 6, 8, 10, 

 

5 

Overwhelming. The most common reaction to the 

Endings Phase is annoyance or dislike from the feeling 

of being inundated with requirements. 

Endings 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 

6, 8, 10, 12, 

14 
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Propositional Statement Two - Shallow Purpose. Some coaches feel the mandate and 

training course was created as “token” or “pro forma” responses to protect football’s image. 

Coaches who reflect this stance have challenges progressing through the Endings Phase. “I've 

always felt like the tackling itself, and all that stuff. Is more of a political correctness. Look what 

we're doing to say we're doing to keep athletes safe” (Participant 8, 2021). Some coaches 

question the motives behind the regulation change, both Participant 4 and 8 present the strongest 

with this propositional statement. 

Propositional Statement Three - Defensive Pride. Coaches who identify with defensive 

positional skills as a source of pride and identity, present as the most challenging cases to exit the 

Endings Phase. If their concerns are not addressed, they present the greatest risk of regression, or 

remaining in the Endings/Neutral Zone Phase. “At first I wasn’t sure about it. I kinda thought it 

was a little bit silly. Because I had been um, teaching tackling for years. In addition to playing 

college football, in addition to playing high school football and being super successful in both of 

those avenues” (Participant 1, 2021). “Why do I need to be trained on how to tackle? I know how 

to tackle. I've tackled, you know” (Participant 8, 2021). Changes which target or threaten the 

defensive coaches’ identities, or way of life, require more intrinsic reflective processes. 

“You know we always have, have taught tackling, we are very good defensively, 

every year…I have spoken across the nation, and all that kinda stuff so I think 

I’ve got a good handle on it. But what we got from them is just a couple of 

terms… Just different ideas for tackling circuits and things like that. And um, and 

but we have definitely implemented them” (Participant 1, 2021) 

 

Participants 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 all identify with a defensive coach identity and all 

except Participant 7 present supporting data to propositional statement three in some 

capacity.  
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Propositional Statement Four - Multiple Ending Phase Cycles. Coaches experience 

the Endings Phase during one or more events/cycles of transition, including initial feelings of the 

mandate and again during the training course. “No, I don't think so. Yeah, you got to remember I 

grew up in an age where there was a lot of. There was no such thing as a concussion” 

(Participant 8, 2021). If coaches continue to reside in the Endings Phase from a previous 

transition experience it could affect their journey through subsequent transition experiences.  

“I’ll be honest with you, not really… Some of that stuff I just didn't understand 

why we were, why they were teaching some of that stuff. You know I'll be honest 

with you, I wasn’t real happy ‘bout it. To be completely honest, 'cause I feel like 

that's something that we always took pride in anyway. Was teaching good 

tackling techniques anyway. Um, but I understood why” (Participant 4, 2021).   

 

“It was a whole process. I think my feelings changed when I talked to some of my 

cohorts and my friends. And then it changed more when I went through the 

process, because it was well done, and they had really thought through things. 

And they didn’t make it too long, and they didn’t you know, I thought they were 

gonna talk down to us, but they didn't. And um, so yeah, it was two parts, it was 

through some conversations with friends and guys I coached alongside or against. 

And then going to the thing I thought this is, this is good overall” (Participant 1, 

2021). 

 

Multiple coaches including Participant 1, 10, also acknowledge their ideas and beliefs evolved 

with new perceptions based on time, legitimacy, practical application, and experiences. This 

furthers the notion of multiple cycles of transition. In the case of Participants 4 and 8, their 

established bias towards concussion, safety, and tackling style influences their feelings which 

remain unchanged from the initial mandate interactions and completing the course.  

Propositional Statement Five - Overwhelming. The most common reaction to the 

Endings Phase is annoyance or dislike from the feeling of being inundated with requirements.  
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“Well it's, to be honest with you, I thought, well, here's another thing that we have 

to do… Every day you turn around, we have another requirement or another 

mandate that we have to do in order to stay certified… So, you know, it can be 

tedious” (Participant 10, 2021).  

The Bridges Transition Model asserts this feeling is common with the Endings Phase given 

change is uncomfortable, especially if coaches feel the game did not require changes in the first 

place. Almost every coach’s response supports this proposition, even those coaches who 

experienced a rapid journey through transition.   

 The Endings Phase is particularly tough for those coaches who have stronger ties to the 

defensive position, because their employment or reality has more to lose with a change to the 

style of tackling. If coaches cannot rectify these negative attitudes towards the mandate, it will be 

more difficult for them to consistently action the requirements.  

4.1.2 Bridges Neutral Zone Phase 

 According to Bridges’ (1991) Transition Model, the Neutral Zone is the in-between state 

of stability, where the new normal has not actualized, and creativity, or conception traditionally 

occurs. In this phase coaches need to imagine their place in a new normal that is not defined by 

experience, and mastery is yet to be established.  

Propositional Statement Six - Multiple Neutral Zone Cycles. Some coaches 

experience multiple trips to the Neutral Zone, including conceptualizing the mandate 

implications, experiencing the course content, and behavioural enactment of mandate 

requirements. “And I think I'm in between both those cultures. I think there's a place for lots of 

different styles of tackles” (Participant 2, 2021). Participants 2, 4, 6, and 8 express unsettling 

feelings as if they exist simultaneously in multiple worlds or schools of thought. See Table 2 for 

results of propositional statements six to ten as they relate to coach responses and the findings.    
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Table 2 

Propositional Statement Summary Neutral Zone Phase 

Number Propositional Statements 6 - 10 Neutral Zone Phase 

 

Bridges' 

Phase 

Participant:   1, 

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 

8, 10, 12, 14 

6 

Multiple Neutral Zone Cycles. Some coaches experience 

multiple trips to the Neutral Zone, including 

conceptualizing the mandate implications, experiencing 

the course content, and behavioural enactment of mandate 

requirements. 

Neutral 

Zone 
1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 14 

 

7 
Reflection. Coaches need to invest time envisioning and 

processing how the new reality could work for them. 

Neutral 

Zone 1, 5. 7. 10, 12 

8 

Fear Regressions. Coaches may regress back into the 

Endings Phase if concerns arise where the cost or fear is 

deemed to be greater than willpower to initially 

conceptualize the potential of a new reality. 

Neutral 

Zone 4, 5, 6, 8, 14, 

 

9 

Met Expectations. If coaches’ expectations or concerns are 

created and addressed in the Neutral Zone Phase, those 

coaches tend to progress through to the Beginnings Phase 

more efficiently and with less chance for regression. 

Neutral 

Zone 

1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 

10, 12, 14 

 

10 

Hawk Method. Coaches who utilize the Hawk Method 

prior to the mandate or subsequent training course, are able 

to establish a comparative resemblance to the mandate. 

Neutral 

Zone 
1, 2, 3, 6, 10 
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Propositional Statement Seven - Reflection. Coaches need to invest time envisioning 

and processing how the new reality could work for them. If the Neutral Zone Phase is utilized to 

reflect and understand the purpose behind the mandated change, those coaches experience a 

greater chance progressing through to the Beginnings Phase.  

“And you know once I got into the Atavus tackling certification. And went 

through this, went through the processes, and then looked at. You know what they 

were proposing and why they were doing that. I had a little bit. I had a different 

viewpoint on the importance of that required certification. I think it's a great thing 

again. Anytime you’re taking into account the safety of kids, it is very important. 

Football gets a bad rap… We got parents that are worried about the kids getting 

hurt. Don’t want em’ to play, they’re worried about getting them concussed or 

whatever it may be, and so you know, anytime that we can be proactive with 

regards to the safety of our kids, I think that should be extremely, extremely 

important” (Participant 10, 2021).  

 

“We are CPR and first aid certified, why not be tackling certified. That’s what 

eventually got me to realize, yeah, we probably need to do this. And the process 

wasn’t that hard, it really wasn’t. And honestly um, I learned a lot of stuff like I 

got some new tackling, Atavus did a good job because I actually got some new 

tackling drills that we still use. Um, so I thought they were really professional 

about it and I’m actually glad that we are doing it now” (Participant 1, 2021). 

 

“I was open. I was pretty much open to it. You know, I wasn’t like um, some 

football players from the past. The ones going through the hard times. Some 

people were passing away, you know. I thought it was a good thing. I just agree 

but I’m just one of those guys, I'm lucky myself ‘cus I used to be one of those, 

Knuckleheads.” (Participant 7, 2021).  

 

Participants 1, 5. 7. 10, 11, 12 & 13 utilized time in the Neutral Zone to not only come to terms 

with implications of the regulation change but also develop strategies which benefited their 

football programs.  
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Propositional Statement Eight - Fear Regressions. Coaches may regress back into the 

Endings Phase if concerns arise where the cost or fear is deemed to be greater than willpower to 

initially conceptualize the potential of a new reality. “I think just a lowering of the head. Is what 

bothers me” (Participant 4, 2021). This may stem from a lack of readiness or resolution in 

processing through the antecedent transition cycle.  

“Anytime things are new and different. You know, you just, you don't want it to 

affect your team in a negative way because of the way that you're coaching it. So, 

we just, we tried to study the program and make sure that we are implementing 

the right way and coaching it the right way. So that would you know, wouldn’t be 

of detriment to our team” (Participant 5, 2021). 

 

In this example, Participants 4 and 5 react to the lack of safety and potential effectiveness of the 

mandated style. If their perceptions of the change are deemed to be counterintuitive to benefits of 

implementation their responses could reflect a delayed timeline. 

Propositional Statement Nine - Met Expectations. If coaches’ expectations or concerns 

are created and addressed in the Neutral Zone Phase, those coaches tend to progress through to 

the Beginnings Phase more efficiently and with less chance for regression. 

“But the more I listened to the leadership, we have a coaching association and I’m 

on the board, I was on the board there, I aged out on that but, um, I listened to 

why they thought it was important that we do it. And I got onboard with it. And I 

changed my mind and realized that it is important in this day and age to have 

some kind of certification just safety wise, and also appearances. People need to 

know that we are certified the way CPR is important” (Participant 1). 

 

“Now we may not have been doing the exact same drills, or recommended drills 

that Atavus you know, shows you or demonstrates in their online or in their 

certification program, but we already moved to that step. Again. The reason two, 

for moving to that direction was. You know, trying to protect the kids when it 
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comes to the violent game of football that we play, and trying to keep them as 

safe as possible” (Participant 10, 2021).  

 

Participants 5, 7 and 10 went into the coaching course open to new ideas and techniques. This 

helps to reduce the chance of bias or rejection, leaving those coaches more open minded to the 

new realities.  

Propositional Statement Ten - Hawk Method. Coaches who utilize the Hawk Method 

prior to the mandate or subsequent training course, are able to establish a comparative 

resemblance to the mandate. The Hawk Method is a style of tackling which in essence is the 

same set up, striking point, and follow through requirements as the shoulder-led style of tackling. 

“We already did some of this off tackling stuff we had learned it from the Seattle Seahawks. You 

know the stuff. So, I really didn’t have a ton of concerns” (Participant 1, 2021).  Those coaches 

progress more efficiently through the Endings and/or Neutral Zone Phases, in comparison to 

those who did not implement the hawk method.  

“No, we've never done the hawk method. We were always head up… We were 

the old school screws on the screws and head across the bow and all that stuff. 

You know, improvising the neck and head and your eyes, see what you hit” 

(Participant 4, 2021). 

 

“Pete Carroll’s the one that really made it famous. The NFL started pushing it. 

Um, really right around the concussion deal and. This Seahawks defense was 

really good…you saw people naturally doing it” (Participant 2, 2021).  

 

Participants 1, 2, 3, 6, 10, voluntarily made the decision to implement the Hawk Method which 

mirrors the new mandate requirements. Other coaches may also utilize the Hawk Method but did 

not disclose in the interview data. All coaches who utilize the Hawk Method present common 

language cues with progressing through the Endings Phase and ascending through the Neutral 
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Zone Phase. The inverse was found with Participant 4 who expresses concerns with the Hawk 

Method and the shoulder-led tackling style possessing similar problematic features. This 

coincidently would support Participants 4’s journey throughout Transition with the basis of 

concern in applying the Hawk Method.   

 Time is an important concept in the Neutral Zone Phase and coaches who successfully 

progress through use their time to address concerns and imagine how the new style could benefit 

them. Coaches who leveraged benefits and found legitimacy in the mandate based on decisions 

they had previously employed to their programs, such as use of the Hawk Method, found less 

issues with actioning the mandate.    

4.1.3 Bridges Beginnings Phase 

 The Beginnings Phase is typically the easiest progression of the three phases because by 

this point coaches exhibit signs of acceptance and readiness indicators to start enacting new 

behaviors.  

Propositional Statement 11 - Acceptance. Almost every coach acknowledges the new 

style of tackling would be a part of football’s future. This provides an end point of acceptance 

coaches are working towards. However, when concerns are not addressed in all three transitional 

cycles, coaches may halt, stall, or compartmentalize components required for progression 

through the remaining phases.  

“My concern... is there are some of them that have adapted really well, and there's 

some that do not. This is the way we learned. I see it more in the game, they do it 

this other way… As time grows, you know my 7th and 8th graders that I have 

now. They know how we want it done and that's the way they do it all the time” 

(Participant 8, 2021).  
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“No, I see it as part of it. I think it has to be. I'll just be honest with you. I thought 

that that football was in good shape. You know, as far as numbers wise and 

people participating and did a lot of looking around and stuff. And I think kids are 

still playing and still doing their stuff. But I, but the one thing that does scare me 

is this pandemic that we're going through. I think it's gonna hurt everything” 

(Participant 2, 2021). 

 

Motivations for coaches to buy-in can impact consistency of messaging, capacity for success in 

their program, and even their acknowledgement of the necessity for tackling regulation changes. 

See Table 3 for propositional statements 11 through 15 summary results by participant coach.  
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Table 3 

Propositional Statement Summary Beginnings Phase 

Number Propositional Statements 11 - 15 Beginnings Phase 

 

 

Bridges' 

Phase 

Participant:   

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 

6, 7, 8, 10, 

12, 14 

11 Acceptance. Almost every coach acknowledges the new 

style of tackling would be a part of football’s future. 

Beginnings 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 

6, 7, 10, 12, 

14 

12 

Modeling Behaviors. Coaches who present with the 

need to model behaviors expected of them by a higher 

deterministic pressure or authority, present a greater 

chance of success for completing the transition process. 

Beginnings 
3, 7, 10, 12 

 

13 

Varying Time Requirements. Time will play an 

important role in the coaches’ successful progression 

through the varying phases. 

Beginnings 

1, 2, 5, 6, 

14 

Satisfied Needs. Those coaches who complete the 

Beginnings Phase present the commonality of having 

security resulting from concerns being addressed and 

needs satisfied. 

Beginnings 
3, 7, 10, 12 

 

15 

Conflicting Messaging. Coaches who present 

conflicting or passive messaging in satisfying the need 

for consistency, are the hardest to pinpoint the exact 

Transition Model phase location. 

Beginnings 
1, 2, 5, 6, 14 
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Propositional Statement 12 - Modeling Behaviors. Coaches who present with the need 

to model behaviors expected of them by a higher deterministic pressure or authority, present a 

greater chance of success for completing the transition process. “The only thing to me that I 

would have any concerns with, you know, other staff in the state of Texas actually utilizing and 

actually putting that into place with regards to this particular organization” (Participant 10, 

2021). This includes those coaches whose main concerns involved state wide consistency, rather 

than implementation issues within their own programs.  

“Well, I really didn’t have any. The only thing was. To make the kids understand 

that. This was a serious um, move that was made, by the people who make the 

rules. Um, game of football. Be it College, professional, little league, high school. 

It was something that needs to be done. And um, if you go back and look at some 

of the participants, that um, were affected by it, see the reasons why it was 

important, for them to um, come up with some moves to get the head out there. 

Out of contact” (Participant 7, 2021).  

 

“Our governing bodies, you know, they want you to tackle this way, but to say 

that it is done in every high school, whether it's 1A all the way to 6A and it's done 

on a consistent basis and it’s taught in practice this way. I would be lying if I said 

it's 100% true that it’s been done that way… Yes, it's prevalent that it's being 

taught, but again, it's not 100% across the board” (Participant 10, 2021).  

 

“One of the things I also talk about this experience is that the coaches have in 

their lives that they've overcome that there are young men on our team who look 

to them as examples, because they're going through the same things that we went 

through, you know, as young men. But we're just on the other side of it, so you 

know, we're the model” (Participant 3, 2021). 

 

Participants 3, 7, 10 and 12 prioritize leading by example and modeling the expectations that 
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they place on their athletes. Therefore, if their governing body expects them to perform tasks in a 

certain manner, they personally hold themselves accountable to oblige.  

Propositional Statement 13 - Varying Time Requirements. Time will play an 

important role in the coaches’ successful progression through the varying phases. This concept of 

time is reinforced by Bridges’ (1991) Transition Model and explains why some phases remain 

unobtained. “It is important that we teach um, the proper way to hit. An um, try to keep your 

head out of it um, tackling. I think it’s a good thing because um, we don’t want um, people dying 

from a game that we love so dearly” (Participant 7, 2021). Some coaches may need more time to 

come to terms with facets of the change in comparison to others. “I think well, my big concern 

was, were we coaching it the right way? You know, if you want to coach it in a way that doesn't 

put your team at a disadvantage” (Participant 5, 2021).  

This is due to individuals possessing different values and beliefs that underpin decisions 

they make and explains why timeframes in the Neutral Zone Phase cannot be a one size fits all 

method. Here Participants 7 and 5 discuss ways the new mandate impacted their programs. 

Participant 7's greatest need is the safety of his athletes above all else. He would progress quickly 

through the phases because other changes affected less important areas of his program. Until the 

coaches can satisfy their intrinsic needs through an internal dialog, transition will not be 

complete. These internal conflicts may have resided with coaches since they first heard of the 

mandate, and if left unresolved could impact perception of value, legitimacy, and commitment 

levels. This could limit a coach’s ability to fully complete their transition without some form of 

compartmentalization.  

“We need to make sure we're doing it by the guidelines, because if more games 

were filmed this year. And so if they really want to go in, and they can start 

breaking down high school games and start studying… 17-year-old kid, and he's 
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trying to go in and make a tackle and I think you see it more and more in the state 

championship games and live, you see that tackling has changed. I think that it is 

making a difference, but …  I think coaches kind of keep in the back of their 

minds” (Participant 6, 2021). 

 

Participants 5 and 6 acknowledge the need for taking an appropriate amount of time to learn the 

nuances of the technique before properly applying the new mandate requirements.  

Propositional Statement 14 - Satisfied Needs. Those coaches who complete the 

Beginnings Phase present the commonality of having security resulting from concerns being 

addressed and needs satisfied. 

 “I thought the training was very thorough. I thought it was very simple. I don't 

think it's a hard concept, it was just quite a bit different… It helps me teach what I 

really wanted. What I had been striving to teach anyway… I knew what I wanted, 

but I didn't. There wasn't really a lot of literature out there about it” (Participant 

12, 2021). 

 

“In light of, of the things that were going on um, football players, um, having 

concussion. Head trauma, um, and the injuries that was coming from that 

dangerous life. Uh, I thought it was. It was great that you know, they were doing 

something… My thinking was it's a good thing and still trying to improve on 

things. The way we tackle, gate up, can’t hit with the crowns of the helmet. And 

can’t hit helmet to helmet. Things like that. The sport is gonna benefit from that” 

(Participant 7, 2021). 

 

All coaches present with some concerns; Participant 7 is the only one who presents a concern of 

the consistency within his program and no other negative associations towards the mandate. 

Participants 3, 7, 10 and 12 found more benefits than perceived costs of the mandate and are able 

to leverage this notion into assisting with the buy-in process.   
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Propositional Statement 15 - Conflicting Messaging. Coaches who present conflicting 

or passive messaging in satisfying the need for consistency, are the hardest to pinpoint the exact 

Transition Model phase location. These coaches acknowledge the benefits, legitimacy, and value 

add of the new style of tackling. “And then we kind of went to a little bit more of actually no 

more screws on screws, but just trying to. Trying to use the old just to shoulder more” 

(Participant 4, 2021). However, they allow for the potential of regression through acknowledging 

flaws regarding perceived consistent success.  

“I guess my main concern was you know when it comes down to third and one, 

I’m gonna put my head across to make a tackle as I close down the line 

because...If I have to get my head across, could I still do that? Could I still teach 

that? And they were realistic like ‘that's gonna happen sometimes. But overall, we 

are trying to not do that. ’So that was probably my only concern that they were 

going to try and say that you could never do that, and that just wasn’t realistic in a 

football game” (Participant 1).   

 

“It is safety. You know, football is a physical. You know, it needs to be physical, 

and I think some of it's been watered down somewhat compared to the way it used 

to be. But at the same time, I questioned it at first” (Participant 6, 2021). 

 

Coaches whose identities have roots in defensive systems and are employing varying tackling 

techniques may struggle to place the new reality without potential for regression. Transition can 

be an uncomfortable process, especially if coaches do not believe in the purpose or results of the 

mandated change. It appeared easy for a few coaches to abandon progression through phases or 

expose a loophole in enacting new requirements, it is important that concerns are addressed 

before they lead to regression. Determining which concerns could lead to regression depends on 

the individual's intrinsic beliefs and priorities. Regression and elaboration on themes from 

propositional statements are supported in the abductive consolidation section.  
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4.2 Inductive Analysis 

Using inductive analysis, ten themes were mined from the data to assist in answering 

RQ1 and RQ2. These themes include identity, pride, accountability, routine, football family, 

transcends a game, safety, tough, way of life, a coach’s response (see Appendix I). Organization 

of this section consists of unpacking the first theme of identity under the dual concept that 

considers it as pertaining to both the coach and the sport. The remaining nine themes are 

discussed throughout the development of a dueling identities concept and the role each theme 

plays in contributing to the identity of a coach, of the sport, and of football in Texas.  

Coaches respond differently to the mandate due to the variance in their beliefs, ideologies 

underpinning their motivations and decision-making processes. These beliefs are also affected by 

pressures such as cultural influences of football in Texas. Exploring what constitutes a coach’s 

identity, and the sports identity, in addition to contributing factors that support or hinder the 

coaches’ journeys through transition is covered in this section.  

The goal of the inductive analysis section is to provide an authentic representation of the 

coaches' responses to the mandate. This is done by capturing their descriptive experiences 

without the use of a priori concepts. The ten themes not only provide support for the deductive 

findings, but also provide context to the meaning of a coach, the sport, and what makes the sport 

unique in Texas. There is considerable overlap between the ten themes in relation to the 

deductive analysis findings and the coaches’ progressions through transition. Therefore, how 

these inductive themes support or hinder the coaches’ progressions through transition in relation 

to the propositional statements is covered in the abductive consolidation section.  
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4.2.1 Identity of a Coach 

The primary role of identity in answering RQ1 and RQ2 is how it informs the coaches’ 

decision-making processes impacting behavioral responses. When coaches are faced with 

mandated change there are many factors affecting the types of responses each individual has. 

This section explores the various identities of a coach, the role offensive or defensive mindset 

accounts for in a coach's football identity, and the drivers of priorities through motivations.  

Identity and Socialization Influencers. Football and the state of Texas have a very 

close, distinctive relationship. Participant 9 describes this as, “football in Texas is a, it's a way of 

life” (2021). Going even deeper into this concept Participant 2 furthers, “I don't mean that 

arrogantly, but. I definitely, in recruiting and have coached outside of Texas...I know it's cliche, 

say religion and all that stuff, but it is definitely. A huge part of Texas’s deciding culture and 

way of life. More so than any state that I'm aware of” (2021). Culture in this case influenced the 

coaches from a socialization aspect and how they were raised in relation to the game. 

All coaches interviewed played high school football and all but one did so in the state of 

Texas. Of those coaches a few also got to experience personally, or through siblings, what high 

school football was like in other states such as Florida, California, Illinois, Tennessee, and 

Louisiana. “I have lived in other states. You know Louisiana, Florida um. Spent a little time in 

California, now I was younger at the time, but football was not seen as the king” (Participant 10, 

2021). From their playing experience coaches are drawn to the sport often because of the lasting 

impression it left. “My first memory of high school football is when I was five, we won a state 

championship. I was hooked ever since” (Participant 8, 2021). “Started in the business world by 

my first year realized that wasn't my cup of tea. I look back on the value and, and the impact that 

athletics had on my life and so wanted to be, ended up being a coach” (Participant 10, 2021).  
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“We weren't rich or anything… we had a very loving background all of that. But 

there was a void. I didn't know it as a kid, but there was a void that my first 

football coach filled. It made me feel so special. I mean, I just fell in love with it. I 

fell in love with every single part of high school athletics and particularly football, 

'cause it was the first sport that we got to do in the 7th grade. Never varied from 

that moment on” (Participant 12, 2021).  

 

For some coaches, football provides a way to merge skill and passion into a lifelong career, 

like in the case of Participant 8, 

“Football itself, you know what I got outta high school football and I loved it. 

And I was fortunate enough to. Have a great coach for a high school, and he still 

is a friend of mine. But what made high school athletics special for me. Besides 

just lovin’ the game, um. You know, it's kinda sad when your whole life that's all 

you can really do is football. I, I don't know if I could be a welder or. Anything 

else, but I always had a knack for football” (2021). 

 

This impression creates meaning for the coach and because of the value it brought to 

enriching his life a commitment was made to the sport. These commitments and their 

derived meaning have an impact on how coaches receive and perceive information about 

the sport. These values shape priorities and impact the decision-making process that 

determines coaches' responses.  

Employment Influencers. There is a high priority placed on the sport from a community 

and sacred level, and the head coaches are the leaders who orchestrate everything. As the leaders 

of their teams, head coaches set the tone for their staff, athletes, program, school, district, and by 

extension community. A minor example of this, but one that has a direct implication on building 

routine is something as simple as practice, “you're not gonna have a good practice unless the 

head coach and energy” (Participant 8, 2021). The varying intricacies within the coaches’ roles 

can manifest in their personal football identity as various ‘hats’.  
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“I'm a football coach and, and I love football. And I love to watch football, and I 

love to study football, and I, I have a pretty good life right now. As far as what 

I'm doing with my life, and living, and making my living, and a lot of that has to 

do with football. And I owe football a ton” (Participant 4, 2021).  

 

In Participant 4’s example, his first identifier is that of a football coach. He links his identity to 

his job title with added emotional significance. Some coaches develop a dedication to the sport 

that manifests as a debt or duty because of their perceptive value of the sport.  

 Another example connects the coach’s personal identity in relation to their chosen 

profession. “I'm the athletic director but Football is the head sport that I coach” (Participant 12, 

2021). In this case, coaches can have multiple hats within their job title. Some head coaches may 

only have head coaching and/or different football positions coaching responsibilities under their 

charge. “Two straight weeks with two times this season, again targeting for leading with his 

head. So that's frustrating and I had to answer to my athletic director for that” (Participant 3, 

2021). However, other coaches, especially those at smaller schools or lower competitive 

divisions, may have both head football coach and athletic director (AD) duties as part of their job 

description.  

“This is my ninth year as a head football athletic director. I'm in a smaller school. 

We have about 800 kids in high school. So that athletic director head football 

coaches, kind of, bigger schools they have AD’s, and then they have had football 

coaches” (Participant 6, 2021).  

 

Those coaches who have both AD and head coaching positions possess an extra layer of 

accountability to both the school and sport governing body. This extra responsibility comes with 

expectations accounting for their actions on-field and thus, could impact the coaches’ responses. 

The AD position has the power to influence or sway the coaches’ decision-making processes, if 
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they believe this responsibility supersedes their personal needs. In addition to multiple titles, the 

coaches in smaller schools often hold multiple coaching role responsibilities. Developing a 

coaching position specialty, in some cases, is a necessary part of the job if different coaching 

roles need to be filled.  

“When I first started out, I was offense, 'cause that's what I played in college...my 

defensive coordinator left, which was my college buddy. I was kinda thrusted in 

the calling defensive, I’d never done it before and was pretty green and, and only 

coached the secondary and I did it, and I love defense… I would rather call 

defense any day of the week over offense” (Participant 4, 2021).  

 

Coaching involves balancing many requirements such as planning and employment 

responsibilities, sometimes over one's own benefits. Experiences and values contribute to how 

coaches understand their personal and professional responsibilities impacting their reality.  

Offensive or Defensive Ball Orientation Influencer. Another important factor that 

contributes to the participants’ coach identity is position orientation. It is associated with a 

particular ‘side’ of the ball that is primarily either offensive or defensive but could also include 

special teams. All coaches first experience this concept as a player. They would train for a 

position on a specific side of the ball. Those in smaller schools may have to play multiple 

positions on offense, defense, and/or special teams within the same game. “We will spend 30-45 

minutes talking again and this is already our third meeting on this um, where we are putting kids. 

Because nothing is more important if you want to be successful at football than putting people in 

the right spot” (Participant 1, 2021). It is possible for a player or coach to switch orientation over 

time as they are exposed to alternative opportunities.  

“I started out when I got out of college, I was young, and I always thought I 

wanted to be on the offensive side. I was an offensive lineman, played for a great 
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coach. A legendary coach in all honesty. And, uh, wanted to be offense. And this 

was at a small town where the offensive coach coached, defense and defense, and 

so our offensive coordinator coached the defensive tackles. And I said, let me, 

you worry about offense. Let me coach the defensive tackles. And I did that for 2 

or 3 years...ever since I've become the defense coordinator, I've always called our 

defense even as a head coach” (Participant 6, 2021). 

 

The specialization of a position develops a mindset that plays into the distinct role 

associations with being on a particular side of the ball. Over time this becomes part of the 

coaches’ comprehensive football identity as in the case of Participant 7, 8, 9, 10, and 12. “Well, 

predominantly in football, I have been a linebacker coach all 32 years. I've always had a 

defensive mind” (Participant 8, 2021). “I was one of those defense wins games. And defense 

wins championships, so I was a defensive guy” (Participant 7, 2021).  

This manifestation comes out when participants outline divisive statements where greater skill or 

prestige is associated with a particular side.  

“I've always been a defensive coordinator. Um, and again, to me, my way of 

thinking in the old school. Uh, that makes me (laughs), that makes me better, 

better qualified to be a head coach. I don't know why I think that. But if you can't 

stop somebody from scoring and it doesn't matter how many you score… That's 

my way of thinking. So that's why I think, oh yeah, I'm better qualified to be a 

head coach because I've been a defensive coordinator all my life” (Participant 9, 

2021). 

 

When ball orientation is synonymous with the coaches' identity, some coaches become skeptical 

of changes which challenges the nature of their specialization. The new mandate regulation 

challenges this notion of tackling style, which led to skepticism and speculation including what 

the new requirement might entail. This was especially true for those coaches who are unfamiliar 

with the nuances of the new style. Any challenge to the style of tackling for defensive coaches 
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could indirectly feel like part of their coaching identity is being challenged or may be perceived 

as being inadequate. “The first thing that I thought again being an old coach…  was, well, we're 

just going to turn it into flag football or we're going to, you know, turn it into touch football or 

into soccer” (“Participant 9, 2021). This also introduces the notion that the sport has a 

recognizable identity to the coaches.  

 Coaching Style and Job Requirement Influencers. These coaches not only discussed 

learning from experience with the sport as an athlete, but they also discussed growing their 

knowledge and coaching identity through interactions with their peers. As the coaches reflect on 

their development and growth with more experience, they started to recognize their coaching 

identity.  

“I worked with some really great coaches over the years. Some great head 

coaches, and I started seeing different points of view. So, the different coaches 

always worked for. I always took what I loved about. And I was like, okay, I'm 

going to do that, but always, what I did not like a about em. You know, things that 

I would do differently, I always keep it at the front foremost. Because when I 

want to go that direction, and I see why, and how come they had to go that 

direction. I try to look and see, okay. Can I do something outside the box? Can I 

go a different way? Then what I didn't understand then what I do now. But I want 

to do it a different way” (Participant 6, 2021).  

 

The coaches learn how to problem solve and gain interaction strategies which influence the 

type of program they represent.   

There is a recurring concept of ‘micromanager’ where coaches provide explicit 

descriptions disassociating themselves with that term. “I'm not a micromanager. I know some 

coaches that are, but I'm not one. If I feel confidence in a coach, I'm going to let him coach his 

kids” (Participant 8, 2021). “I learned from a lot of really good coaches um that, that let me 
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coach and that didn't, didn't micromanage me. So um, try to not be a micromanager” (Participant 

14, 2021). “Yes, I'm the leader, but I'm not a micromanager...I'm not one that, hey, this has 

always been done this way type person. I'm looking for the most creative ways to get our kids 

attention, to get them to learn” (Participant 10, 2021). This notion of a micromanager depicts 

someone who is autocratic, rigid, narrow minded, and uncollaborative.  

All participants acknowledge their authority over the decision-making process within 

their programs took precedence, however, they prefer to create a culture where staff is 

encouraged to provide insight and take responsibility. “I've always done is try to allow 

everybody to have input and not just shut the door on ‘em. Now I tell ‘em, at the beginning of the 

year. Hey guys, I'm gonna listen to everything now. Don't get your feelings hurt if we don't do 

everything” (Participant 4, 2021). Part of this open and inclusive culture reinforces those who are 

willing to work hard to achieve a unified goal.  

“The other thing that kind of goes with that is, is a work ethic. You know if you're 

not going to put in a whole lot of work, then I'm not really gonna listen to what 

you have to say. I'll take a person that's got great work ethic and great intensity 

over somebody that thinks they know a lot about X’s and O’s if that makes any 

sense ... I believe in people that are going to roll their sleeves up and work 

because I think that's the way I've always done it. And I don't know if it's the right 

way or the wrong way, but those are the people that I want to associate myself 

with” (Participant 4, 2021). 

 

All participants recognize that coaching football and building a program culture requires extreme 

time commitments and dedication to their job. “As you know, during the football season we were 

like everybody else, but we work seven days a week” (Participant 4, 2021).  

“I have one more position available if I. Thought if, somebody would have been 

available to coach here, if I thought somebody would want to put in the time um. 
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Usually that's the big kicker is the time, as you know, football takes up hours and 

hours, and weekends and weekends” (Participant 15, 2021). 

 

For many of the football programs in the state of Texas, making a comfortable living that 

financially rewards the work week requirements did not equate to that of other private sector 

industries. “Number one is probably money, and time. The amount of time that we put in, um, if 

you break it down...I think I was making approximately 0.75 cents um, an hour” (Participant 9, 

2021). “You're not going to make a lot of money, but I wear it as a badge of honor” (Participant 

4, 2021). If participants perceive there is great value in their work, the concept of a job was 

elevated to a relationship more intrinsically tied to their identity. Coaches learn through 

experience and socialization what type of coach they want to represent. Here they are building up 

their values and understanding exactly what type of commitment level the coaches’ role entails.   

 Coaching Priorities and Motivation Influencers. In the case where impact is a life 

altering commitment, coaches feel extra pressure or obligations to respond in a manner that 

reflects their commitment to the sport. 

 “Well, um, the sport means everything to me... I come to work every single day 

and I don't feel like I've come to work a day in my life. I mean, I absolutely love 

the kids. My favorite part of my job is relationship with kids… I've been blessed. 

It is an unbelievable profession. It's the perfect profession for me” (Participant 12, 

2021).  

 

These coaches possess a lot of pride in their profession that reinforces the feelings of debt or 

duty to the sport impacting their motivation to stay involved for as long as possible.  

Monetary rewards are not the primary motivator behind the coaches’ involvement. What 

drives the coaches is the notion of being a part of something greater than just a sport. 
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“Here I am at 51. Why it means so much to me. It's because I think it's such a 

great microcosm of life. And that's why you know, people say, well, it's just a 

game. Yeah, it is just a game, but the reason I can work 100 hours a week and feel 

like that's worthwhile. It's not. So, I just win. You know, or you hope to win, 

because if you lose, it's no good. And you spent that much time, but when you can 

teach kids about. So many connections to life, whether it's starting out with being 

here every day and calling if you're gonna be late, and being responsible, and 

being a part of a team and becoming selfless instead of selfish” (Participant 11, 

2021).  

 

This concept of ‘a calling’ manifesting as motivation through values is central to the participants’ 

identity and how they make sense of their world. “If it all comes down to your last game was a 

win. Then you're going to be pretty narrow as a person. You're not going to be very fulfilled, you 

know, even if you are winning it” (Participant 11, 2021).  Not only do these coaches discuss 

having various hats within job titles, but their positions also require them to balance a multi-

faceted identity. “I'm going to be a coach just like Coach because. The way he made me feel it 

was like a dad, it was like a missing parent so to speak” (Participant 12, 2021). Here the coaches 

outline fulfilling various roles such as leader, mentor, parent, janitor, authoritarian, or teacher. 

 “I call it a carrot, perfect platform to take something that these kids so dearly love 

and this community so dearly loves. And mold, young people and but in doing 

that. There's lots of times where I've got to be... My coaching staff and myself 

have to be father, mother, dad, and disciplinarian, and counselor. And I mean the 

hats are numerous here, and so of course I've always, loved kiddos, but my 

philosophy is to make sure they know how much we love em, and care about em, 

because there's going to be sometimes we have to be the parents and I have to 

make him do their homework. And you know discipline” (Participant 12, 2021).  

 

“But I want our coaching staff to build relationships with the kids to be there 

when they need him. We live in a community that is very dysfunctional with 

regards to the family setting. Um, they don't have, like two parent homes, and if 
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they do, a lot of 'em or their parents are working so they see us probably more 

than they see their parents and you know, so we're kind of that parental figure and 

I want them to come here. And in this particular culture and feel safe, so like 

they’re loved, feel like they’re cared about” (Participant 10, 2021).  

 

These coaches believe the sport serves an elevated purpose to provide youth with the tools 

necessary to become successful in society. Therefore, the coaches' part in that process also has 

elevated meaning that transcends a game. Their position is seen as part of an important identity. 

It is who they are and what they do in life. Any mandate which challenges not only their identity, 

but the culture they create and how this calling plays out to benefit their athletes and surrounding 

community, has a monumental impact on their decision-making processes. 

“We kind of have our way and our kids have gotten used to it. You know, we feel 

like it works for us… Coaches… They like routine. Because they know that's 

what's best for kids… That's what we try to stick to” (Participant 5, 2021).  

 

How the identity of the participants account for the individual variance of responses to mandate 

regulation (i.e., RQ1) depends on many factors. As indicated above, the factors that account for 

variances include how closely tied a participant describes their value of the sport and identity are 

linked. Further, variance is seen in how participants internalize what those changes would mean 

to their understanding of the game, athletes’ safety, and impact to the future identity of the sport. 

These concerns guide how participants discuss the decision-making process, which affects the 

timelines and varying responses coaches have when outlining a plan for next steps. If the sport 

has a recognizable identity, any changes to it need to realign with their interpreted reality that 

still allows their personal identity to have existence and meaning.  

“I also think that's part of why the coaches have embraced this. Because I think 

that, before you got to the Atavus training, I think everybody was afraid. Are we 
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gonna end up playin’ flag football… are they gonna make it look like the Pro 

Bowl every week where nobody touches anybody… I think there was a fear there 

and I think once we went to that training, we were like, okay, yeah… wasn't less 

physical. It was more strategic...our hope is that the game will proceed in this 

direction” (Participant 11, 2021). 

 

Because the stakes are higher than a task-oriented job, the coaches derive meaning and purpose 

resulting from their actions. Values and beliefs around sustainability and exacting a purpose are 

what drives the coaches’ motivations, not surface benefits such as money or winning. If the new 

identity of the sport aligns with the coaches’ identity, they may have an easier time processing 

and responding desirably to the mandate. However, if there is a divergence between identities, an 

internal struggle will need to be reconciled prior to achieving desirable responses.  

4.2.2 Identity of the Sport 

In Texas, football to many populations is seen as King. It is sacred not only to 

individuals, but to entire communities. In this section, the identity of the sport is dissected to 

explore the significance of what contributes to football’s unique identity. And how this culture 

creates the potential for structural effect on a coach’s response to the new tackling mandate.  

 Identity Through Organization and Routine. One repetitive descriptor is the concept 

of being organized and the need for routine. “I think football, the way we do it, is everything is 

very organized, and everything is in a very much in a routine. And call that ritual or not but 

everything is done the same for the most part” (Participant 4, 2021) “Coaches by nature. Most of 

them, I think are very organized and time oriented” (Participant 15, 2021). “Yeah routine, well 

winning teams have routine. And they know what to expect. And they know when we are doing 

it. Losing teams are all over the place, you know” (Participant 1, 2021). Some participants see 
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change as threatening their established routines. The coaches discuss operating best under 

familiar circumstances where they control and recreate through routine, a practiced outcome for 

skill development. Change or disruption to routine was met with extra skepticism or scrutiny due 

to the time and effort coaches put into their planning and preparation commitments. The benefits 

gained at the expense of time is the development of routine. Here skills are refined, and 

challenges become obtainable as the exercises increase in familiarity. 

 Several participants state they often start preseason planning and strategy 

implementation within weeks of their previous season ending. “I's not like something we all of a 

sudden do in August. Uh, we're already in our organizational breakdown” (Participant 15, 2021). 

The most fundamental skill associated with the defensive side of the ball is tackling. Many 

participants emphasize that tackling is crucial to success and is often practiced routinely.  

“We tackle every day in practice... And I say that we practice form tackling, and 

it's just about three quarters speed. We do it from the first day of football and, you 

know, we do it cautiously so, you know, even though we're in shorts, and helmet, 

we're not going to go take anybody to the ground. But we're going to practice it 

every day” (Participant 8, 2021). 

 

Disruption to this routine causes irritation, anger, or feelings of discomfort for some participants, 

especially if their identity is tied to their ability to teach tackling. “I was nervous about teaching 

it 'cause it was. It was different” (Participant 12, 2021).  

“Because it was new and different. You know, it's always doing something, 

changing something completely. That you thought you were good, pretty good at 

already, you know, if you feel like, well, we might not be as good at this style of 

tackling that we did in the past. People don't like new stuff a lot of times, you 

know, it takes a while to adapt to it. I think we're tackling as good as we ever 

have. So, I just probably just a little bit at the first, maybe just worrying that you 

might not tackle as well” (Participant 13, 2021).  
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Some participants state they strongly resist implementation of the new tackling method if it is 

perceived to affect their level of mastery, or professionalism of their team.  

The development of muscle memory is an interesting concept. Its premise centers around 

repetitive motions so the body learns to move in that manner with less or unconscious thought. 

Athletes who spent years playing football may have developed various tackling style muscle 

memory, including those utilized in the form-tackling method. Participants 2, 4, 6, 8 have 

unfavourable reactions towards the new style when success is delayed due to the muscle memory 

relearning process. “March and into the summer, and I think it develops muscle memory, which 

is a good thing especially when it comes to the safety part of it” (Participant 15, 2021).  Some of 

these coaches acknowledge additional time is required for athletes to master the new style if they 

were trained for years using another method.  

“We changed all our tackling drills… Where you're working your steps and 

clubbing up and getting with people with their T shirts and walking, you know, 

used to be a lot of face contact that sort of thing. Even though you weren't, you 

had no pads, but there's still you were face to chest and those kinds of things. 

Well, now all those drills are different to comply with the Atavus, where we're 

getting a head to the side and the shoulder is more into it and so forth. So, all of 

those drills changed... We're in the weight room right now, but when that starts 

up, probably in mid-March…. We'll be doing those drills, even non-contact. You 

know, because you're trying to create that muscle memory” (Participant 11, 

2021).  

 

New routines contributing to an effective season took time to develop, however, with time came 

the aspect of legitimacy through the proven results of the routine. Participant 14 made 

arrangements for his defensive coordinator to implement the style a year before he took the 
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course. He was then able to see results prior to being exposed to the course content. His initial 

positive reaction to hearing about the mandate was confirmed by success from their on-field 

routine. This affected his continued commitment level in a positive way, even though his initial 

reaction to the course itself was counterintuitive to his team’s established results. The identity of 

football must include organization, time and effort in building and establishing a routine centered 

on hard work and repetition of movement to develop mastery. Any change which impacts this 

work can be met with resistance.  

 The Identity of Toughness and Gender Ideologies. Perhaps the most prevalent and 

apparent theme to describe football is the notion of toughness. Not only does this concept play a 

dual role in terms of development and experiences, but it’s perception can apply assumed labels 

that contribute to the sport’s identity.   

“The draw to football is physicality. You know, and for people who don't like… 

they try to equate football to the gladiators. Well. I, I can get it at a superficial 

level. But it's not, you know, it still has a decorum. It still has rules, and the 

emphasis is not to injure, the emphasis is physical…. I think the physicality part 

of it is part of that becoming a man thing that we're trying to work on with guys 

that, you know, there's times you're going to get hit in the mouth you're going to. I 

mean, that figuratively where it hurts and there's a difference in hurt and injury… 

you just gotta shake your head and move on and. That's I think all of the football 

coaches desire is to not lose that element. And I think this way is providing a way 

where we can adjust and reduce injury. And continue to keep the physicality in 

the game” (Participant 11, 2021).  

 

This quotation introduces the role of physicality that is considered essential in developing 

toughness. However, it also acknowledges the potential for false understandings and perceptions 

of the game. Football is sometimes seen as an exclusive club, where hegemonic masculinity lays 
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the foundation of requirements for success, while an internal reality may reflect an altered 

perception.   

“One of the first things we do as a team is we meet. And we get to know each 

other, but we've got kids growing up and they don't know that grandma may have 

cancer or dad's walking out the house. And we talked about it. It's a bond, it's 

blood in, blood out. Like, we, this does not go to anybody. I will release you from 

the team if this gets out to somebody else, and we got to learn how to build trust 

as young man, they got to learn how to trust amongst each other” (Participant 6, 

2021).  

 

Development of trust and authentic communication practices are central to success in a sport that 

has so many moving parts acting simultaneously for Participant 6. Contrary to antiquated 

hegemonic ideologies, communication is encouraged. Coaches strive to create football programs 

that develop expressive outlets and coping strategies for their athletes. Toughness is built upon 

challenging normative stereotypes and developing strength in both internalized strategies and 

relationship building through vulnerability and the trust to solve problems.  

The role of physicality is essential to both the power that football holds as part of its 

identity and an influential factor on why some coaches choose to respond to the mandate. The 

sport reflects power and performance dominance with a cultivated reputation of being tough. 

Thus, requiring toughness from participants as an antecedent to success, especially on a 

measurable scale such as tangible wins.  

“#TPW tough people win. And when we introduce that to our entering freshmen 

and stuff or to the Community, it's not fistfight tough, you know, or street tough. 

It's the grit and having the, I use the movie. Pursuit of happiness. You know, how 

the dad just did not quit, kept fighting and you get knocked down seven, get up 

eight kind of mentality” (Participant 2, 2021).  
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“It's a hard game to play. I mean, you gotta be. You gotta be tough to play it 

correctly. In doing that and going through the things that you go through. To be a 

part of this. It's just unlike anything, I guess. Other than being in the military. You 

go through things that normal people don't go through. And you have to fight 

through it. You have to rely on your brothers, and you have to help your brothers 

at the same time. So that everybody is going in the same direction at the same 

time. And um, to me this is one of the last, one of the last bastions in our 

community where we get to teach kids this” (Participant 9, 2021).  

 

However, there are varying schools of thought on this concept.  

“We are a physical football team. But I think it's because we've not beat each 

other up. And because they're able to go super hard because we've got to protect it 

with extra pads holding the pads … I think all of that actually makes us be able to 

be more physical. To be honest with you, most people would disagree with me ... 

You gotta go good on good. It's gotta be full speed and live. And ones versus 

ones, or you're not gonna get a good look. And none of that is important to me at 

all, and never has been” (Participant 12, 2021).  

 

Participant 12 is a strong example of someone who did not subscribe to the traditional building 

toughness mentality and is very successful in producing a tough program. How some coaches 

built up toughness is based on experiences that stress routine and repetition. “Bootcamp… 

militaristic kind of Navy SEAL boot camp. Lots of schools do that. Put your guys, you know, 

through two or three weeks. Kind of toughening discipline deal” (Participant 2, 2021).  

Toughness would go beyond the individual season; the cultivation of toughness is something 

developed throughout a full high school athletic career.  

“Everybody has to go through that before they become a Varsity football player. 

Unless you are just exceptional as a freshman… They've had to go through sub-

Varsity. And be on sub-Varsity teams. They've had to be scout teams and, get the 

life beat out of ‘em. I don't mean that in a, I use that very loosely… we don't like 

beat the crap out of people, you know what I’m saying... Metaphorically. Yes, 
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you know, they're kind of somewhat metaphorically tackling dummies… they 

don't get to work on their offense a whole lot. They don't get to work on their 

defense a whole lot. Basically, they are opponents, and they help us prepare for 

our game on Friday night” (Participant 10, 2021).  

 

“I think it's a 365-day ritual…You have to do it for 365 days a year and just 

because you're not skilled at something, catching, fast runner, throw the ball like a 

quarterback, you can still play football. It's one of the few sports. I think you can 

do that. Because if you want to… In the off season, and you come up here every 

day in the summer, and you get bigger, faster, stronger. Which any kid in the 

world can do. Then you can be a part of this. Now basketball, that's a little bit 

harder. There's only five on the court um. You have to have some kind of skill, 

probably, to be out there um. Whereas, if you just took a clumsy kid, and got him 

in the weight room, and worked on his foot work. He might get some reps, in a 

football game. You could feel like he was part of a program, part of a team, part 

of a culture. And that's another, that just goes back to football being bigger than 

any, any sport, I think in Texas...  So many people are a part of it and. If you 

played it, you feel like you were part of something” (Participant 15. 2021). 

 

Coaches express that it is within experiencing hardships and repetition, being put through 

difficult situations requiring dedication and the will to improve, which provides athletes with 

toughness. Those programs which experience less tangible success use being the ‘underdog’ a 

motivator to build toughness. 

“One thing, I don't think they are is tough. I think we have to teach kids to really 

be tough. Here. And teach them to fight. I know one thing that I use as far as 

strategy…  is just being the underdog. And playing with a chip on your shoulder, 

um. Sometimes you can get some good performances out of people when they 

know they're the underdog. They'll give you, you know, an extra 10% of effort” 

(Participant 15, 2021).  
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Some coaches believe cultivating toughness translates to a transferable skill associated with 

protection.  

“I was giving my guys a hard time when we were talking about some kids not 

playing because it was too tough. I said watch man, we're gonna get invaded now. 

That was one of the reasons I think that nobody messed with the United States is 

because we've played American football” (Participant 2, 2021).  

 

In this case the cost of not cultivating toughness could have potential culture shifting 

consequences. The motivation to adapt a new style that is not perceived as tough may be more 

challenging for coaches that subscribe to this mindset. If toughness is altered, the concept of 

costs paid by coaches was their inability to provide the same potential life altering experiences to 

kids who positively benefited from it.  

“Football brings so much more than just a physical sport. And I think there's so 

many people out there that's an advocate for it because if you play it, I think 

you're going to be an advocate for later on. Now there are people out there that's 

had bad experiences because. Maybe they had a bad experience from coaches. 

Maybe it wasn't the game…  So, the ones that dedicate themselves, and buy into 

it, eat it up, and I want to experience what grandpa did or, you know, just to get 

away. A lot of times, this is something just to get away. This is a way for kids to 

express their anger. They can take it out on their buddies, and we build that” 

(Participant 6, 2021). 

 

In terms of football's defining characteristics, football is a distinguishable entity, not to be 

confused with other sports. “The reason that football was designed was to implement that war. 

So that these guys stay tough, and stayed sharp” (Participant 4, 2021). The toughness of football 

and requirements of being tough must be greater than other sports to elevate its prestige.  

Participant 2 would downplay the role of rugby and given that football ‘borrowed’ a 

technical style from another sport could be seen as challenging football’s toughness. “The Hawk 
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method… caught fire before Atavus kind of you know, 'cause Atavus is a rugby company that is 

kind of launched, you know, and tagged along for football” (Participant 2, 2021). Some coaches 

referring to the mandated ‘shoulder-led style' as ‘rugby style’ may also have negative 

connotations for coaches who possess an invested interest in differentiating the two sports. 

However, if acknowledgement of the toughness associated with other sports is viewed as 

improving the sport of football, coaches have an easier time processing the requirements.   

“You know it's all based on rugby. You look at the rugby players and they're out 

there running around and they’re huge, and they have no equipment on… T-shirt 

and shorts and running around with the football and they're tackling people twice 

their size… And I'm not saying they’re concussions free at that sport. But… This 

whole shoulder-led tackling started I believe from rugby.” (Participant 10, 2021).  

 

Challenging the role toughness plays in both the identity of the sport and connection to the 

tradition of winning programs, adds to the duality conflict that coaches face.  

“Down here in South Texas where it's. I don't know how to say it. It's very 

mannish. You know, everything is very physical … a lot of ranchers that use your 

hand. You know, everything is a little bit tougher. Everything is supposed to be a 

little bit tougher … It has been hard for a lot of people, I say a lot of people, some 

people. Uh. To figure out that yes, this is better for the sport … as a whole is 

going to keep our kids safer, but you can still play football the way it's supposed 

to be played and be safe” (Participant 9, 2021).  

 

Those coaches who implement the new style and are positively surprised by the results would 

have their fears of losing physicality addressed. For coaches the fears of altering physicality that 

impact the role toughness plays to football’s identity would change the game in negative 

unrecognizable ways. This would disrupt the transfer of skills that makes football special in 

comparison to other sports.  
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 Identity Centered on Inclusivity. One of the nuances of football’s identity is it’s 

distinguishable from other sports, and a major factor is due to size.  

“You always hear about football being the ultimate team sport … Cause it takes so 

much of a sacrifice to play the game, and it takes so much time, that it takes so many 

people moving in the right direction to make things work” (Participant 4, 2021). 

 

With 11 players per side of the ball on the field at once, and roster sizes that can exceed 100, the 

sheer magnitude makes it distinguishable from other sports. “You know, the rugby style of 

tackling, in rugby inches don’t matter. They really don’t. But in football it actually does matter” 

(Participant 1, 2021). This includes less participants, and less physical variations of football, 

such as touch or flag. It is the culmination of multiple facets and intricacies that give tackle 

football this unique identity.  

“I know there's a lot of people that think we're going to turn into 7 on 7 and 

playing flag football is what's going to be down the road … I do think safe 

practices are coming up. I don't know that we're going to be able to cut block 

down the road. And I think they're going to continue to do things to make it as 

safe as possible” (Participant 14, 2021). 

 

“If coaches, if we don't change our way of teaching, if we don't change our 

thought process as far as. It's gonna, and please don't get me wrong, but I'm an old 

South Texas football coach, OK. If we don't. Football is going to turn into soccer. 

In an. Not that there's anything wrong with soccer, it's not football, you can. I 

don't think you can teach the same lessons” (Participant 9, 2021). 

 

The above section describes characteristics including organized, routine oriented, tough, and 

many players on the field at a time undoubtedly describe football. Variations of these 

characteristics can also be combined to represent other sports. The most unique and identifiable 

aspect of football’s identity as asserted by Participants 1, 2, 13, 14 and 15 is inclusiveness.  
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“Texas high school football embodies is inclusive…  I think that's what makes it 

unique. You've got sports that you've got basketball that you can't keep 50 kids on 

a basketball team… whereas football, we can include every individual male, 

female that wants to play and, and I think that's something that's unique. That kind 

of sets it apart. Maybe from other sports. I think all sports teach you. Teach you 

some of the same life lessons. Build you into being a young man or young woman 

and but I think that's where football maybe is a little bit different. We can include 

everyone. Everyone has a role. Everyone has a part” (Participant 14, 2021).  

 

“It's the only sport that… involves as many people as it does… You got 11 on 

offense and 11 on defense and 11 on special teams. Um. That's more than any 

other sport, you know all, all with different skill sets. And, not to say that you 

know point guard doesn't have a different skill sets… in football. I feel like there's 

so much opportunity for varying body types from the short, chubby kid that if he 

can kick or snap a football, he can play. To someone that's really fast and athletic. 

Well, you know, they could play a skill position, the one that's large and massive. 

You know, in play a lineman and everything in between. And you don't always 

get that in all the other sports. You know, everything is kind of going to be a 

certain height for basketball or. You'll be able to hit a baseball, but for the most 

part in football. Yeah, if you play hard. And work hard and have this little bit of 

aggressiveness to you. Um, you can find success and. You know, so that's why 

you know good athletes can play football. Not every good athlete can go and play 

baseball and basketball, you know, because those are so. A skill driven …. the 

amount of coaches there involved, the cultures that are involved from rich to poor, 

in all colors of skin and two parents, and no parents all in that locker room. 

Coming together in a controlled aggression, you know where you're able to. You 

play a game. With just relentless fanatical. You know, borderline illegal craziness 

you know at times. Um. But be able to control that and understand that there's 

honor and sportsmanship” (Participant 2, 2021).  

 

It is this notion of inclusiveness that defies or opposes the underlying perceptive appearance or 

reputation of hegemonic masculinity. Almost every coach explicitly states their belief in the 
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notion that rewards are given to hard work, sacrifice, and dedication which cultivates toughness. 

Toughness in football is obtainable regardless of prized masculine genetic makeup or body type. 

It is within these attributes that football finds its almost sacred status as a sport which 

encompasses all the above defining characteristics. If the effect of the mandate is deemed by the 

coaches to be of reality altering magnitude, they respond quite differently than coaches who 

perceive the regulation as a minor or unobtrusive change.   

Identity Transcends a Game. The aspect of size partnered with intricate design is a 

contributing factor to football’s unique identity.  “It's a unique sport, because. You can't just have 

one guy who's the best guy and beat everybody. You know, it takes 11… all the supporting roles. 

So that's why, I think. The sport transcends. Just a game, to me.” (Participant 11, 2021). A 

traditional motivator for playing any game is winning, however, it can come with a price.  

“I think you can cross the fine line and put too much emphasis on trying to just 

win state and win at all costs, in which it, we’re just not going to do that... we're 

going to try our very best to win doing things right and never losing sight of those 

intangible, valuable, valuable things that I first discussed that have nothing to do 

with winning, but that do carry over and help you win” (Participant 12, 2021).  

 

The coaches also hold themselves accountable for defining personal successes that extend 

beyond outcomes of the game.  

“I’ve always felt like that if all we did was teach them to be great football players, 

and then they're off and gone, you know ya. Ya ain’t done anything. I mean, you 

failed. So that's a very important thing for us is developing character in our kids 

and. I've seen it, I've seen it change lives” (Participant 13, 2021).  

 

The sport becomes bigger than a game for the coaches, they see it as a medium to develop 

relationships, trust, perseverance, and discipline.  
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“All of that, especially team-oriented stuff. I think this teaches lifelong lessons. 

About what the real world is really, a lot really like… working together, or 

working for somebody, with somebody following directions. Havin discipline, 

being on time, keeping your lockers clean. You know, there's just so many 

thousands of lessons” (Participant 9, 2021). 

 

Despite the coaches' best effort, the sport does not exist in a vacuum void of free will and 

consequence. Sometimes these skills were not easily transferred. “When I see kids that have 

gone the other direction and from a negative standpoint, I really feel like I failed that individual 

um, in their lives because I, I feel like I didn't give them all the tools necessary to be successful” 

(Participant 10, 2021). Coaches put a lot of work into their programs without assurance of 

rewards; however, coaches continue to sacrifice and delicate their lives to the sport.  

“My relationship with my kids, trying to save a kid, or trying to help a kid of all 

kinds. That's my most important calling, but on top of that along the way. We've 

been very blessed to be in a place where it's super important with super good kids, 

good great talent, and we've been able to. Play at the highest level and reached the 

pinnacle” (Participant 12, 2021).  

As discussed in the identity of a coach section, if coaches view their dedication to the sport as a 

calling, their decisions and motivations are informed by their underlying values and beliefs. The 

narrative between the benefits gained from participating in the traditional version of the sport 

they knew and loved versus known costs paid by athletes were reevaluated in Participants 7, 9, 

and 12’s priorities. “There's a lot of lessons that can be taught in… in the game of football, 

without, uh you know 30, 40 concussions a year, on your team” (Participant 9, 2021).  

“The vital part of the game for us. Well, a vital part of the game for everybody 

that play’s is tackling. I mean you've got to be a good tackling football team or it's 

gonna affect whether you can slow people down and win the game. And be 

successful. But also, in saying that, it’s also the most dangerous part, probably in 

football, and it's the scariest part of football” (Participant 12, 2021). 
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This internal conversation was not easy on all coaches. In the case of Participants 3, 6, and 8 

acknowledgements about the non-existent role concussion played during their playing days made 

it difficult for them to address concussion’s current role in the sport. Those coaches must face 

this notion head on with the new mandated regulation changes. Football’s identity involves many 

defining characteristics that shape normative roles and values. It is also perceived to possess an 

elevated purpose for athletes who can become better citizens based on the lessons learned on the 

field and that environment is cultivated by coaches. Threats to this identity or its ability to act as 

a transference medium are not met positively by coaches.  

Identity Establishing Football Family Bonds and Accountability. Another defining 

characteristic of football is a bond or unity through experiences between teammates and coaches 

that mirrors a familiar relationship. “It's more than a love of the game. It's a Brotherhood. It's a 

family that you get to be a part of. And once you're a part of that family, that's for life” 

(Participant 9, 2021). “I try to pride myself in is. Even, even the little fifth string kid that will 

never play but wants to be on my team and might run down and kick off a couple of times. That 

kids gonna feel just as special as that all-state running back. I promise you” (Participant 12, 

2021).  A football family is the reward given to those who are willing to put in the work and 

effort into creating something more special than merely athletic skills. “There's something about. 

The Brotherhood. Of being in that locker room… I'm still in contact with ‘em. We, we stay in 

touch. We visit. There's just a bond that you don't, eh, I don't think you can get it from anything 

else” (Participant 9, 2021). This bond is not without costs, coaches and athletes get out of the 

relationship what they put in.  

“I still have friends if I need their help at four in the morning, then they will get 

outta bed and come help me. And, you know, that hadn't gone away. Even the 
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ones that lived away from me, still come help me… High School football, or 

athletics in general has been a blessing to me… you kinda of get what you put 

into it. You get out of it” (Participant 8, 2021).  

 

Both coaches and athletes have obligations or responsibilities to fulfil prior to receiving the 

rewards. “We can ask our kids to do the things that we ask em, but we want a daily basis. If we 

don't have that relationship with em” (Participant 10, 2021).  Even though this powerful medium 

provided the platform for bonding experiences to occur there is never a guarantee of success.  

“But the friendships, um. That I built in the locker room with my teammates is 

what I love the most and, you know, it's I tell the kids all the time… I've been 

fortunate as a head coach. I haven't had many bad teams, and the bad teams had 

one thing in common. They did not like each other in the locker room” 

(Participant 8, 2021).  

 

Some programs did not experience familial success as is the case for Participant 8. If obligations 

outweigh tradition some coaches found themselves responding in ways that were counterintuitive 

to their comfort zone or nature.  

 The participants discuss experiencing a dual role in terms of accounting to someone or 

something, and conversely holding others accountable. In some instances, they outlined the need 

to be accountable to themselves and their program, which was a belief that motivated their 

behaviour.  

“We start at six am, we're not gonna show up at six am. And the kids have bought 

in, you know, most places I’ve been in, if the coaches sell it and coaches are there, 

they're on time, they're ready to go with the kids or they're, they're ready to go. 

The accountability, the unity, uh, the brotherhood, there's so much about football 

that a lot of sports do teach it, but the adversity” (Participant 6, 2021).  
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Coaches are bound by a need of authenticity matching their expectations of others to mirror their 

own. In some instances, the participants discuss football families as a more literal relationship. In 

these instances, coaches feel accountable to their athletes to fill voids. “A lot of times our kids 

don't. Our kids don't hear. Make your grades. Graduate and go to college. Do right, you know. 

Stay away from drugs. They don't hear that from a lot of, anywhere but us a lot of times” 

(Participant 12, 2021). Coaches who fill parental or other authority figure roles have to find 

balance between love and discipline in holding athletes accountable.    

 Some coaches felt pressure or obligations for their program’s identity to reflect 

community culture. “It's important to communities. It's important to the culture of the state. Um, 

it builds a lot of pride... have a good football program. The parents take it seriously. The 

administration, and the kids do, they invest a lot in it, so it's a big deal” (Participant 3, 2013). 

Coaches feel pressure in their ability to make decisions counterintuitive or disruptive of 

traditions. This notion of culture as structure is something that pushes the identity of football one 

step further in the state of Texas. Football’s identity includes defined characteristic, communal 

values and beliefs that also include set roles to and obligations to be fulfilled before its purpose is 

actualized. Football is seen as special in Texas; therefore, football has an extension of its identity 

impacted by characteristics unique to the state. 

4.2.3 Identity of the Sport in Texas 

Identity in Pride as a Way of Life. Coaches see football in Texas as unique compared to 

other sports and other states.  

“I don't remember going to a football game when I was younger in other states. 

In, the stadiums. Being completely packed with people lining against the fence. 
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Where in the state of Texas, especially in small towns in one horse high school 

towns, you have that quite often” (Participant 10. 2021).  

 

“I remember Tom Landry saying in Texas, it's kind of like a religion. Um. And I 

would not disagree with that… And I lived in Tennessee, I've lived in Florida, I've 

lived in other states, and they have good football, but the culture of it is different 

here. It's what everyone in every community talks about, that everything is 

surrounded by that the whole town goes where we go and so. That's different, you 

know, we, I graduated here in East Texas, and we ended up moving to Florida. 

And the school we were at had about 250 kids in the high school. Well, this 

school my brother went to had, like, 3000.We had more people at our games here 

in Texas of a 300-team person school than they did. You know, it's just. It's just 

different” (Participant 11, 2021). 

 

Crowds, community impact, and generational influences who religiously consume the spectacle 

of the sport every Friday night are powerful motivators influencing a coaches’ response to 

change. The relationship between football and Texas is special, and as participants state that 

connection reinforces shared ideologies through pride and supportive means. “Football in Texas 

it's a way of life. It goes way beyond just an extracurricular activity in school. Entire 

communities come together and bond” (Participant 9, 2021).  

“To me, that's part of the game, the pageant football. I come out, the band plays 

you've got, I don't know, ten or so girls cheering. The crowd got packed 

bleachers...it's the whole town and I love that part of the state of Texas. How the 

whole town gets together. Everybody comes out and supports the team and. 

Whether they like me or not, they still want to win in football” (Participant 8, 

2021). 

 

Pride both reinforces motives of coaches' response and supports the established notion of football 

embedded into the individual coach’s identity and identity of the sport community.  
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“I've seen it. And been a part of it, where the whole town shuts down on a Friday 

night to come to a football game, I've seen where a town is decorated. The streets 

are lined with signs and different decorations are on windows and. People that 

have your school colors and they’re wearing them every day… And it's not just in 

the community, but it's in our school district as well too. It has a huge effect on 

our elementary, our middle schools, and in their high schools as well. I think the 

essence of the football culture, especially in a small community like the one I live 

in, it's huge and can be huge, you know with regards to having a positive impact 

on everybody that's involved” (Participant 10, 2021).  

 

Pride is captured in many ways however, Participant 10 emphasizes that one of the most 

powerful ways had legacy effects on future generations.  

“We take our high school kids down to the elementary and we read, we read to 

‘em. But they either wear their jerseys or their letter jackets, and it's crazy. [The 

elementary school kids] ‘I’m gonna get me one of those coach, I'm going to get 

one of those, cause I'm going to be number so and so’” (Participant 9, 2021).  

 

The identity of football evokes a prideful spirit that inspires future generations. This in turn 

impacts participation rates and is a strong motivator for coaches.  

As discussed in the identity of the sport, football can be decidedly a game of inches. 

Those explicit moments when a coach comes out often leaves a lasting impression. Those 

moments of victory create a memory of great pride and coaches could easily recall aspects of the 

atmosphere. Alternatively, defeat creates a lasting reminder of the importance of inches. 

Participant 11 discussed the power of inches and the resulting bond within the team. 

“It was a critical game… They had a player that ended up playing in the NFL, and 

we stopped him about fourth and about a yard. We stopped him about one inch 

short… and we took the ball and drove it 89 yards to go win the game… And we 

won in the state Championship but that. Moment, that game uh, that was pretty 

crazy. I have to say. Uh, because it was such a battle, you know, they were so 
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good… it was like something in a storybook and so you had all the stands filled, 

but then you had people just everywhere, hanging off of stuff and trying to peek 

around people. And I think it was about 15,000 where they are that night” 

(Participant 11, 2021).  

 

This supportive bond does not come unconditionally. There is a price to pay for both coaches 

and their programs. “Teaching in Texas is hard… It's a community. I mean when we go play 

everybody in [Town name] goes with us. Well about 2/3 of those people are unbelievable 

coaches in the stands. And they don't mind telling you that they're unbelievable coaches” 

(Participant 9, 2021).  Participants 9 highlights some costs with implementing a new style of 

tackling. If the community perceives it to be less effective, and it costs coveted inches, this 

cultural pressure may cause coaches to question their motivations to commit to the new 

mandated practices.  

Identity Unique to Texas Football. The link between football and the state of Texas 

possesses key attributes, and some are truly unique to the relationship between the state and 

sport.  

“As far as being different in the state of Texas I, I think some of it is the, um. I 

think the perception, maybe it gets chicken or the egg, like, was the culture 

different, or was the perception that the culture was different… Made it different 

if that makes sense, but I do, I think it's just a big deal. I think individual school 

districts have, have made it a bigger deal with how much they pay, or how many 

coaches they allow you to have on staff” (Participant 14, 2021).  

 

Several participants indicate the importance of attendance at games, and community interest 

allows for the opportunity to showcase football’s spectacle at the highest level.  

“I do believe it's different in the state of Texas. Um, for example, in our 6A state 

championships, which occurred last Saturday night. The attendance at that game, 
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even though it was a partial attendance will be greater than what is allowed in the 

Super Bowl in a couple of weeks” (Participant 8, 2021). 

 

“When it comes to football, and again football is King… whole community will 

shut down to go watch a football game or follow a team through the playoffs. The 

state games that are played at AT&T Stadium, Jerry's world, packed because they 

want to watch football. And yes, we have baseball tournaments, and softball state 

tournament in basketball, state tournaments. But the number of people that come 

to those venues. Don’t even come close to the number of people that come to a 

football venue” (Participant 10, 2021). 

 

With increased attendance, the participants discuss one other factor that is unique to Texas 

football, the creation of an athletic period.  

“I think one of the big differences is how it's structured with our coaching staff 

and then also athletic periods. That's something that I think some states don't have 

as much of. Where we've got an athletic period where we have football during the 

period…. And do we have better players in Texas? I don't know. I think every 

state's got great football players. Every, even in different countries have great 

football players, but I think. The resources that are made available, makes that 

better” (Participant 14, 2021). 

 

Academic credits are given to players for their involvement on the team, however, this is seen as 

a privilege not a right. If football in Texas is not seen as beneficial or entertaining it may lose 

some of the benefits such as exposure and extra time to developing transferable skills.  

Structural Uniqueness of Texas Football. The participants acknowledge the governing 

body in Texas high school football is also unique. Known as the UIL, the participants outlined its 

regulation of professional teacher-coach designations.  

“The UIL mandates that our coaches are full-time employees of the school 

district. So, it's our profession… You know that's one of the things that has been 
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mandated by the University Interscholastic League, and the Texas High School 

Coaches Association that we had to be certified in order to coach football. 

Everybody across, that is a football coach in the state of Texas is required to take 

that Atavus training” (Participant 10, 2021). 

 

 All coaches interviewed have a respect for the UIL and THSCA, quite a few of which have 

served positions at various times on the THSCA Board of Directors. “The UIL is 100-year-old 

this year. I think that's part of it… Tradition of Texas football that makes our state good at 

football. Texas is a unique place” (Participant 8, 2021). We've got some great leadership at the 

UIL that we can call them” (Participant 6, 2021). Respect for the UIL in combination with the 

coaches own unique beliefs and values play an interesting role for some coaches. “Even though 

you get certified does not. Does not mean that you're going to do that” (Participant 10, 2021). 

Participant 10 acknowledges that not every coach feels the same accountability to their 

governing structure to complete the mandate to the fullest extent of their ability.  

Structural constraints as a way of life in Texas high school football is not limited to 

community. The participants also discuss having to contend with governance structural 

requirements. “Texas is one of the … few states that in order to coach in our high schools, you 

have to be employed in this high school” (Participant 9, 2021). “We do have the luxury of having 

to have certified teachers and coaches, but the authority to find them is getting tougher and 

tougher because they can go make a whole lot more money somewhere else” (Participant 4, 

2021). If coaches need to replace or hire, they must make sure the replacement coach fits 

institutional needs, in addition to their program needs.  

 In addition to the bonding attributes between Texas and the sport, high school football is 

seen as an extension of their community through values that reinforce skills required by society. 

“I think the reason that it might be different than anywhere else is because it is. Not saying that it 
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doesn't matter to people in other states, that it matters to every town in Texas” (Participant 4, 

2021). 

“The essence of the football culture, how your football program does in the very 

beginning of the year, really kind of set the tone for the school year for not just a 

school district, but for the entire community. The football culture, especially when 

you are successful, can change a community who can change and school district 

um. From a very positive way. I've seen it happen” (Participant 10, 2021). 

 

“We are in a very low socioeconomic um. Place in Texas and um, probably 90% 

and I don't know the exact percentage, but a huge, huge percent of our kids come 

from broken homes and so um. Football is real, real, real important to this 

community. It’s super important to our kids, it’s what they want to do from the 

time they can get in first grade or kindergarten” (Participant 12, 2021).  

 

Coaches whose community identity and football program’s identity align, felt pressure to 

balance values that are recognizable and still meet all desired outcomes.  

“Politically incorrect as it may be. The difference in the Washington Redskins this 

year. I mean. They went from how many years of being the Redskins and… it's 

probably not correct...The traditions that went with, with supporting and backing 

and being a Redskins fan. And now they've lost that… not that it's bad… Cause I 

want to stay politically correct. But the impact that had. Now, can you imagine 

that at a small school like, like us? Well, we're going to lose about half of what we 

are” (Participant 9, 2021).  

 

Participant 9 explains the power community pressure and tradition on identity and what 

unintended costs may come from changes to different levels of the game, even simply that of a 

name or title.  

Game film is another measure of accountability to community and structure. 

“On the film I'm watching. I see. Much less. Use of head, and honestly our concussion 

stuff is gone down… I think seeing it on TV, they're seeing it in, in the professional ranks 
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and the college ranks. Well, you know, as well as I do the kids are going to do what they 

see. You know, and they're seeing that, so that that has become more and more common 

in their mind and just how they think” (Participant 11, 2021).   

 

Some coaches' awareness of game film accessibility provided extra pressure on accountability, 

and in some cases would impact their response. Participant 11 also introduces the role 

professional sport plays in modeling responses in terms of legitimacy for both coaches and 

athletes. 

“I think the NFL and people like that are trying to. I think they see the problem, 

so they are definitely trying to help even all the way down to the Pee Wee 

football… Everything that they do as far as policies and things that help the game, 

that trickles down. But the actual participation and everything that goes up, and if 

there's problems down here at the bottom, the NFL eventually see that” 

(Participant 4, 2021). 

 

This legitimacy of the NFL is also felt by Participant 4 in terms of validating concussion and 

safety protocols as a legitimate concern. The coaches’ perspectives and intentions, post-UIL 

mandate, are preceded by an internal negotiation process that analyzes and weighs options over 

an individually determined period.  

Balancing Safety and Tradition. One of the most difficult factors of change coaches 

experience is the impact on routine that develops over time into tradition.  

“If you go into a school as a new AD and you immediately change the uniform 

style or, especially if you change the helmet decal. Without… permission….  

people are going to get their feelings hurt really quick. You know there are certain 

things you just don't do” (Participant 9, 2021).  

 

Like muscle memory on a body, when a routine occurs consistently over a longer period 

of time it becomes synonymous with transition which is a very persuasive factor.  
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“It's just tradition. I mean, it's just the things that have been done here forever…  

it goes back to these kids in elementary school or watching, going one of these 

days, I'm going to slap that sign… I'm gonna get to walk out on that field the way 

they came… I'm gonna come through the tunnel and I'm gonna carry the flag and 

I'm gonna be the one in front… It is so tradition oriented in the small 

communities” (Participant 9, 2021).  

 

For some coaches, tradition impacts their routine to the point they no longer question or 

reimagine alternative ways to achieve similar goals. For those coaches who discuss becoming 

stuck in such patterns, they misplace the intention of evolution or change as threats to a familiar 

way of life.  

“And I'll be 100% honest I don't know why we do it that way. Other than that's 

the way we've always done it... I think there's that aspect too, I think I can name a 

whole bunch of things where that's the case and football. And I think there's a lot 

of stuff that we teach, that's that way. A lot of techniques that we teach, that’s that 

way and hopefully, I do a better job of us growing and getting better about not 

doing stuff that way. But I think football in general is like that” (Participant 14, 

2021).  

 

In this case, the coach needed extra time to develop awareness of the origins and reasons why 

routines became traditions.  

“As much as I love my coaches when I was in high school, we scrimmage you 

know, our freshmen team scrimmaged the JV team every Monday. And it was a 

full tilt, knock, ‘em down via, you know, just have and I loved it. Don't get me 

wrong. It was like, playing a football game every Monday. If, if you were a JV 

guy you scrimmaged the freshman on Monday, you scrimmaged the varsity on 

Tuesday. You know it was the same thing. It was knock the crap out of each other 

as much as you can. And then Wednesday was kinda the day we used to prepare 

for the team. Thursday was pre-game. And I loved it, but you know. As a coach, 

as a head coach, you get somebody hurt scrimmaging in a full tilt hit him as hard 

as you can type of deal. You know, you only have so many kids on your team. 
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You don't want to lose your best player because you've got him hurt scrimmaging 

the JV team on Tuesday” (Participant 8, 2021). 

 

This development is difficult given that some participants express tackling to be the most 

fundamental skill for success on the defensive side of the ball. Safety is a prevalent recurring 

theme that forces coaches to balance preserving tradition and the essence of physicality with 

potentially foreign safety practices. 

The participants also discuss the motivations and priorities of their programs influencing 

the nature of their responses. “There's no question that a truly successful season to me would be 

number one. Nothing catastrophic happened injury wise because we play a dangerous sport” 

(Participant 12, 2021). Although all sports pose some risk, over the past two to three decades 

countless findings have come to light concerning concussion and head injuries. These risks 

associated with football could be devastating for coaches as a way of life in Texas.“There's been 

so much… growth in our awareness on head injuries. And in recognizing where. You know, we 

were potentially headed… I think we need to look at this and how we're doing it if there's no 

sense complaining about” (Participant 1, 2021). The current tackling mandate is geared towards 

coaches implementing a new style of tackling that significantly lowered the risk of head injury if 

the technique is applied correctly. Because football in Texas has a powerful relationship with the 

sport’s identity, uptake and success in this state would be a powerful influencer.  

“We’re just not going to take a kid to the ground. We’re not going to go full 

speed. And we're not even going to go full pads, that’s just what we do… Number 

one, your kids are fresher. Number two, you can reduce the risk of injury, by who 

knows how many folds?” (Participant 12, 2021).  
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Some coaches feel injuries are linked to the evolution of the sport with how field space is used. 

“I've got a lot of opinions on injuries and things like that, and I think a lot of the injuries and the 

big hits and all that goes back to the kind… style of offense that we're running these days” 

(Participant 4, 2021). Participant 4’s response raises the notion of traditional practices, and the 

juxtaposition tradition has when creating safer practices. 

“If you go full bore Monday, full bore Tuesday, full bore Wednesday which a lot 

of people do. Some even do quite a bit on Thursday and then on Friday. Well, 

that's five or six full speed opportunities you've got to lose an ACL, or to break an 

arm, or to break a collarbone. Well, we've eliminated all of it but one day a week. 

And I'm not saying it's right, but that in itself tremendously probably breaks from 

the customs of how most people probably do it” (Participant 12, 2021).  

 

 If routine and repetition build toughness as an equation crucial for success on field, prioritizing 

safety practices without sacrificing normative traditions is tricky to navigate. “I’m gonna be 

honest with ya. We’re a physical football team. I know people, people probably saying. Well, 

how can you be physical, I mean we still tackle, but when we tackle, we, we tackle hard, but we 

make it as safe as we can” (Participant 12, 2021). This internal negotiation is one of the toughest 

coaches have to face with regards to mandated change. 

“But I think this initiative and teaching, teaching a safer way to tackle is, is the 

way to go. And I think. I think in general, everything that they're trying to do, 

even though sometimes it may frustrate us, I think they're on the right track and 

changing how kids approach tackling, or how kids approach how to block and 

things like that” (Participant 14, 2021).   

 

Facing the consequential reality where the cost of building toughness through traditional means 

is difficult for some coaches. “Back in the day, we probably played with concussions. You know, 

truly, not know it, but. You know, over the last, I guess I've been a defensive coordinator, on the 
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defensive side. For 20 some years, the majority of our tackling, we don't do full contact” 

(Participant 6, 2021). “I don't remember when I was going through that. All the knees that we see 

nowadays, and all the shoulders and all that injury stuff that we see nowadays” (Participant 4, 

2021). 

“I've heard this specifically from several coaches, um, that I get kids with separated 

shoulders. Because they're leading with the shoulder. And um. Or I'll get guys with 

um, broken collarbone a couple of times I've heard that. Specifically. Um, myself, I've 

had. Since the Atavus has been instituted, I've had two kids with separating shoulders. 

On tackles. And my shoulder dislocates frequently to this day. So, I can put them back 

in pretty good” (Participant 15, 2021). 

 

The mandate is a useful asset that provides coaches with the confidence to reinforce safety 

decisions. It forces them to assess their priorities which inform their decision-making processes 

and action their beliefs.  

“I honestly believe that it has helped us in that. Our smaller kids, who might be a 

little bit afraid of contact, are not so afraid of it anymore. Because they know I 

can, I can do it like this and not get hurt. Or when I get tackled. It's not gonna hurt 

as much as it probably would've… I know it helps our kids from defense that they 

feel like I can go make a tackle on a bigger kid. And, have success and not get 

hurt. So, for us it's a confidence kind of thing too. But um, it has changed our 

practice a little bit and that I think we're a whole lot safer” (Participant 9, 2021). 

 

However, when coaches discuss experiencing success with a foreign notion (i.e., the mandate), it 

helps to reinforce difficult decisions. This was especially true in small Texas programs that are 

perceived as disadvantaged by the traditional system due to athletes’ availability.  

Moreover, coaches are motivated by fears that without this implementation strategy they 

may lose access to the sport because the benefits from playing no longer outweighed the costs.  
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“I think there's so many things that football teaches us, we can do for us, and do 

for our kids that they absolutely need in this day and age. Um, but it scares me, so 

I hope with all my heart that, that. You know, these new techniques, these new 

things that. The new way of doing things, the equipment, all this other stuff. That 

we take it seriously, and we do it, and adopt it so that the game can, the integrity 

of the game. Can stay the way it's meant to be” (Participant 9, 2021).  

 

However, for some coaches, despite discussing a commitment to the mandate and 

protecting the safety of athletes above all, they still carry a caveat embedded in the notion of 

identity which affects their time through transition and level of commitment.  

“When it first came out, all us old guys were, you know we don't need to change 

anything, right? But it's making our profession better. It's making us better. It's 

making our coaches better in Texas and ah, as long as that's the goal, as long as 

that's what we're trying to do, I'm, I’m behind it 100% if it'll keep our kids safer. 

And still maintain the integrity of the game. I'm all for it” (Participant 9, 2021).  

 

For each coach, there are varying ways to define what integrity of the game means to them. 

However, the meaning itself has the power to impact coaches’ responses at the identity level. 

This section explored the relationship between the state of Texas and football’s identity. It 

provided characteristics that are unique to Texas, including the culture these coaches were 

socialized through. These factors are influential on coaches' values, beliefs and ideologies 

surrounding the sport and impact how decisions are made. The abductive consolidation section 

discusses how inductive analysis findings support the propositional statements. 

4.3 Abductive Consolidation 

Using the abductive analysis blend, four subsections explore the overlapping 

relationships between the propositional statements revealed from the deductive findings and the 
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ten themes mined from the inductive findings. Through deductive analysis, propositional 

statements were created to represent observations of Bridges’ (1991) Transition Model within the 

data. Common language in the form of observations, experiences, or concerns provided by the 

coaches led to the findings of satisfying intrinsic needs relationship with movement through the 

three phases. Subsequently, these intrinsic needs support many of the inductive themes to explain 

why some coaches progressed or remained in particular phases. Therefore, this section discusses 

the four types of needs including safety and protection, value, legitimacy, and consistency. The 

coaches’ needs were found using propositional statements and connect to how coaches moved 

through the three phases within the Bridges Transition Model.  

4.3.1 Motivated by Winning 

A commonality amongst all coaches is that no one was deeply or primarily motivated by 

winning as resistance to implementing the regulation change. “I have never measured success in 

wins and losses… we've just stressed on trying to make sure that our success is going to be in our 

will to prepare” (Participant 4, 2021). “I'm very careful to judge success on wins and losses 

solely. I do believe in winning and I think winning it's important to teach kids to want to win. 

And so, it is important for us, I believe striving to win is important. More important than 

winning” (Participant 14, 2021). Many coaches acknowledge winning as a minor concern; 

however, it is not seen as central to halting their progression through transition.  

“I like to think that the championships are the gravy. In other words, the. I haven't 

lost sight and I never will of the real importance about what we do, and why we 

do, and that's turning young men through this avenue into good, productive in the 

male instance. Good productive husbands and fathers and um, society members. 

And that's the most important thing is my relationship with my kids” (Participant 

12. 2021).  
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“But over the years, and through maturity and through the help of mentors and 

that I look up to in this profession, I've realized that winning a gold ball, it should 

not be your most important thing.” (Participant 10, 2021).  

In all cases, fulfilling their mission to athletes regarding safety and providing them with skills to 

succeed in life is the coaches’ main motivator. Coaches often evaluate the role of winning to 

their programs, and can compartmentalize its role in comparison to other needs.  

“I mean tackling is huge! It's probably the, probably the most important 

fundamentals in winning the football game and being successful. I mean it. It's an 

element of the game that's huge. So. Anytime somebody comes in and says, hey, 

we're going to change the way you have to tackle. I mean it. It's a little scary. I 

mean, it's a little unnerving… That would be like. OK, we're going to do away 

with the forward pass. You can’t throw the football anymore. They. All you can 

do is run. Well, we're a team that likes to chuck it. Well, that would be, and that's 

not a safety thing, so it's not exactly the same” (Participant 12, 2021).  

 

Participants 7, and 12 recognize immediately at the course, the content would fulfill their safety 

needs. 

Inductive themes including identity and way of life highlight how important football is to 

communities in Texas and often act as structural pressures impacting how coaches respond. For 

Participant 8 the risk of failing to implement successfully might cost their job. “I don't know if 

other towns are like this, but, I mean, it's. It is a win or change location type of deal… You can 

be a great coach and be great with those kids. And if you don't win, you're gonna lose your job, it 

is life. You know, it is very serious in the state of Texas” (Participant 8). However, if the primary 

motivation of this coach is tied to athletes’ safety, the employment concern is reconcilable. 
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4.3.2 Coaches Experience Multiple Transition Cycles  

Propositional Statements support the notion that all coaches' responses reflect transition, 

addressing RQ2. One unanticipated finding involves multiple transition cycles that coaches 

experience due to mandate rollout timelines. This is supported by Proposition Statements Four 

and Six. In the first cycle, coaches experience transition when they initially hear of the mandate 

by the UIL and THSCA. “I kind of had mixed feelings a little bit to be honest with you because. 

Anytime that something is mandated and you, and you feel like we’ve been doing this 26 years” 

(Participant 12, 2021). Most coaches express some form of concern whether in the form of fear, 

uncertainty, unhappiness, annoyance, and inundation about their experiences with the mandate. 

When discussing apprehension, the underlying reason seems to be grounded in the unknown. 

Coaches' perceptions of what realities the new mandate holds for them challenges their 

relationship with the sport at an ideological level. Depending on when coaches took the Atavus 

Tackling Certification course over the two-year offering period. This manifests as speculation 

through imagining course requirements, implementation details, or outcome consequences to the 

future of the sport.  

Their secondary exposure to a new transition cycle comes from in person or online 

personal experience with taking the training course. This new cycle can affect the previous cycle 

in a few ways. If the participant’s perception of the mandate involves an attack at the ideological 

level, their value of the course reflects that negative or disparaging view. Inductive analysis 

themes such as identity, way of life, pride, safety, and routine support this statement. To answer 

RQ1 coaches in this study express three different outcomes between cycle one and two overlap. 

Firstly, Participants 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 realized content was not as detrimental 

or foreign as presumed. These coaches imagine a reality where implementation is accomplished 
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without major sacrifices. Participants 3, 7, 10 and 12 and 13 present with more absolute 

completion of transition in all three cycles because they provide stronger commitment feelings 

after taking the course. They also express positive feelings of the course providing additional 

benefits to their current football program. 

 “I was nervous that about teaching it 'cause it was. It was different… Once I got 

into it, I realized it wasn't nearly as different as I thought. It was almost, not 

exactly like what we were doing, but really similar. I mean, it really wasn't that 

big of a change for us, and it actually turned out to be great” (Participant 12, 

2021).   

 

The participants discuss several benefits which include common language to use with athletes in 

breaking down the new style, and streamline operational plans with drills. “We tried to study the 

program and make sure that we are implementing the right way and coaching it the right way. So 

that would you know, be of detriment to our team” (Participant 5, 2021). The goal being to assist 

both the coaches' learning progression and their ability to develop mastery in coaching new 

techniques. These limits fears of the mandate being detrimental to their programs.  

 The second outcome between cycle one and two occurs when coaches’ concerns are 

actualized by the course content. In this case, cycle one would act as an anchor, reinforcing these 

negative emotions that cause coaches to spend additional time in the Endings Phase. Thus, 

affecting the time coaches take to come to positive terms with the required actions. Additional 

reinforcement of this negative view plays out if coaches did not foresee this style playing a role 

in the future identity of the sport, or if the coach did not utilize a similar style called the Hawk 

Method. Participants 4 and 8 prove to be the most difficult to pinpoint a current phase within the 

transition process, however, their responses still reflect the transition model.  

 The third exposure to a new transition cycle is a recessive journey through the transition 
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model. Where the results of the first cycle are undermined by a divergent reality of the course 

content. Only Participant 14 expresses explicit signs of this regression.  

“When I first heard about it, I thought it was a great idea that to me, that's it's 

something that was needed… we see it nowadays with concussions and the 

movies and everybody just thinks football’s so dangerous and this and that. So, I 

think we need something that got us streamlined… And you may be going to ask 

this in a little bit. I don't know but. When I first started watching the videos and 

saw how they were teaching to tackle, I was very hesitant and going we're 

teaching tackling a totally different way than we've all been taught all along. And 

it seemed crazy to me. So, you know, kind of mixed feelings early. I guess, but, 

but overall, I thought it was a great initiative that was needed” (Participant 14, 

2021).  

 

However, Participant 14 is still able to reconcile his feelings of doubt and hesitation because he 

experiences tangible proof of the benefits.  

“We actually started teaching it, a year before it was required. We knew the 

requirement was coming. We had some of our defensive staff, take the course 

started teaching it early. And so, we were kind of before I was able to take the 

course, I kind of saw the results and saw that. It was good. So, I think I was still 

positive after taking the course once we saw it in action” (Participant 14, 2021). 

 

If Participant 14 did not possess the wherewithal to assess benefits prior to his own experiences 

with the course, this initial doubt may have manifested deeper into a more negative response. 

Multiple coaches express similar feelings to Participant 14 when they are first exposed to the 

contents of the course. The content within the certification was seen as fundamentally 

counterintuitive and potentially ineffective. In the case of Participant 4 and 8 this concept may 

have affected their willingness to fully commit to enacting course requirements or exclusivity of 

training methods. 
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The third cycle of transition involves coaches implementing the regulation change within 

their own programs. Cycle two may have impacted time and commitment levels the coaches took 

to implement the new style into their programs. Participants 7, 10, 11, 12 and 13 who experience 

positive benefits from cycle two are more apt to implement at a committed rate. The most 

common reaction from coaches is an acknowledgement of the style representing the sport’s 

future. Another finding relating to implementation intent was the conflicting nature of form-

tackling to the shoulder-led style, negatively impacting senior athletes who were first trained 

using form-tackling method. When athletes are only exposed to the shoulder-led style, bad 

habits, muscle memory, or conflicting historical messaging felt by Participant 6, and 8 would no 

longer be an issue. Participants 1, 2, 6, and 8 explain the ability for coaches to draw on various 

methods of tackling. In live game flow execution of proper form is not always a reality, 

especially during times of chaos or a broken play. Having various tackling styles in place for 

different game situations causes some coaches to compartmentalize the shoulder-led style, which 

may affect commitment levels to the new style.  

Another commonality within multiple transition cycles is the concept of concern acting as 

triggers affecting coaches’ progressions through different phases. Through abductive reasoning 

those concerns are linked to the personal needs to be fulfilled before coaches could buy-in to 

support new requirements. For example, Participant 12 is concerned with the safety of athletes 

due to the violent nature of tackling. The mandate provides a safer method to tackle, therefore, 

implementing the new style fulfills their need for a safer solution. Using language markers, a 

plotted diagram was created to map out the coaches' journey through transition to visualize 

patterns in responses (see Appendix J). Four types of needs were found, including safety and 
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protection, value, legitimacy, and consistency. These needs would align within particular phases 

of the Bridges Transition model and are explored in subsequent sections.  

Underpinning these concerns is the coaches’ interpretations for original creation of the 

mandate. The rationale for the coaching certification mandate, subsequent training course, and 

implementation of new strategies are all grounded in addressing athlete safety concern as a 

preemptive measure. However, because the change has cultural implications not every coach 

would agree with this assessment and their concerns varied.  

“I mean tackling is huge! It's probably the, probably the most important 

fundamentals in winning the football game and being successful. Anytime 

somebody comes in and says, hey, we're going to change the way you have to 

tackle. I mean it. It's a little scary” (Participant 12, 202).   

 

Firstly, because tackling is a fundamental crux to the defensive game and has a direct impact on 

program prestige and winning. This challenges a coach’s internalized identity either on a 

personal level or relationship level with the sport’s ideologies. Secondly, the mandate is 

perceived by some participants as a counterintuitive method to traditional tackling styles, this 

may feel like a regression of evolution. The mandate may also have been internalized by some 

coaches as acknowledging the media’s hype and validation to the CTE and concussion 

movement. “The game of football is under attack. Numbers were dropping” (Participant 2, 

2021).  

“I grew up in age where there was a lot of. There was no such thing as a 

concussion. You got your bell rung; you sprayed some stuff on a Jersey. You 

smelled it and you went back in the game. I... I'm curious about the long-term 

effect of concussion ‘cause I've had. I think I've had nine, not most of them not 

football related, but I've had a bunch of them in my life” (Participant 8, 2021). 
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Participants 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 all acknowledge the notion of the sport being under attack for its 

risk of severe injuries around upper body trauma, and how this was a divergent reality from their 

time as an athlete. The themes of identity, way of life, safety, and transcending a game, support 

coaches responses to confrontation with concussion realities. For some coaches this causes 

delays in acceptance because it forces them to confront the uncomfortable future ramification of 

injuries stemming from their playing careers.  

4.3.3 Influencers to Transition Progression 

Need for Safety. Safety concerns are the most prevalent issue for coaches, this is 

supported by Propositional Statements Four, Seven, Eight, and Eleven. Safety is also the subject 

of its own inductive analysis theme and is found to be the most powerful motivator. It is often 

the reason coaches implement changes without question, as is the case with Participants 7 and 

12. Coaches acknowledge concussions and CTE as major concerns and are motivated to protect 

their athletes, even at the expense of their own comfort.  

“We must as a football community. Continue to embrace changes, not fight 

changes and try to make the game safer because you know with the… CTE OK, 

whatever that you know what I'm talking about. I know what it is, but I don't 

know a lot about it, but I know enough about it that it scares me. I think we would 

be foolish, and we would be taking a chance on football, maybe never bein’ the 

same if we ignore. The real things out there that it, it can be a violent game. It can 

be a dangerous game and we must do. Anything in the world we can to make it 

safe and keep it safe and keep you know and be able to start young kids” 

(Participant 12, 2021).  

Participants 4, 8, and 15 display feelings of concern about the mandate style putting athletes at 

risk of injury and questioned benefits gained in contrast to these risks. “I think still the lowering 

of the head and putting the head and trying to. Trying to put the head behind the runner and I 
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understand that, but. Just sometimes we don't know what's behind there, and we don't see what's 

coming by” (Participant 4). Hesitation in meeting mandate requirements is reflective of the 

Endings Phase, and for coaches to progress fully through the Bridges Transition Model based on 

this concern, the need for safety of athletes must be satisfied.   

Need for Protection of the Game’s Integrity. Another common concern is the threat to 

the physicality, and how the game is played. The need for preserving the integrity of the game is 

found in Proposition Statements One, Two, and Three in addition to identity, tough, way of life, 

and transcends a game themes. Safety is a hot topic in the media and coaches have concerns the 

sport would need restructuring changes. Participants 4, 8, 9 fear if the sport is deemed as too 

dangerous, it would be outlawed or would be replaced by a less-physical version such as flag 

football.  

“I've got mixed feelings on this… I see the danger in Texas is club sports taking 

over? And pretty much eliminatin’ high school athletics. I worry about 

nonprofessional coaches getting involved in it. That aren’t going to take the 

training, that don't know the signs and symptoms of heat stroke and that kind of 

stuff. I also worry about, you know. Because people are more and more worried 

about kids getting hurt. I can honestly see football in 30 years from now, being a 

flag sport. Where there is, you might still suit up, but there's no knocking people 

down. There's no tackling. There's no pancake blocks, um. You know, no hitting 

below the waist at all. Which may or may not be a good thing” (Participant 8, 

2021). 

The need for preserving the integrity of the game, which is primarily motivated by the 

importance of physicality to football’s identity and skill transferability, is also a very powerful 

motivator.  

“It scares me, so I hope with all my heart that. You know these new techniques, 

these new things that. The new way of doing things, the equipment that all this 
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other stuff. That we take it serious, and we do it, and adopt it so that the … 

integrity of the game. Can stay the way it's meant to be” (Participant 9, 2021). 

 

Participants 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 feel the new regulation change is a solution to 

addressing the integrity concern that allows the sport to still retain its physical defining 

characteristic, while keeping athletes safe.  

“You know, I don't think we'll ever go straight flag football or anything like that. I 

think there's people out there that would like for that to happen. And I just wish 

that they'd sit back and see both sides, you know, we have flag football. That's 

great. But for the kids that want to play a physical contact sport and all that kind 

of stuff. I think it's needed, um, nowadays, this is one of the only ways that young 

men can still be young men, if you will. You know, I think we were created in a 

way that. Guys need adventure” (Participant 6, 2021). 

 

 Another motivational factor for coaches is the perception to the public that adaptation of this 

new style is making the game safer.   

 Need for Protection of the Game’s Image. Concerns for the image is a very common 

theme, and it takes on opposing views by some coaches.  This need is associated with the 

Endings Phase and is supported by Propositional Statements One and Two, and the identity 

theme. Participants 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 believe the mandate positively addresses 

this concern. While Participant 4 alludes to the notion that perception reinforces the attack on 

football. “So, to me the Atavus kind of was like the CPR version of football” (Participant 2, 

2021). The new certification provides coaches with tangible evidence of preemptive due 

diligence to correct concussion related concerns.  

“Society right now with concussion. And the game was under the, you know, the, 

the game of football is under attack. Numbers were dropping. Um, I think it was. 

Uh. Critical. That all levels of football you know, had to have some type of 
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organized planned solution justification for playing. And um, because there's 

moms and dads out there that the old football’s a great sport, and it teaches your 

kid this, that wasn't cutting it anymore” (Participant 2, 2021).  

 

If image concerns are addressed coaches have tangible evidence to help displace original fears, 

which lead to more committed implementation of the mandated style. 

“So, as far as what Atavus is teaching, and what they're saying, you know, I agree 

to it, you know, I used to worry that even if we're not going full contact, or not 

having pad on pad hit all the time, we're not going to be very physical in a game. 

And that's not the case whatsoever” (Participant 6, 2021). 

 

“When the sport gets attacked. It really pisses me off...It really upsets me when 

people, you know, when people when it gets kind of a bad name when. When 

there's other sports out there that are just as, just as violent. And I'm not knocking 

them, but you know, you got football in this category by itself, and you know, 

soccer leads, all sports in concussions. You know, when you hit the ground on a 

hardwood floor in a basketball game, that's not always fun either, you know, so 

you know, when you play sports in general, you're gonna. You're gonna take 

chances. And I understand that, but don't attack football” (Participant 4, 2021).   

 

If coaches' fears are reinforced because the new style is proven ineffective, it validates their 

resistance, and coaches would need to remedy this concern prior to progression.  

 Need for Value. At each transition cycle coaches either discover new benefits or 

concerns that reinforce costs to their programs or identities. Those coaches who found more 

value-adds than costs progress through the model more committedly. One of the most common 

benefits is a streamlined implementation strategy. 

“So definitely positive thoughts with getting streamlined and getting us all doing 

that. I also believe. That we do as coaches and teachers, there's sometimes that we 

do in service or trainings. That don't benefit us. That maybe are too specific for 
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something and then doesn’t benefit everybody, like this is something that benefits 

every coach. So definitely positive thoughts” (Participant 14, 2021).  

 

Others found ready-made drill examples and common language cues useful tools that 

strengthened their programs.  

“As you go through the course, and when they kind of describe the reasoning for 

tackling that way, and the fact that they give you the drills to do. I think once I got 

all the way through the course, I still felt good about it. And thought it was a good 

way of doing it” (Participant 14, 2021). 

 

Some coaches may have originally feared the change solely based on their perception of the  

 

unknown. Those coaches whose fears are addressed ascended through transition phases.  

 

“Anytime that you make a huge change, in my opinion in any industry. That 

affects something that is vital to the being of the sport, or the being of what you 

do. I think it's scary and I think it's just human nature to be apprehensive, and so 

that was. That was my biggest fear. I was nervous about teaching it 'cause it was. 

It was different. Once I got into it, I realized it wasn't nearly as different as I 

thought… We tried to never be archaic about. I've never felt real good about kids 

going head-to-head. I just never had. I've always thought there was a smarter way 

to do it… put your head across the body and don't go head-to-head and try to 

wrap up and put your helmet on the football instead of head-to-head. So, I’ve, 

we've always taught it that way. And then once I got into it and figured out that it 

was, it was almost, not exactly like what we were doing but really similar. I mean, 

it really wasn't that big of a change for us, and it actually turned out to be great” 

(Participant 12, 2021).  

 

“You know I'm able to kind of wash my hands if you will. From an insurance 

standpoint, but it is still good knowledge as well. So, for those coaches that did 

not know about it, or are unaware of it, all the young coaches coming up. I think 

it's a home run” (Participant 2, 2021). 
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As a rationale for noncompliance, some coaches would project an assumption that the 

‘old school’ tackling methods were too important to their peers. To others, the inconvenience is 

enough to acknowledge the mandate itself as a cost, even if they could positively reconcile the 

requirements.  

“So, I think some of that it was just kind of a perfect storm and needed at the time 

and was a good answer. You know, yeah. Do coaches use it? You know some 

may, some don't. I mean, I think a lot of that was. It's still hard for some of the old 

timers 'cause there's such a head across the bow” (Participant 2, 2021).  

 

“I understand that we needed the tackling deal. I understand times are changing 

and. You know, I understand all that. I just think football gets a bad rap 

sometimes and I think some of it goes back to, you know, coaches not knowing or 

not knowing what they're doing. And not being able to teach ah, a proper tackling 

technique regardless of what the technique is, there was hawk tackling or, or this 

rugby style tackling or whatever” (Participant 4, 2021).  

  

Coaches have many obligations and commitments that are both voluntary and structurally part of 

their job. “You know, the biggest thing about my biggest gripe about any of that stuff, it's more 

training that I have to do” (Participant 8, 2021). With so many training rules and obligations to 

fulfill, many experience the cost as compiling inundation, cutting into their personal time.  

“I think most upsetting was, at the time it was free. Well, now, it's now it's going 

to start costin’ money, so somebody's making money off of this… I understand 

cause somebody's got to do the studies, and do the programs, and that's how 

they're going to get their paycheck. I understand… Maybe it ought to be 

compensated, because there's still more certifications out that teachers put a lot of 

money into it” (Participant 6, 2021).  

 

“Kind of just those athletic people that just. You know, couldn't get their head 

across the bow… I think it just was a perfect time to kind of reevaluate and then 

lo and behold, rugby kind of tagged in and I didn't know they were in Seattle, so 
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that makes sense too. But I think it was a great business opportunity for Atavus to 

get in. And you know, the little tackling circles became, you know, the thing. I 

mean, we didn't have those ten years ago” (Participant 2, 2021).  

 

The strongest argument for cost paid by coaches, in their perception of the mandate, is 

losing the physicality in the sport. 

“I think it's just something that everybody accepts. If we wanna play, then that's 

what we need to do here. I think everybody's accepted that, and everybody moves 

on and you know, it's teaching the old sore head the new trick. And it's are you 

gonna be that guy that, that I used to see when I was growing up being the guy 

that. They just flat out wasn’t gonna do something because that's not the way 

they've done it for all these years. Or we gotta try to evolve a little bit. So, I'm not 

saying that I'm completely, you know, one way or the other, but I'm not 

completely have my eyes close to the situation and we're going to try to do what 

we can to make sure that we can continue playing the game that we love” 

(Participant 4, 2021). 

 

“So, as far as what Atavus is teaching, and what they're saying, you know, I agree 

to it, you know, I used to worry that even if we're not going full contact, or not 

having pad on pad hit all the time, we're not going to be very physical in a game. 

And that's not the case whatsoever” (Participant 6, 2021). 

 

Those coaches whose programs already mimicked safety restrictions and requirements would 

find validation for their programs, legitimizing the mandate. Value-add versus the costs to 

individual programs align typically with ascension from Endings into the Neutral Zone Phase. 

Because cost concerns vary this need is the hardest to assign an exclusive phase, however, the 

more value coaches find in the mandate adds to the course's legitimacy. This helps to transfer 

unsure or unsettled feelings into positive associations that earmark the Beginnings Phase.   
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Need for Effectiveness and Legitimacy. One of the strongest concerns that affect buy-in 

of the new mandate is legitimacy. If coaches believe the style is ineffective, it causes hesitation 

in actioning the mandate.  

“One of my big concerns was, I didn't see it being effective, an effective way to 

tackle. I saw the safety benefits of it right off the bat, getting the head out… but. I, 

it seemed like we were going to have a whole bunch of missed tackles, it seemed 

like it was going to be a lot of arm tackling and not really using your body using 

your legs. So, that was number one” (Participant 14, 2021).  

 

The shoulder-led style of tackling is not a new method. It is a technique utilized in rugby and can 

also be referred to as the ‘rugby style’ of tackling. Simply by association to the NFL, Participants 

1, 2, 3, 6, 10 deem this style legitimized. However, Participant 4 had reservations.  

“No, I mean that. We never did the hawk tackling never. I didn't think I didn't like 

that either. 'Cause to me on that, you're also teaching em to tackle low and roll 

and all that stuff. And anytime those kids are going down like that, what’s the first 

thing they're doing? To me. They're dropping their head and they are not seeing 

what they're gonna see. So that, that just scares me… Atavus I found a little bit 

redundant; you know they had the. I don't know the dino tackling and then you 

had the two-handed tackle for. I have been teaching, I've been coaching for 22 

years, and I have never had to teach a kid to two-hand push another kid out of 

bounds, that just comes instinctively” (Participant 4, 2021).  

 

“The game is safer than it's ever been, but with a lot of the media hype and you 

know, obviously the movie The concussion and things. Um, in the NFL lawsuits 

and in sudden suicides and things, I think that led to obviously a lot of panic and 

dropping numbers, and I think it was critical that football responded with um, data 

if you will. scientific perhaps. And whether that’s the Hawk tackle which is, is 

Atavus and rugby style. Or is it the. You know, USA football model etc. I think a 

lot of us had been teaching it. You know, especially since Seattle kind of made it. 

Famous, I guess you will with the Hawk tackle” (Participant 2, 2021).  
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Legitimization of the course increases the likelihood of adoption and timely implementation. It 

also increases the positive association coaches feel about the course placing the need to obtain 

legitimacy within the Neutral Zone and early Beginnings Phase.  

Need for Consistency in Application. The final commonality found is coaches 

expressing concerns related to consistency. Typically, consistency presents with coaches 

implementing the shoulder-led style in their program to some degree, with minimized concerns. 

For this reason, consistency-related concerns are associated with the Beginnings Phase. In some 

cases, the mandate forces coaches to reevaluate tradition and why they instruct things in a 

particular way, especially if they are trying to phase out bad habits.  

“That's one of the things that made me nervous with the tackling ...We don't want 

our kids thinking this way, but I think it's hard for older coaches to get out of, this 

is the way we've always done it. And I think that's kind of what you get with 

football sometimes. ‘That's why we've always done it’” (Participant 14, 2021). 

 

Participants 1, 2, 5, 6, 14, 15 present conflicting or passive language relating to 

implementing the new style of tackling and are the hardest to pinpoint in a phase with accuracy. 

However, their progressions of opinions in relation to their actions did mimic the transition 

phases. The most common concern in consistency is the prevalence of varying tackling styles 

when you have a free-flowing sport. “You know, we've done. We've implemented we've. We've 

tried to implement that. That style of tackling we were doing what we can to. To abide by the 

rules, but to say that we're fully in is, is a little bit of an understatement to be honest” (Participant 

4, 2021). Coaches who rely on multiple styles to preserve the integrity of their program may find 

completing transition challenging.  

“Faceup tackle versus the angle tackle or versus um, the shoulder tackle and the 

Gator tackle and, you know, whatever you wanna call it. There's, there's different 
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styles and techniques but the whole key is. We had to change our language. I 

grew up... Put your face on ‘em. Put your screws on him, you know. Bite the ball. 

You know there's all those little. Little buzz words that you would use for 

tackling, you know, but that just wasn't cutting it from a safety standpoint. And, 

you know, take your head out of it, and do more of the shoulder tackle also. Yeah, 

I think it was. Again, CYA but a good CYA if that makes sense” (Participant 2, 

2021).  

 

“I mean, when you sit there and you study and you look at it and, you know, and 

again. I've been on the defensive, I coached defense for 20 something years and I 

totally understand it. And you pick up, you see stuff and. You know, you think 

back... I played football back in the eighties, you know, as a little kid and stuff, 

you know, that always tells you get your head up, get your head up… every tackle 

is, every angle is going to be different. Not every tackle is going to be, it's always 

going to be a head on tackle or a side angel or, you know, high low and so it 

always changes” (Participant 6, 2021). 

 

Participants 7, 10, 12 had all concerns or fears addressed in the training course. For those whose 

experiences exceeded expectations it reaffirms the new style.  

“When it first came out, I thought. Golly I, just feel like we've done a real good 

job, you know, and I wasn't sure when I first heard about. Didn't really know. I 

knew the Seattle Seahawks did it some. And I knew it was inclined to take the 

head out of football, but we had already. In our own way, had already stressed 

that we've never been about like old schools. Put your screws in your helmet right 

through him and run through em, and I just never have. I just never have coached 

it that way… once I took the course. I liked it. I mean, I immediately believed in 

it. We implemented it” (Participant 12, 2021).  

 

Other coaches show commitment to the change but acknowledge consistency would require time 

for everyone’s capacity to reflect the mandate requirements. This is partially due to muscle 

memory or routine relearning adjustments after being taught for years a different way.  
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“I was very concerned with getting all of our coaches teaching it the exact correct 

way. Because, you know, as soon as we have one coach kind of teach in a 

different, I think. The kids, then we're going to revert back to what they had 

known forever. So, it was really important that we got everybody onboard 

speaking the same language the same terminology” (Participant 14, 2021). 

 

“This hawk tackling is being taught at a younger age too, so it's a little easier by 

the time they get to it. When we all started this. You know everybody been used 

to head across the bow and. All that kind of stuff, and so. Getting the kids to see 

that, understand that near hip, near shoulder, near foot, you know, all that kind of 

stuff. Is different” (Participant 2, 2021). 

 

Some coaches questioned the ability of their industry to become streamlined.  

“Questionable, I mean, you know, I question because I was split, I totally 

understood why. With the concussions and all that kind of stuff but I also knew 

that I also thought, you know, there's coaches that's been doing this for years and 

years and years and. And the thing is, is that tacklin’ had changed, we've seen it 

the Seattle Seahawks kind of changed… But I also know with Atavus, I know that 

they weren't just pinpointing high school coaches. Like, they were wanting huge 

coaches and all the above” (Participant 6, 2021).  

 

“We heard it within our coaching staff. We heard it with other people, we know in 

the coaching profession, we try to know a lot of people and there was definitely 

some negative feelings toward it. Now, I think. As you move along, you see it 

being taught right. And you can see on film when somebody doesn't do it right. 

You can see the other coaches correcting it. And so, I think the longer we go, it 

seems like it's just becoming more natural for everybody. And I think our kids 

being taught at the middle school level up, you're already starting to see that. 

That's just the way people tackle. And that's it. And to me, that's exactly what this 

program is designed to do. It's kind of like the targeting penalty it’s designed to 

get us to change the way our kids approach it” (Participant 14, 2021).  
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Another concern impacting consistency was the fear of implementation and mastery. 

“Honestly, the scariest part for me was that it was just so different than, you know. What we 

grew up with, I guess, so to speak, in that I wasn't going to teach it exactly right” (Participant 12, 

2021). Some coaches required additional time to develop both comfort and mastery. This time 

requirement was different for each coach and depended on many factors such as comprehension, 

reservations, adaptation successes, identity conflicts, and mastery.  

“I think when it first came out, there was a lot of talk, and it was more about 

making sure we get organized and we're on the same page. I want to say that 

every coach. The majority of coaches in high school in Texas high school, when it 

comes to football, all sports, we do follow the UIL guidelines. We want to make 

sure that we're doing the things to the best of our abilities. We're not perfect. 

We're going to make mistakes. There are hundreds of rules and laws that we have 

to know and follow and a lot of times we come into a situation. We have to go 

look it up. We've got some great leadership at the UIL that we can call them. We 

can contact each other, so to get to this” (Participant 6, 2021). 

 

Some coaches have reservations after seeing peers attempt and fail, especially if those attempts 

are due to poor mastery and put athletes at additional risk for injury.  

“I remember talkin’ to a guy I was at a conference… He's trying to do the Hawk 

tackle. But he was doing it. It was like a mesh of the hawk tackle and across the 

bow. And so instead of near foot, you know, near shoulder, near hip, all that stuff. 

So, your head is actually behind it” (Participant 2, 2021).  

 

Another facet to commitment concerns was interpretations of the mandate's practicality. 

“I think before that it just was kind of almost, by hey get him down any way you 

can. It just had to be that way, you know. And in that moment, there was no fight 

to it. But I think people are now much more intentional and so yeah, you do see it 

a lot more” (Participant 2, 2021).  
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“You know, before that going into it, I taught a certain way to form tackle. If you 

go to most games, you don't you see one or two, good form tackles a year and the 

rest of them, are however they could get em down. And ultimately, I feel like it's 

still the same way” (Participant 8, 2021). 

 

“With it being part of our rules and our guidelines. Now I want to make sure we 

do it right. You know, I think accountability is huge on our part. Now, from my 

job, I need to be held accountable for what's going on. I think any leaders desire 

accountability. And so, when you have changes, it's always trial and error. And 

sometimes, you know, on something like this, when you have kids’ habits… I 

think we had to be patient… it will become the new style” (Participant 6, 2021).  

  

If coaches perceive the new mandate as something out of their control and impractical to reality 

with in-game strategies, they hesitate with full commitment to requirements. This notion 

provides the coaches with autonomy over structural pressures that prioritize individual needs 

above that of the system when it comes to actioning the mandate requirements.  

Need for Consistency in Behaviour Modeling. Coaches who are driven by a need for 

authenticity, including expectations of modeling actions, present with completing the transition 

process. This is found because of their specific language cues portraying a strong commitment 

level actioning mandate expectation.  

“We still have some old school football coaches in the state of Texas… they still 

go ahead across the bow, and they still have the head involved in a tackle and, and 

not using the shoulder and, so you know there's no way to regulate that. No way 

to mandate that... the UIL and the Texas High School Coaches Association, 

they're relying on you to do it. Then and. Be honest and have some integrity that 

you're gonna do it and teach it the right way” (Participant 10, 2021).  
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Participants 7, 10 and 12 have concerns about the policy repercussions and actioning 

requirements in a timely manner. Coincidently these coaches would progress through transition 

in a streamline manner.  

“My biggest concern with the whole deal was, you know, is everybody in the state 

of Texas… how are you going to regulate it? You know, how are you gonna make 

sure that people are doing it outside the fact that somebody just goes and gets 

their certification” (Participant 10, 2021).  

 

“My biggest worry at the time was, okay, what kind of accountability of what are 

we looking at with this. What are the repercussions… if it doesn't take place? 

Now we're not going to be defiant. We're not defined. ‘We're not going to not 

coach it. We're going to do it our way and only our way and we're going to be old 

school. No’ that's not the case whatsoever...I think over time, it's just going to be 

second hand” (Participant 6, 2021). 

 

“And here's the bottom line is. Anything in the world we can do to make it safer. 

I'm going to do it. Anytime something is mandated I'm going to do it because it's 

the right thing to do. That to me it's no difference than the kids. If I ask the kids to 

be here at 4:00 and they're here at 4:05 well then they didn't follow the rules...I 

didn't take the mandate personal, it didn't really bother me...Now I will be honest. 

We even if I had taken the course and it was something that I thought was well 

golly, that's basically arm tackling. I still would have done it because if that's the 

expectations that's coming from a higher authority that has researched it and 

believes our Association says this is what we're going to do. So, then I just believe 

that's what you're supposed to do. I mean, I believe you're supposed to follow 

rules and never, ever, ever, ever that to me, there's no grey area in the rules that 

the UILs and the Coaches Association says we're going to do it this way. Then 

we're going to do it that way… we're not going to vary from there, so. But it 

ended up being a real seamless transition. I love it. Now when we are very 

fortunate we hardly had any concussions at all” (Participant 12, 2021).  
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Not every coach would disclose this information, nor was it a prerequisite to completing 

transition. However, there is a substantial relationship between coaches who disclosed modeling 

expectations and strong committed language concerning implementing the new mandate.   

4.3.4 Pandemic Capacity Influencers  

One finding not limited to the mandate regulation of teaching the shoulder-led style of 

tackling, but that may have inadvertently affected it, was the COVID-19 pandemic. “Having to 

deal with this pandemic and in a, in a sport that is a collision. Thing is, fairly interesting that to 

try to make sure all the protocols are, and we're taking care of all the kids, and we've learned a 

lot about ourselves this year and a lot about how to adapt” (Participant 4, 2021). All coaches 

responded that restrictions relating to COVID-19 regulations were the most challenging this past 

season. “I think the first thing that comes to mind for all of us is dealing with COVID-19 and the 

ramifications of the mandates that are coming down, that came down from the CDC. That came 

down from the University Interscholastic League, the UIL. That is our governing body” 

(Participant 10, 2021) “Covid completely changed. The Norm. And the norm everything under 

Covid was a thousand times harder” (Participant 12, 2021).  Participants 4 and 8, who may have 

struggled with implementing the new shoulder-led style of tackling, were forced to deal with 

other immediate threats. Coaches’ capacities for resistance may have been challenged by 

COVID-19 related obstacles that inadvertently affects their relationship with other less pressing 

mandates. 

 Chapter Four addresses RQ1 by providing examples of various coaches' responses 

through their reactions, opinions, beliefs, and subsequent actions. The coaches’ responses exhibit 

qualities and sequential processes found in Bridges’ (1991) Transition Model validating RQ2. 
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For some coaches, transition was a seamless and easy adjustment, and for others, a drawn-out 

process filled with complications, conflict, and pressures. Chapter Four also highlights how 

coaches' responses are found to replicate all three phases of Bridges’ (1991) Transition Model. 

These findings demonstrated relationships between the coaches’ progression through phases with 

identified triggers that explained progression, regression or remaining stagnant within the phases. 

Details that contribute to previous work and theory will be discussed further in Chapter Five. 
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Chapter 5 Discussion 

The organization of chapter five consists of five sections: The role and expansion of 

Bridges' (1991) Transition Model, internal negotiations of dueling identities, the role of 

institutional theory in a coach’s response, practical implication with future research suggestions, 

and conclusion. The Bridges Transition Model section discusses the findings and expands on the 

use of the model within a sporting context. The internal negotiations of dueling identities section 

explores the findings in relation to applicable theoretical works, including the influences and 

processes coaches’ experience that account for their responses to the mandated change. The role 

of institutional theory in a coach’s response is explored through the lens of various institutional 

theoretical understandings including traditional IT, neo-institutional theory, and institutional 

work. It also accounts for the roles voluntaristic versus deterministic pressures play in explaining 

the significance of the coach transition findings in a sport context. Finally, this chapter concludes 

with practical implications, future research implications, and a concluding summary.  

5.1 The Role and Expansion of the Bridges Transition Model  

This section discusses the ways this study expands upon the Bridges Transition Model 

and important findings to answer RQ1 and RQ2. As stated in Chapter Two there is minimal 

application of Bridges’ (1991) Transition Model found in academic sport management literature. 

This study provides empirical findings of the Bridges Transition Model within a sporting context 

that not only highlights the individual agent’s (football coach) role within mandated change, but 

within a cultural context. Blom and Davis (2016) utilize the Bridges Transition Model to 

examine the cultural evolution of the United States Air Force with regards to inclusive and 
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diversity practices. They acknowledge challenges can arise with any cultural transition and 

through open communication practices addressing concerns head on will help to reestablish trust. 

Blom and Davis (2016) suggest open communication is imperative in practices between 

individuals within the structures mandating change and the agents responsible for implementing 

change. A coach’s response study supports this finding as a means to mitigating assumption and 

allowing coaches to have needs addressed.  

Application of the Bridges Transition Model in this study is able to further the neo-

institutional calls for research on the role agents play in theoretical change literature. This study 

centres around the individual unit of analysis data, therefore is able address the dueling roles an 

individual may experience during mandated change in an institutional context. This occurs if 

multiple forms of structure impact an individual’s beliefs or values in a divergent manner, 

conversely impacting their behavioural ability to action the change. Findings of various types of 

responses to the change are discussed throughout this section, which addresses RQ1 concerning 

how coaches respond. These beliefs and the theoretical explanations which account for variance 

of coaches’ responses is explored in subsequent chapter five sections.  

Not only was this study able to locate all three phases of the Bridges Transition Model in 

the coaches’ responses, but three different transition cycles were found during various event 

interactions with the mandate. This finding addresses RQ2 by providing explicit examples of 

varying coaches' responses to the transition phases. Another way transition is reflected in the 

findings is through the application of language cues synonymous with each transition phase. This 

study isolates the commonality of ‘concerns’ coaches express from a number of varying factors 

and timeframes. The uncovering of common concerns coaches articulate about the mandate and 

timeframes would act as anchors keeping them in a particular phase for longer periods of time. 
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Therefore, this research provides examples articulating a coach’s experience that is 

representative of a particular phase in Bridges’ (1991) transition model.  

 This study utilizes an abductive analysis process that took repetitive language of the 

participants' experiences to uncover relationship identifiers linking movement between the 

phases. A common relationship was found between coaches progressing through the phases and 

coaches' needs being met as a form of addressing or rectifying the coaches’ concerns. This notion 

of a coach’s specific needs requiring resolution that earmarks progression or regression of a 

particular phase expands upon findings of the Bridges’ (1991) Transition Model. In this way, the 

application of the model in ways that explain the significance of why some people transition, 

while others do not, is furthered. It also suggests that progression is not linear, and that a coach 

may regress to a previous phase if concerns are not addressed. Further, a coach may regress if 

new information exacerbates or illuminates new concerns that discredit a previously satisfied 

need. 

Smith et al. (2020) postulates a weakness of the Bridges Transition Model is the lack of a 

notable timeframe for progression through all phases and minimal actionable items for 

organizations to utilize. Including lacking the specific details or conditions which can impede or 

alter progression through the model as a weakness, “the model does not offer a step-by-step 

mechanism for implementing change” (Smith et al., 2020, p. 91). This stems from the nature of 

the model accounting for an individualized process as the epicenter of its design, rather than 

generalizability. In addressing Smith et al. (2020) criticism, this study was able to find 

commonalities that characterize and associate within particular phases moments of progression 

or stagnation. If coaches' needs act as a prerequisite for progression throughout the model, this 
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transferable finding could serve as a behaviour predictor enabling more actionable steps in 

preparation assessments.  

5.2 Internal Negotiations of Dueling Identities 

 Reflecting on the constructivist stance, “knowledge is a social and historical product and 

that ‘facts’ come to us laden with theory” and thus how one come to terms with how and what 

they know to be true constitutes their “known reality” (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 4). 

Acknowledgments must be made to the histories and context that play an active role in a coach’s 

construction of their realities. This reality creates an environment of structured normative values 

and behaviours driving actions. Levy (2015) likened football in Texas to a religion; the 

traditions, norms and values have penetrated into the socially constructed reality of Texans. 

Therefore, if structure is defined as an environment or governing entity that regulates normative 

behaviours, values, beliefs and traditions, then the cultural socialization may control a coach’s 

response to mandated regulation change, especially if it is perceived as challenging routine or 

legitimacy.  

 One prevalent finding throughout this study was the notion of internal conflict between 

an individual's identity and the cultural identity of football in Texas. These identities typically 

exist in harmonic alignment until moments of crisis or monumental change. For some, those 

changes have been foretold because of negative media attention on concussions and catastrophic 

injuries impacting participation rates. Four participants explicitly acknowledged concussion 

attention as a threat posing security and integrity concerns to the sport’s future. These threats 

occurred years before the initial mandate was given by the UIL requiring certification in the 

Atavus Tackling Training course. This course teaches coaches how to apply the new shoulder-
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led style of tackling aimed at addressing upper body trauma through a lower point of impact.  

 For some coaches, the mandate in cycle one may have been difficult to process at first 

because of the unknown. In cycle two, it may have been seen as a blessing in disguise, if a 

coach's priorities and identity aligned with mandated objectives. Three Participants whose 

realities reflected the priority and identity alignment of the mandate, presented with the most 

streamline transition journeys. Other coaches' fears including the unknown would act as anchors 

in the Endings Phase delaying progression through transition. The strongest anchor of transition 

progression for coaches involved safety. The next strongest anchor was the costs to coaches’ 

programs being perceived as greater than the value it added, specifically regarding tradition and 

physicality. The fact that coaches experienced progression or stagnation in the Bridges 

Transition Model phases supports the applicability of the model, and extends on the literature 

within a sporting context. The next section explores the findings of how different costs impact 

coaches transition journeys with additional supporting literature.  

5.2.1 Cost of Concussions 

Coaches who feel the costs of implementing the new tackling style outweigh the benefits 

from a safety perspective typically follow one of two perceptions. The first being the new style 

causes more minor injuries than it was saving. The other is coaches’ fear the new style would put 

kids at a greater risk of more serious injuries. Coaches worry that their lack of mastery in 

implementing a new style deemed to be counterintuitive to historical form tackling methods 

might risk safety, integrity and value of their programs. Some coaches reported hearing and 

experiencing an increase in other injuries such as shoulders. Others stated perceived concerns for 

lower body injuries such as knees, or ankles. These concerns would impact coaches' progression 
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and would require them to develop internal negotiations of ideologies to determine the next 

course of action.  

This thought process is not new to the sport; in 1995 head coach Rich Brooks of the St. 

Louis Rams was quoted in the Los Angeles Times as saying, “I think concussions are a little 

overrated. People in the game also have knee injuries. They have shoulder problems. I think 

concussions have been made bigger than life” (Plaschke, 1995). This is not to imply Texas high 

school coaches' views would also reflect this stance. However, explicit data findings in this study 

state coaches are influenced by messaging from the NFL, especially in relation to matters of 

problem identification. This notion of legitimacy from organizational structure is supported by 

DiMaggio and Powell (1983) in addition to coercive pressure that can impact an agent.  

Although the NFL is not a direct institution laying pressure, its representation to the sport 

and ability to influence legitimate styles and messaging does impact coaches' perceptions and 

beliefs. The NFL was also impacted by negative concussion media and its response progression 

to this threat was reviewed in Heinze and Lu’s (2017) study. Here Heinze and Lu (2017) discuss 

how the evolution of institutional change response by the NFL evolves over three decades and 

furthers institutional disruption research. This disruptive change event is now making its way 

down to entry and high school level of involvement within the sport. This study expands on the 

disruptive work findings of how agents (high school coaches) influence the timing, progression 

and legitimacy of this movement through their actions. The significance of this research utilizing 

a micro analysis lens is the findings of why coaches respond the way they do using the Bridges 

Transition Model. This may impact future research in bridging both micro and macro views 

based on impact. 
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Changes to procedures addressing injury and concussion may challenge or influence a 

coach at the identity level. If coaches put in the time to strongly weigh consequences of their 

responses, chances are they will develop an assertive position limiting the chance of regression. 

The role concussion plays and feelings coaches portray towards a more “invisible injury” within 

the sport will need to be acknowledged prior to sustainable change occurring. This is supported 

by the work of Molfese (2017) who discusses the misconstrued view of injuries (i.e., concussion) 

as symbols of toughness: 

“For years, athletes labeled concussions as "dings" and were told by teammates, 

coaches and medical personnel to "walk it off." This reaction lingers today among 

youth who view concussions as badges of toughness and courage. Unfortunately, 

such beliefs and practices place thousands of athletes at risk of brain injuries that 

can be life-altering. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reported 

329,000 children, 19 or younger, were treated in 2012 for injuries that included a 

diagnosis of concussion” (p. 34). 

 

Football is a tough sport, it requires toughness to play it successfully, and the benefits of playing 

are not without risk as in any sport. However, not all injuries are created equal and immediately 

visible injuries such as breaks, lacerations, tears, and dislocations are treated with rapid care. The 

extent to which brain trauma impacts a player from immediate and delayed severity level is less 

easily and readily visible, “because a concussion is an invisible injury and symptoms may lie 

subtle (such as slower processing speed), students do not always realize they have a brain injury” 

(Molfese, 2017, p.34). This does not imply Texas high school football coaches do not fear, 

disrespect, or fail to treat actual or suspected head trauma with a laissez-faire attitude. It is an 

observation on the stigma applied to illnesses associated with the brain, due instantaneous 

inability to accurately assess and understand the long-term repercussions. There is a similar 

https://go-gale-com.proxy.library.brocku.ca/ps/i.do?p=AONE&u=st46245&id=GALE%7CA515124815&v=2.1&it=r
https://go-gale-com.proxy.library.brocku.ca/ps/i.do?p=AONE&u=st46245&id=GALE%7CA515124815&v=2.1&it=r
https://go-gale-com.proxy.library.brocku.ca/ps/i.do?p=AONE&u=st46245&id=GALE%7CA515124815&v=2.1&it=r
https://go-gale-com.proxy.library.brocku.ca/ps/i.do?p=AONE&u=st46245&id=GALE%7CA515124815&v=2.1&it=r
https://go-gale-com.proxy.library.brocku.ca/ps/i.do?p=AONE&u=st46245&id=GALE%7CA515124815&v=2.1&it=r
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stigma with mental illness versus physical illness at the comprehension and empathetic levels, 

that may also carry over to the notion of concussions, especially in sport.  

Concussion research is not new, according to Casper (2018) facets of CET, 

 “tangle pathology have been observed since the 1950’s... And findings of Dr. 

Omalu et al.’s paper should come as no surprise. Indeed, Omalu et al’s study had 

been anticipated as early as 1936 by Edward Carroll who, writing in the American 

Journal of Medical Sciences, stated, Punch-drunk is said to occur among 

professional football players” (p. 807).  

 

This meta-analysis study highlights the role compensation through litigation played in generating 

the perception that head injury research was controversial (Casper, 2018). Due to the conflicting 

messaging and delays over decades it is understandable that coaches may question the severity or 

credibility of knowledge published surrounding concussion awareness practices. Given the 

findings of Heinze and Lu’s (2017) study, this is especially true in football because the NFL 

changed response tactics in acknowledgement of risks many times. The lack of consistency and 

action by the NFL could play a role in reaffirming or supporting deflection attitudes coaches 

have towards concussion. This may be greater in those coaches who have buried concerns of 

their own health and future repercussions that stem from their time as an athlete where 

concussion protocol was nonexistent.   

According to Johnson (2012) football needs to look outside of the band-aid solution of 

return to play (RTP) protocols to more preemptive practices, “improving concussion awareness 

and adopting strict RTPs are important and valuable steps for managing concussion in student 

athletes, but will not solve the football-related concussion problem. Better prevention of 

concussion is needed” (p. 184). This call to action is exactly what the new mandated regulation 

changes to the style of tackling is trying to accomplish. By changing the style of tackling to a 
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method with lower strike point that removes the head from contact is a way to drastically reduce 

changes of violent collisions causing severe head trauma.  

Concussion is a very powerful disrupter impacting the need for changes which the UIL 

has recognized, and thus, build a mandate into their system addressing this threat. However, 

coaches are the agents responsible for actioning how this change occurs and because they were 

all athletes first will have their own established relationship with concussions influencing their 

actions. Coaches who perceive the mandate might increase concussion opportunities took longer 

in the Endings/Neutral Zone Phases because they could not rectify the need to protect their 

athletes. Therefore, the regulated change needs to clearly address any concussion related 

concerns of the agent coaches before the deterministic pressure actioning the mandate occurs.    

5.2.2 Cost of Identity  

The other prevalent cause for delay through transition phases is the perception of the 

mandate taking more from coaches' football programs than providing back in value. It is within 

this theme of dueling identities that individual realities would place higher values on different 

facets. Preserving the integrity of the game means its image and relationship with toughness/ 

physicality need to stay intact. Coaches place a high importance on the ability of their programs 

to transfer life skills to their athletes often due to the physicality aspect. One participant alluded 

to this directly implying they couldn’t teach the same life lessons in soccer that they could on the 

football field. 

Two important things are at play here: The first is to understand exactly what is changing, 

the other is to acknowledge the meaning behind it. In essence what is changing for coaches is 

how the style of tackling occurs. It will be the coaches’ responsibility to teach athletes a new 
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method of tackling in order to improve safety practices. The significance of this change is 

explored further in the unlearning tackling skills section. Some coaches have a long-standing 

history with teaching the same method including how they were taught, or their mastery within 

the sport, thus it may be hard to change. Acknowledging the meaning behind the change is 

discussed in the identity level meaning behind Rite of Passage section which connects inductive 

findings to support the coaches’ responses. In both cases the cost to identity represents a need by 

coaches to be fulfilled prior to progression through the Bridges Transition Model phases. The 

following two sections explore how various theories acknowledge or support the coaches' 

responses. This furthers the finding of coaches' needs assisting progression through transition.  

 Unlearning Tackling Skills Alavi and Leidner (2001) provides an elucidation of 

knowledge explaining that it can be seen as the authenticated version of information. This can be 

understood as processed data that is constructed from raw numbers and facts. However, the 

crucial argument made concerning why knowledge matters is that it is personal and does not 

exist outside of an agent, “knowledge is information processed in the mind of individuals, it is 

personalized information (which may or may not be new, unique, useful or accurate) related to 

facts, procedures, concepts, interpretation, ideas, observations, and judgements” (Alavi & 

Leidner, 2001, p. 109). Knowledge exists in various ways and the applications differ depending 

on its use. These include as a state, as an object, as a process, as a condition, and as a capacity. It 

also can be viewed as dimensional including tacit (cognitive and technical) and explicit 

(symbolic or natural language). What is salient to this concept is the fact that each perspective 

proposes a variant strategy for managing it (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). Alavi and Leidner (2001) 

also distinguish between externalization which refers to, “converting tacit knowledge to new 

explicit knowledge (e.g., articulation of best practices or lessons learned). Internalization refers 
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to creation of new tacit knowledge from explicit knowledge (e.g., the learning and understanding 

that results from reading or discussion” (p. 116) and note that as the level of information 

exposure increases so will the internalization mode of knowledge creation. Memory can 

encompass personal observations, experiences and action that can result in an individual decision 

making-bias, which could have the power to affect stable and resistant to change organizational 

cultures (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). Therefore, with a base understanding of how knowledge is 

created and the various internal and external processes it goes through within an individual it can 

now be applied to the concept of unlearning. The Learning, unlearning, relearning (LUR) model, 

and its usefulness according to a person or organization must be prepared to redefine task 

boundaries, behaviors and relationships (Azmi, 2008).  The learning process brings a capacity for 

change. Azmi (2008) states;  

“It is an experience after which an individual qualitatively changes the way he or 

she conceives something. In times of change, it is the learners that will inherit the 

future. Scholars in the organizational learning literature suggest that past 

experiences play an important role in determining current organizational 

decisions” (p. 245). 

 

In the case of the coach’s context, they are learning a new method of conducting their job, the 

content might be familiar or foreign to them (Huber, 1991, 2001; Walsh, 1995; Azmi, 2008 p. 

245). What makes the LUR model practical is how the three components work together and each 

phase is an antecedent to the next. Therefore, one must learn to unlearn, this process is typically 

uncomfortable as there is a necessity to halt the old way of doing things in order to enact change.  

The next phase in the model is the concept of unlearning which can often be semantically 

interchanged with forgetting. According to Azmi (2008) there is a distinction between unlearning 

and forgetting, “unlearning does not imply complete severing of ties with the past. In fact, the 
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past does provide a very valuable frame of reference. Rather, unlearning implies doing away 

with obsolete and stereotyped methods, processes, techniques and know-how and embracing the 

new” (p. 247). Amzi (2008) states that the most traverse obstacle to the development of new 

knowledge is found in what one already knows because it links to the familiar through habit. 

Cegarra-Navarro and Sánchez-Polo (2008) address the concept of habit and imply that one must 

be aware of behaviours designed to necessitate and foster those habits. The most impactful way 

to support unlearning is to understand the benefits a person gets from the habit and how change 

would be a more beneficial solution to them. Therefore, “changing the individual habits must be 

oriented to show people that they should no longer rely on their current beliefs and methods; 

because they shape wrong behaviours, which in turn may blind people to other potential 

interpretations of evidence” this sets the stage for challenges in the unlearning phase (Cegarra-

Navarro & Sánchez-Polo, 2008, p. 1615). This implies that coaches who are intelligently more 

self-aware of their ontologies and epistemologies concerning knowledge, beliefs and habit may 

process through the unlearning phase more easily into relearning.  

The final phase of the LUR model is relearning. The knowledge agent must develop new 

strategies and decision-making processes based on rejuvenated information and practices. Part of 

the process is intrinsically linked to the concept of transition. In this instance transition can be 

simultaneously applied as the movement of one process state to another and the individuals 

transition psychologically in coming to terms with the change of state. Amzi (2008) 

acknowledges, “change or transition involves assimilation of new skills; hence need for 

relearning. Since every transition is about some relearning, organizations need to have a 

conscious strategy of managing transitions through a continuous and seamless process of 

relearning” (p. 250). In this phase it is emphasized that for optimal retention of relearning there 
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are support systems in place to assist the individual to comprehend the importance of the process 

and adjust their habitual actions accordingly.  

Identity Meaning Behind Rite of Passage. Although teaching tackling may present as a 

task required to successfully participate in a game, it’s meaning can be so much more. Tackling 

is the most essential skill relating to the defensive game’s identity. It is intrinsically linked to the 

physicality of the sport, and it is toughness and identity that upholds the pillar of integrity. If 

lessons and skills taught in football could prove to be life altering, it will need the full integrity 

of the game to remain intact for this transfer to occur. Any change that challenges this process is 

a threat to the coaches’ personal calling and their abilities to transfer those skills.  

From a cultural aspect this can be explained through the properties of “rite of passage.” 

According to van Gennep (1960) life of an individual in any society can be regarded as a series 

of passages from one stage or state to another. During these changes of states there are 

ceremonies whose essential purpose was to enable the individual to pass from one defined 

position to another. Some of these ceremonies are easily recognized, such as a wedding, baptism 

or funeral. However, there are others found more in an “unconscious knowing,” such as a 

birthday party or receiving a certificate after completing a course. “Although a complete scheme 

of rites of passage theoretically includes preliminal rites, liminal rites and postliminal rites, in 

specific instances these three types are not always equally important or equally elaborated” (van 

Gennep, 1960, p. 11). In order to mark the significance of this passage, van Gennep proposed a 

three-phase model that includes: separation or (preliminal) where the subject is removed from 

society, home or habitat. In this case athletes join the football family and are no longer just a 

student, they are a brother with roles and duties to fulfil. The liminal (threshold or transition) the 

betwixt and between state of constant, this is their journey as an athlete with a future outside of 
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high school not yet set. Finally, incorporation (postliminal) is the reintegration phase born anew 

of a different state, where the athlete finishes high school with all the skills to make them a 

productive member of society (van Gennep, 1960; Turner, 1967; Turner 1969). While all phases 

play an important role in the process, van Gennep acknowledges there is a special potential in the 

liminal phase, which is also why the other phases are noted as deriving from a pre/post relation 

of the liminal. Here van Gennep (1960) explores why this phase is the most unique,  

“The neutral zones are ordinarily deserts, marshes and most frequently virgin 

forest where everyone has full rights to travel and hunt. Because of the pivoting of 

sacredness, the territories on either side of the neutral zone are sacred in relation 

to whomever is in the zone, but the zone, in turn is sacred for the inhabitants of 

the adjacent territories. Whoever passes from one to the other finds himself 

physically and magico-religiously in a special situation for a certain length of 

time: he wavers between two worlds. It is this situation which I have designated a 

transition, and one of the purposes of this book is to demonstrate that this 

symbolic and spatial area of transition may be found in more or less pronounced 

forms in all the ceremonies which accompany the passage from one social and 

magico-religious position to another” (p. 18). 

 

Bridges and Bridges (2019) acknowledges van Gennep’s process, describing the ceremony 

behind the disintegration and reintegration in the Neutral Zone as providing a source of renewal. 

The emphasis on this state implies it is here where possibility is found, where one can weigh 

decisions against consequences or to explore the “what if”, while not bound to a certain reality. 

This is where the transfer of skills coaches associate with physicality in the game takes place. 

The full extent of what the skills are, how they will be implemented in the future, and the extent 

football experience will benefit will depend on the coach’s programs with results taking years to 

unfold. 
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The role rite of passage plays according to Turner (1969) is the process of becoming, it 

involves ritual, and the crossing from one stage of life emerging to the next as a new reborn 

person ordained with benefits and titles associated with the particular ritual. Those who do not go 

through or complete the rite of passage miss out on becoming an evolved version of oneself. In 

some tribal cultures this is earmarked by puberty rituals which symbolize the transfer of child 

into adulthood. Without experiencing the rite of passage in those cultures, individuals are not 

seen as equal to those who experienced the ritual (Turner, 1969). Coaches explicitly 

acknowledge football provides athletes with life altering experiences with many benefits. Two 

Participants also explicitly acknowledge students do not need to go through the sport to be 

successful, and that participation doesn’t guarantee success later in life. However, changes to the 

game at the identity level, challenges the medium where experience is provided, and alters the 

way the ritual occurs. A participant reflects on football as being one of the last bastions in the 

community where kids can learn those mined skills that come with fighting through tough and 

enduring circumstances, while relying heavily on your football family for support.  

For some coaches their identity is interlaced with the sport’s identity as a platform 

through which meaningful rituals transferring life skills occur. Altering the skills associated with 

physicality can adversely affect transference through disrupting the process and subsequent 

meaning coaches have dedicated their lives to uphold. This is the reason why coaches need the 

integrity of the sport to be preserved. Altering the integrity could change the ritual of passing on 

life changing skills. If coaches perceive this disruption as impacting their calling in a negative 

way, internal negotiations trying to align structurally required changes is seen as costly.  
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5.3 The Role of Institutional Theory in a Coach’s Response 

As discussed in the literature review institutional theory addresses the power of structure 

in determining and controlling change from an authoritative perspective. Oliver (1991) qualifies 

institution examples as regulatory structures, governmental, agencies or professions and 

suggests, “the survival value of conformity with the institutional environment and the 

advisability of adhering to external rules and norm” (p. 148). Essentially, structure as an entity of 

deterministic control is concerned with standards, regulations and coherence of establishing 

routine for organizations and agents. The literature review also addresses the possibility that in 

this case of mandated regulation change, structure may take multiple forms to coaches. The first 

form of structure is that of the UIL which provides governance to the coaches by regulation of 

their competition league. The second form of structure impacting coaches is the culture of Texas 

football supporting established cultural ideals and beliefs. From a theoretical perspective this 

also supports the notion of dueling identities. If there's a perception of multiple forms of 

deterministic pressure possessing divergent agendas impacting on coaches’ values and beliefs, 

this conflict would explain variation of their responses. Coaches would experience three different 

transition cycles between hearing about the initial mandate and implementing requirements 

within their own programs. For transition cycles one and two, coaches would have explicit 

pressure from the UIL as the governing structure mandating the requirement as a prerequisite for 

coaches’ participation in the Texas high school football league. 

 The extent of structural power to influence a coach on cycle three varies based on their 

reactions for cycle two and their normative beliefs. For some coaches, their reaction to being 

mandated by a higher authority proved to be one the most persuasive influences in their journey 
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through transition. A few participants were governed by this concept stating both their 

willingness to do anything to make the game safer for their athletes, and the need to follow 

structural expectations. According to Coakley (2017) an absolutist approach to deviance 

“assumes that social norms are based on essential principles that constitute an unchanging 

foundation for identifying good and evil and distinguishing right from wrong” (p.107). Coakley 

(2017) furthers if norms as representation of ideals are viewed as depicting absolute unchanging 

truths, any deviation from this standard would be seen wrong or amoral. Therefore, coaches who 

possess this mindset may feel constrained by the moral implication of deviating from higher 

authority expectations and how this might be a contradictory representation of their program and 

messaging to their athletes. This pressure alone can be enough to impact their behavioural 

responses to the mandate. Causing them to implement full compliance at a faster rate. The only 

factor which may cause internal conflict to these coaches would be the priority of safety to their 

athletes. This notion is resolved because the mandate reflects a purpose to keep athletes safe, 

aligning both priority goals. 

According to Coakley (2017) the constructive approach to deviance occurs when “ideas, 

traits and actions fall outside the socially determined boundaries that people use to decide what is 

acceptable and unacceptable in a society or social world” (p.108). Coaches who are able to 

compartmentalize or rationalize facets of the mandate to fit into their reality may subscribe to 

more of a constructivist mindset. Some coaches may feel more pressure to comply faster than 

others due to consistency in messaging. While other coaches feel pressure from different 

motivating factors such as skill development, safety implications or cohesivity that affect the rate 

of conformity based on individual priorities. Some participants acknowledge a will to conform to 

the mandate, however, also acknowledge from a practical standpoint that it would take time for 
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consistency through trial-and-error practices. The type of mindset coaches possesses and how 

that impacts their ideals and beliefs could explain both variance in responses and why some 

progressed through Bridges’ (1991) Transition Model faster than others.  

5.3.1 Deterministic vs Voluntaristic Continuum and Institutional Work 

Established throughout this chapter were different examples of agents’ needs taking 

precedence over actions required by institutional structures regarding the mandated regulation 

change. Coaches’ beliefs and values impact their feelings, decisions and actions towards the 

requirements. Applying a deterministic versus voluntaristic lens to this notion would swing the 

power towards agents that reflects the neo-institutional call for research with this focus in mind. 

The mandate is designed to address institutional level needs of making the game safer and 

keeping participation numbers up by changing the way coaches teach tackling. This mandate 

requires action by coaches in order for operational changes to produce desired results, thus, 

providing power to the agency in the form of choice affecting their behavioral output. Some 

participants acknowledge the mandate's purpose is designed to change the way kids approach 

tackling in a method similar to stricter penalties for traumatic hits. In order to address this 

disparity and inadequacy, there are theoretical perspectives of organizational change literature 

equating power to both agent and structure.  

On the deterministic structure side of the continuum, control over process, procedures 

and regulations lies within the institution. Palmer and Woolsey Biggart (2005) furthers this 

notion, “there is much evidence for strategic and purposive action among organizations and 

attempts to resist norms and regulations. To assume otherwise is to assume away the role of 

power and interest as explanatory factors” (p. 274). The success of the mandate really comes 
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down to the buy-in factor of a coach to implement the new style on a consistent basis in order to 

impact the value system of the coaching community. One participant in particular states a major 

concern with coaches not becoming early adopters, likening the course to a driver’s license and 

perceiving minimal teeth to the policy.  

Understanding the significance of triggers which push a person to the next phase of 

transition can be explained using facets of voluntaristic vs deterministic continuum. For coaches 

whose main concern is the safety of their athletes, voluntary control of their decisions on what 

style of tackling to coach was within their control. Coaches ran practices and decided what styles 

would best keep athletes safe. If the coaches believed the mandate would keep their athletes 

safer, progression to the next phase of planning out what that new reality might look like was an 

easy step. However, for those coaches who found the new methods unsafe, they would 

experience conflicting messaging needing to be resolved prior to progression.  

Of the coaches’ needs found in this study, safety earmarking progression out of the 

Endings Phase, and value over costs with Endings and Neutral Zone possessed the most 

voluntaristic controls for coaches. Other needs would possess facets of voluntary aspects such as 

utilizing the Hawk method prior to the mandate coming out, legitimizing the style through 

familiarity. The coaches who did not utilize a similar method perceived the new style to be 

ineffective and might feel aspects of deterministic pressure secondary to voluntaristic needs.  

Oliver (1991) states, “these differences in the appropriate mode of responsiveness to the 

environment reflect divergent assumptions about the degree of choice, awareness, and self-

interest that organizations possess for handling external constraints” (p. 148). In her study Oliver 

(1991) contributes to the understanding of behaviour of organizations within the institutional 

contexts, by identifying different strategic responses to institutional deterministic pressures of 
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conformity. An attempt at predicting potential responses will also depend on factors pertaining to 

context, type, means of institutional pressures. Oliver (1991) suggests these predicting measures 

must acknowledge the capacity which comprises an agent’s ability to conform due to resources, 

awareness, conflicts, and agent’s willingness, a concept related to skepticisms, perceived 

legitimacy and validity. The transition cycles allow these different priorities and how they affect 

the decision-making of a coach to be seen. It supports the notion of action predictors, however, at 

a microlevel of analysis. Proper communication practices between agency and structure could 

mitigate challenges or personal delays that a coach may experience.  

Oliver (1991) also raises the notion of personal capacity in relation to ability to enact 

change. One of the unintended findings of this study was the role COVID-19 played on the 

coaches 2020-2021 season. The resulting inundation of procedural mandates to address COVID-

19 concerns took precedence for coaches’ attention in order to participate in the current season. 

An unintended consequence of the pandemic restrictions may affect coaches' capacity to 

transition through multiple mandated change requirements. It is possible a coach may have 

reevaluated their concerns due to more pressing priorities.  

 Another observable finding is the cultural transition located within coaches' individual 

transition journey. Coaches were socialized through an identifiable culture of Texas football 

however, the culture of football is changing as a preemptive measure to keep the sport 

sustainable and athletes safe. Some may see the cultural shift as a blessing, while others may 

perceive it as an invader with the ability to tarnish legacy and a lifetime of commitment.  

Role of Institutional Work. To account for this complexity institutional work provides a 

theoretical lens that allows for both structure and agent to include each other. Pulling from Nite 

and Edwards (2021) analysis of institutional work theory, this research would fall under the 
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classification of institutional disruption work. Due to the context necessitating change was 

predicated by a disruption to institutional practices. Risk of injury was impacting participation 

and return to play practices were no longer a viable solution. The notion that both deterministic 

and voluntaristic pressures play a role with an agent focus lens places this study in furthering 

sport management contributions to institutional work.  

This study also accounts for the dueling roles of identity and how that may impact values, 

beliefs and pressures which may address Nite and Edwards (2021) call for academic sport 

literature to examine the intersections of identity with institutional theory. Through inductive 

analysis the identity of both the coach and sport, including the identity of this sport in Texas was 

explored. Allowing for the context and roles of those identities to be explained as it pertains to 

influencing behavioral actions and internalized understandings of the mandate requirements. 

This research also utilizes theory triangulation with application of the Bridges Transition Model 

to frame the varying reactions, which allows isolated variables to be captured that explore why 

resistance or acceptance occurs. With any change there are agents who present as early adopters, 

while others resist for various personal reasons. 

This research also captures identifiable influences of deterministic structure such as UIL, 

and cultural structural constraints through the role ideologies and beliefs impact the individuals’ 

responses. The internalized meaning football emanates in the lives of coaches in Texas, provides 

a rich medium adding to theoretical change literature within the sport management field. Nilsson 

(2019) suggests that institutional work allows for findings to explore the dyad of macro-

structures with micro-interactions, which this study furthers. This research addresses the broader 

systems of institutional dynamics through exploration of what physical responses consist of and 

why those responses occur. Given the complex nature of structure, culture, and change this 
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research has taken into account this myriad of factors while exploring the impact of change on an 

individual agent to further this perspective in sport management academia.  

Role of Traditional Institution Theory. In relation to traditional institutional theory, 

Palmer and Woolsey Biggart (2005) recognizes that a failure of institutional theory is its 

insufficient ability to delineate interest and agency. Traditional Institutional theory lenses would 

explore change through the understanding of need assessment or structural process of the 

mandate. Arguments would be made as to rationale for inception and strategies for distribution 

implementation. DiMaggio and Powell (1983) conceptualize that coercive isomorphism would 

be a driving force in compliance of institutional mandated pressure including functional 

dependence. Based on this institutional literature, Oliver (1991) suggests from an agent 

perspective if, “acquiescence is the most probable strategic response to institutional pressures 

when organizational dependence on the source of these pressures is high” (p.164). This study did 

produce findings to support this notion. However, the significance of acquiescence being the 

driving force to enact change is not the most powerful or central motivator. It is merely another 

factor or obstacle a coach must overcome after internalized needs are met.  

Assessing success based solely on implementation or creating a ramification strategy for 

non-compliance to structural standards could prove to be a very dangerous method. Culture was 

also seen as structure guiding and influencing decision and behavioural actions. This causes 

dueling structural pressures for some coaches. Coaches may feel pressure to choose between the 

two structures causing uprising, conflict or distrust of legitimacy for UIL. This may take many 

forms including outright rejection to mandate or compliance practices, especially if perception 

challenges any internalized ideologies of football at the identity and value levels. From a power 

and motivations perspective, traditional institutional theories fail to account for the magnitude of 
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significance that cultural experiences and influence of decision making informing behavioural 

responses.   

5.4 Practical Implications and Future Research 

This research highlights antecedent response processes that start with the internalization 

of what is truly being asked of a coach when mandates require them to perform their job 

differently. For those who were asked to change in a manner where they felt the mandate would 

cost more than provide their program in benefits, change seemed more drastic. Proper 

communication channels, and clear practice guidelines between governance structures and agents 

would greatly assist the transition process. Here, clear expectations could remove unknown 

assumption complications and coaches could openly express concerns or requirements salient for 

success in completing the transition journey. Findings support special attention to understand 

transition and the impact on individuals experiencing mandated change is important for 

successful implementation. This is especially true for any mandates that impact changes to facets 

of culture or identity, as these may prove to be more sensitive or met with defiance. The 

introduction chapter explained how this study utilized the broader context of mandated change, 

beyond how the UIL operationalized structured coach training requirements. By extending 

beyond a transition approach that might focused solely on exploring coach responses to the 

Atavus Tackling Training course to situate the study in a broader mandated change context, a 

more comprehensive exploration of why coaches respond differently to change was uncovered. 

The data demonstrated a presence of multiple transition cycles and this finding confirms the 

research addresses mandated change as opposed to a training transition.   
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Findings showcase the benefits to strong communication practices, thus having a 

transition management strategy in place may ease the impact of the transitional journey, and may 

provide validation of worth to agents who experience a potentially uncomfortable process. This 

could also inform policy creation and strategy implementation practices for expectations on 

timelines that account for acclimatization process and follow up measures. Transference of these 

findings extend further than simply the context of this study. Any operational mandated change 

which could impact a cultural or historical significance within a particular sport could benefit 

from utilizing mandated change strategies uncovered in this study.  

Based on the discussion sections, future research may wish to examine what role 

prioritization plays in impacting motivations of a coach’s decision-making processes. 

Additionally, capacity may be explored further in relation to the Bridges Transition Model in 

determining if coaches can transition through multiple distinctive mandated regulation changes 

simultaneously. The emergence of COVID-19 mandated protocols, which were in place during 

the time this study was conducted, may have impacted the way some coaches experienced 

transition to the tackling certification mandate. Future research may wish to explore this concept 

of capacity for change to see if coaches could work through hesitations of one mandate while 

implementing new requirements for another, including if a threshold exists that may negate a 

previous transition journey due to capacity related necessities.  

Future sport research in the areas of change related to perception of concussions may 

wish to explore the role identity, history or ideologies plays in relation to actualizing mandate 

requirements. Coaches express divergent concussion awareness realities between their playing 

days and current player safety requirements. Future research may wish to explore if the dueling 

identities exist around concussion practices, and what specific impacts that might have on 
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coaches. Finally, suggested future research could test the concept of the Bridges Transition 

Model utilizing individual concerns and needs to explain how individual’s complete transition in 

relation to mandated regulation change.  

5.5 Conclusion 

This research explored the various responses coaches provided when faced with a 

mandated change to the way tackling was taught. RQ1 asked how do coaches respond when 

faced with mandated regulation change? The responses from participants involved hesitation, 

partial compliance or full compliance with enacting mandated requirements. RQ2 asked how 

does their response reflect transition? Applying the Bridges Transition Model found all three 

phases to be represented in the coaches’ responses to the mandated regulation change. Not only 

were all phases found, but also the occurrence of multiple transition journeys, or cycles through 

the model. These include when coaches first heard of the mandate, followed by taking the 

Atavus Tackling Training course, and finally applying content within their football programs. 

Some coaches responded with concerns around safety for their athletes and costs to their 

programs and these concerts would impact how they responded to the mandate. Since these 

concerns would differ based on belief factors, coaches' personal needs would require remedying 

prior to full mandate compliance. Relationships between transitional phase ascension and 

addressing coaches' needs provided insight on why some coaches completed transition while 

others may not have. This research has provided examples on what individuals’ experience when 

they are asked to complete requirements mandated by a governing structure.   

The identity of coaches and football was also explored, where coaching football can be 

described as a lifestyle involving a lifetime of dedication and sacrifices. The reason coaches 
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committed to this lifestyle was not for the glory of winning, but for the ability to make a positive 

difference in the life of youth. Coaching football to them was about taking an inclusive game that 

accepted anyone willing to put in hard work to become better. The sport was a medium to create 

this concept into transferable life skills. Those transferable skills which prepared athletes to 

succeed in the outside world, became equally available regardless of the athletes' access to these 

resources outside of the high school environment. Changes to the game and physicality were 

perceived as disruptive to this process of creating an environment where those transferable skills 

were generated.  

In terms of actual responses, if a coach’s identity inclusive of their personal belief and 

values aligned with the output of the mandated regulation change, that coach had an easier time 

adapting. However, if there was a divergence in alignment due to coaches' concerns with safety 

and protection, values and cost, legitimacy, or consistency this needed to be internally resolved 

prior to fully buying into and actioning of the mandate. This was the internal conversation or 

negotiation mentioned earlier. Because coaches are humans subject to varying ideals, beliefs, 

mindsets, priorities, and feelings there was a spectrum of responses with individual timelines 

needed in order to resolve these concerns. Thus, it was important to conduct research to 

understand, explain and provide a voice to these experiences.  

This research is important because it highlights the challenges agents face when 

mandated regulation changes impact culture or identity. To some coaches the UIL mandate was 

not perceived as a simple task-oriented change. The mandate challenges how coaches teach 

tackling that is a fundamental crux of the game and being successful, which is a direct skill tied 

to the identity or defensive coach’s life's work. This was a contributing factor to why some 
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coaches required more time, or personal sacrifices when transitioning to support the mandated 

changes.  

From a theoretical perspective of looking at the research questions, coaches were 

provided a mandate by a “structural entity” the UIL impacting how they conducted their jobs. A 

secondary “structure” influencing the coach was found in this study, that of traditions and the 

culture of football in Texas. For some coaches the culture of football created conflicting 

messaging to the mandate, making it hard for some coaches to simply enact or conform to new 

requirements. If this study simply looked at the mandate from the UIL structural standpoint using 

traditional institutional theoretical assumptions, it may have missed conflicting culture as a 

structural presence and how that influenced the coach, impacting their reality and thus reactions.   
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Appendix A 

UIL and THSCA legislated mandate 

 

 

(University Interscholastic League, 2018)  
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Appendix B 

UIL mandated coaching requirements  

 

(Coaching Requirements, n.d.) 
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Appendix C 

High school football participation rates 2002 to 2019  

 

 

(NFSHSA, n.d.) 
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Appendix D 

Outdoor Foundation 2019 participation report 

 

 

 

(Outdoor Participation Report, 2019) 
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Appendix E 

Bridges Model of Transition 

 

(Bridges Transition Model, n.d.) 
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Appendix F 

Interview Guide 
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Appendix G 

Interviewed Coaches Demographic Information Table 

 

Participant 

# 
Position 

# Years 

Coaching 

Experience  

High School 

Class and 

Division 

Coaching 

Position 

Orientation 

1 Head Coach 20 to 24 6A DII Defensive 

2 Head Coach 20 to 24 6A DI Defensive 

3 Head Coach 25 to 29 6A DII Offensive 

4 Head Coach 20 to 24 3A DII 
Started Offensive - 

Now Defensive 

5 Head Coach 30 to 35 2A DI Defensive 

6 Head Coach 20 to 24 4A DII 
Started Offensive - 

Now Defensive 

7 Head Coach 36 + 5A DI Defensive 

8 Head Coach 30 to 35 3A DII Defensive 

9 Head Coach 36 + 2A DI Defensive 

10 Head Coach 25 to 29 3A DII Defensive 

11 Head Coach 25 to 29 4A DII Offensive 

12 Head Coach 25 to 29 2A DI Offensive 

13 Head Coach 30 to 35 3A DII Offensive 

14 Head Coach 10 to 15 5A DII 
Started Defensive - 

Now Offensive 

15 Head Coach 10 to 15 3A DII Offensive 
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Appendix H 

Inductive Coding Cluster Created by Software Quirkos  
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Appendix I 

Inductive Thematic Summary Statements  

Identity. Is a concept that contributes to an individual’s or entity’s defining 

characteristics. In this theme ideologies, perceptions, and experiences capture the individual’s 

interpretations and relations to their comprehension of the world. There are multiple concepts 

versus a singular notion in In the identity theme are multiple concepts versus a singular notion. 

These include describing the nuances of a coach’s self or internal/external identity, the identity 

of football as a sport, and the roles each played in a reality bigger than their singular concept. 

Pride. Is a value that includes representation or motivational factors of an individual or 

entity. Pride is a manifestation of coaches’ beliefs and perceived purpose; it is reinforced through 

intention or actions. It is often felt as a source or strong emotion that can be intangible such as a 

role, or tangible such as the visual of a crowd. Pride impacts both the identity of football culture 

and reasons to coaches to commit to their role.  

 Accountability. Represents a constriction or relationship to which coaches are 

conceptually or internally bound. Accountability represents a formal or informal structure to 

which coaches perceive values and beliefs in tandem with their role and/or responsibilities. 

Motivation to align actions with requirements are linked to the individual’s construct of 

internalized priorities, beliefs, values, and ideologies. Accountability impacts the coaching 

identity and how their role involves something greater than themselves. 

 Routine. Represents the monotony or repetitive processes of everyday life and is also 

closely linked to tradition. Routine represents familiarity over time, and through consistent 

application a coach or program could establish a level of professionalism. This concept was 

closely tied to identity through repetition and internalization from the comfort achieved in 
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familiarity, and as an antecedent to accountability as the responsibility to maintain a certain way 

of life.  

 Football Family. Represents a close bond between individuals, each with roles and 

responsibilities. The concept of a football family is one where people are bound by choice, 

dedication, and experiences to one another, unlike the tie one has with their blood family. There 

are emotional and physical obligations to meet, secure and maintain this football family bond. In 

doing so there are also personal benefits that the individual receives in the form of support. 

Football family is often a motivator for coaches in terms of their priorities and accountability 

influences.  

 Transcends a Game. As a concept, it represents a higher purpose the sport serves outside 

of the tangible game. It is the culmination of the pursuit and dedication that coaches serve in 

using the game as a medium to provide transferable skills to their athletes, so they are more 

successful in life. It is also the motivation coaches use to rationalize the level of commitment 

required to perform their job in a manner that often represents a calling or mission, versus the 

construct of a pay cheque collecting job.  

 Safety. As a concept also constitutes a basic need. Safety represents a motivational factor 

by way of concern and priority, that also has the power to affect behavioural actions in terms of 

mitigation, implementation to limiting risk, and injury. The theme of safety plays both secular 

and conflicting roles for many coaches. It acts as a reinforcement ideal and an anchor for those 

coaches who fear for the safety of their athletes.  

 Tough. Is a concept representing a dual state of being and experiencing. Tough denotes 

hardships or trials that one must experience or overcome to transform into an evolved version of 

oneself. The implicit goal of the experience side that coincidentally manifests in the being side, 
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is that evolution makes one a better version with harvested transferable skills. This concept also 

reinforces gender ideologies, especially through a representation connection found in power and 

performance sports.  

 Way of Life. Represents the conceptual state of routine, identity, and geography, bound 

in customs and rituals. It allows the individual to place their sense of self in the familiar comfort 

that explains who they are, why they are that way, what they do, and why things are done that 

way. It is a connection to the past where origins of beliefs, values, and ideals explain current 

realities and help to dictate imaginable futures.  

 Coach’s Response. Represents the various ways in which coaches respond to the 

mandate. The different categories capture a variety of themes including technical and tactical 

skill responses to the training, value responses, concussion equivalency responses, and nature of 

the sport responses. These descriptions present a commonality of how coaches both feel and 

behaviorally respond.  
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Appendix J 

Plotted Coaches Potential Transition Journey 
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Appendix K 

Inductive Theme Coding Cluster List For Abductive Blend Group 

Descriptive Code Emotional Code Concept Code Process Code Value Code 

 

Identity 

Weather Reliable/Believe in Love Debt or Duty Pissed off or anger 

Upset Defensive Work Ethic Evaluating WInning Winning 

Significance of change Scared or Fear Game Strategy Acceptance Ultimate Team Sport 

Perception Inclusive Culture Micromanage Successful Season 

Mixed Feelings Flag Football 

Way we've always 

done it Important Parent 

Talent Aggression Honour Underdog Spectacle 

Rite of Passage Passionate Geography X's and O's Rugby 

Confidence Attack Leadership Blame Needs 

Advocate Fun or Enjoyment Enjoyment Duplicate Violent Duplicate Cliche Duplicate 

Integrity Duplicate Religion Duplicate Resources Duplicate War Duplicate Gender Duplicate 

 

Pride 

Underrated or 

Undervalued Blood Family Preparing Unhappy Atmosphere 

Elementary School Kids Nervous Duplicate Advocate Duplicate Honour Duplicate Debt or Duty Duplicate 

Professional Coaches 

Duplicate 

Championship 

Duplicate Winning Duplicate   

 

Routine 

Cleaning Job Commitments Communicating 

Coaches Personal 

Process Behind Scenes Process 

Effort Teaching Tackling Implementing Instinct Pandemic 

Contradiction Ritual Resources Decision Making Streamlined 

Drills Preseason 16 Games Language Nervous 

The Norm Practice Flexibility Bad Habit Patience 

Tradition 

Scared or Fear 

Duplicate Violent Duplicate x 4 

Limit Contact 

Duplicate Time Duplicate 

Coaching Staff Duplicate Film Duplicate 

way we've always 

done it Duplicate 

Consistency 

Duplicate Mixed Feelings Duplicate 
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Concern Duplicate Culture Duplicate Acceptance Duplicate   

 

Accountability 

Moving Forward Liability Abide by the rules Evolve Rules and Regulations 

Goals Film Same Direction Great Idea Trainings 

Get on board Trust Consistency Higher Authority Expectations 

Embrace Change Quitting CYA Justification Legality 

Insurance Tedious Enforcement Integrity Respect 

Try our Best Stress Responsibility ownership Desire 

Worry Sportsmanship Acceptance Duplicate Gender Duplicate x 2 Contradiction Duplicate 

Parent Duplicate 

Concern Duplicate x 

2    

 

Football Family 

Friendship Role Relationships Coaching Staff Negative Feelings 

Frustrate Special 

Get out what you put 

in Death Unity 

Enthusiastic Potential Time Inclusive Duplicate Dysfunction Duplicate 

Instinct Duplicate Violent Duplicate x 2 Lesson Duplicate Parent Duplicate x 2 Communicating Duplicate 

Evaluating Winning 

Duplicate Love Duplicate    

 

Tough 

Enjoyment War Brutal Discipline Bootcamp 

Gender Desire Duplicate Aggression Duplicate 

Rite of passage 

duplicate Advocate Duplicate x 2 

Underdog Duplicate Effort Duplicate Needs Duplicate Violent Duplicate x 3 Weather Duplicate 

Work ethic Duplicate Quitting Duplicate 

Lack of Physicality 

Duplicate Adversity Duplicate  

 

Safety 

Sport Injuries Risk Concern Lack of Physicality Participating 

Concussion Limit Contact Violent Dangerous CYA Duplicate 

16 Games Duplicate 

Rules and 

Regulations 

Duplicate Evolve Duplicate   
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Lessons Football Teaches (Transcends a Game) 

Sacrifice Championships Members of Society Skills or Skillsets Character 

Adversity Important Duplicate 

Evaluating Winning 

Duplicate 

Successful Season 

Duplicate Love Duplicate x 3 

Learning     

 

Way of Life 

Matters Wages Professional Coaches Big Deal Athletic Period 

Crowd Cliche Education Religion Dysfunction 

Loss of Job Promotion Spectacle Duplicate War Duplicate x2 

Job Commitments 

Duplicate 

Love Duplicate x 2 Culture Duplicate x 2    

 

Coach’s Response 

Nature of Football 

Responses 
Health Responses Technical Responses Value Reponses to new 

training 

The Past 

Responses that 

Underestimate Concussion Arm Tackle Feelings After Taking Course 

NFL Sport Injuries Duplicate Head across the bow Redundant 

 Concussion Duplicate Screws on Screws Good or Satisfied 

  Tackling Technique Reasoning 

   Effective 

   Business Opportunity 

   Financial 
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Appendix L 

Inductive Theme Coding Cluster List For Group 4 Inductive Coaches 

Descriptive Code Emotional Code Concept Code Process Code Value Code 

 

Identity 

Love Defensive Work Ethic Evaluating WInning Winning 

Significance of change Scared or Fear Ultimate Team Sport Perception Inclusive 

Culture Successful Season Mixed Feelings Flag Football Way we've always done it 

Parent Underdog Spectacle Rite of Passage Passionate 

Geography X's and O's Leadership Selflessness Fulfilment 

Skeptical Enjoyment Duplicate Violent Duplicate Religion Duplicate Resources Duplicate 

War Duplicate Gender Duplicate Offense   

 

Pride 

Blood Family Unhappy Atmosphere 

Elementary School 

Kids Fulfilment Duplicate 

Selflessness Duplicate 

Professional Coaches 

Duplicate 

Championship 

Duplicate Winning Duplicate  

 

Routine 

Job Commitments Communicating 

Coaches Personal 

Process Teaching Tackling Pandemic 

Ritual Resources Decision Making Streamlined Drills 

Preseason Language Practice Flexibility Tradition 

Muscle memory Right thing to do Commitment Strategy Scared or Fear Duplicate 

Skeptical Duplicate Violent Duplicate x 4 Confidence 

Coaching Staff 

Duplicate Film Duplicate 

Way we've always done 

it Duplicate 

Consistency 

Duplicate 

Mixed Feelings 

Duplicate Concern Duplicate Culture Duplicate 

 

Accountability 

Evolve 

Rules and 

Regulations Film Same Direction Trainings 

Consistency Higher Authority Expectations Enforcement Respect 

Responsibility Desire Felt bad Gender Duplicate x 2 Parent Duplicate 
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Football Family 

Relationships Coaching Staff Preach Bonding Inclusive Duplicate 

Right thing to do 

Duplicate Violent Duplicate x 2 

Selflessness 

Duplicate x 2 Lesson Duplicate Parent Duplicate x 2 

Communicating 

Duplicate 

Evaluating Winning 

Duplicate Love Duplicate   

 

Tough 

Enjoyment War Discipline Bootcamp Gender 

Resilient Fight Dominate Desire Duplicate Rite of passage duplicate 

Underdog Duplicate Violent Duplicate x 3 Work ethic Duplicate 

Lack of Physicality 

Duplicate Adversity Duplicate 

 

Safety 

Sport Injuries Concern Lack of Physicality Concussion Violent 

Confidence 

RulesRegulations 

Duplicate Evolve Duplicate Imitating  

 

Lessons Football Teaches (Transcends a Game) 

Sacrifice Lessons Championships Members of Society Skills or Skillsets 

Character Teaching Adversity 

Evaluating Winning 

Duplicate 

Successful Season 

Duplicate 

Love Duplicate x 3     

 

Way of Life 

Wages Professional Coaches Crowd Religion Intense 

Spectacle Duplicate War Duplicate x2 

Job Commitments 

Duplicate Love Duplicate x 2 Culture Duplicate x 2 

 

Coach’s Response 

Nature of Football Responses Health Responses Technical Responses Value Reponses to new training 

The Past Concussion Duplicate Arm Tackle Training Recations 

NFL Sport Injuries Duplicate Head across the bow Effective 

  Screws on Screws  

  Tackling Technique  

 


